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PREFACE

The extant Babylonian horoscopes are brought together for the first

time in this edition so that they may be studied as a class of texts.

This is not a synthetic or analytic study of Babylonian "astrology." The
primary purpose of this work is to edit and translate the horoscope texts.

Abraham Sachs worked on practically all the known horoscopes as part of

his lifelong careful attention to all late Babylonian texts of astronomical

content. As far as I know, Sachs identified aU but three of the documents

in the corpus identified since the 1950s, but only those appearing in his

1952 article "Babylonian Horoscopes" jjCS 6: pp.49-75, pls.IU-rV) were

published in transhteration and translation. For the sake of bringing all the

horoscope texts together, those published by Sachs are included here, in

most cases, with virtuaUy no changes.

The Babylonian horoscopes should be incorporated into any study of

the history of Babjdonian cel«tial divination as part of a systematic corpus

of cimeiform astrological texts. Their relations are clearly to omens, in

particular nativity omens, which foretell personal matters on the basis of

the appearance of a planet or a fixed star at the birth of the individual

concerned. No other genre of astrological cuneiform text besides the

horoscopes presents the complex situation of the heavens on the date and

sometimes at the time of a birth. Still, the prognostications for the native,

when they are included in the Babylonian horoscope, clearly derive from
the nativity omen tradition, and by extension, the tradition of celestial

omens (Enuma Anu Enlil) in general. But unlike the nativity, or celestial,

omens, which do not depend upon the use of computational astronomical

methods, the Babylonian horoscopes represent the single genre of astro-

logical cimeiform texts to take account of the positions of all the planets on
the date of a birth, and therefore necessitate the derivation, rather than

observation of those positions. The nature of this dependence on
astronomy is unique among the Babylonian astrological texts, and further

ai^;ues for the uniqueness of the horoscope genre.

A skeletal framework for a history of Babylonian scholarly celestial

divination would begin with late Old Babylonian omen texts (ca. 18CX)

B.C.), and continues through the Middle Babylonian and Middle Assyrian

periods (ca. 1200 B.C.) with forerunners to the canonical celestial omen
series Enuma Anu Enlil. Isolated references to celestial "signs" in Sumerian

sources, such as the sign sent in the form of a bright star to Gudea for the

building of Ningirsu's temple (Gudea Cy/. A v 23- vi 2; ix 9-10), do not

constitute sufficient evidence to warrant speakii^ of the origins of celestial

divination in a Sumerian milieu. Only with the devdopment of Baby-

lonian scribal scholarship does evidence for the systematic consideration of

ix
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X kbylonian Horoscopes

celestial phenomena as omens appear in tablets of the late Old Babylonian

period.

The interest in celestial phenomena as a means of determining what the

gods held in store for the king and the entire kingdom gave rise to the

compilation of such omens in a reference work, which ultimately took

shape as a collection of some seven thousand celestiad omens in a series of

seventy tablets known as Enuma Anu Enlil. This product of Old and

Middle Babylonian scribal scholarship was designed for use by scholars

who observed or computed celestial phenomena for the purpose of prog-

nostication. By the middle of the second millennium, celestial divination

had become a major feature of the learned culture of Mesopotamia. Soon

the tradition extended beyond the Babylonian scribal centers to those of

the bordering sutes of Hatti and Elam, as evidenced in texts from sites in

Anatolia and Iran of the Middle Assyrian and Middle Babylonian periods.

In the seventh century B.C., an abimdance of texts reveals the activities

of the Sargonid coiut astrologers as well as their use of the fully developed

form of the Enuma Anu Enlil series placed in the palace library of

Assurbanipal. What might be referred to as the late period of Babylonian

celestial divination ranges over a number of historical periods as well as of

textual genres. Late Babylonian astrological texts include a wide variety of

celestial as well as nativity omens and horoscopes. These genres span the

Achaemenid, Seleudd, and Arsacid periods (ca. 500 B.C. to 50 B.C.). The
focus in these genres upon mundane prognostication, whether for the king,

the state, or the individual, in the case of nativity omens and horoscopes,

differentiates them from texts of astronomical content alone. This

distinction between textual genres was made by the scribes themselves,

who rarely combined on a single tablet purely astronomical procedures

with omens. This is not to say that the texts which made prognostications,

the "astrolc^cal" texts, constituted a separate science. Celestuil divination,

astronomical observation, and astronomical computation represent

interdependent parts of a multifaceted and complex tradition of celestial

science in ancient Mesopotamia.

The appearance of horoscopes in Babylonia at the end of the fifth

century B.C. marks the point when the situation of the heavens at the time

of a birth came to be regarded as significant for the future of an individual.

Before this time, htde evidence supports the idea that the individual had a

place in the scope of traditional celestial divination, though there had been
divination whidb derived predictions for individuals based on date of birth

and on phys^og^omy. A direa connection between the individual and the

heavens, however, is not reflected either in physiognomic or in birth

omens.

The relationship between personal piety and personal happiness within

the divine scheme of the universe is a subjea of concern in the Babylonian



xi

"wisdom" literature, and although the relationship is viewed with a certain

skepticism in some ancient sources, the idea that an individual's life, as all

other things, is affeaed by the gods seems to be a basic assumption. If, as

in the celestial omen collection EnumaAnu Enlily celestial phenomena had

been taken to indicate the future for the king and the sute of affiadrs in the

country at lai^, h seems 4prson possible that such a beUef could be cam
over and applied to the life of an individual. That such an idea was applied

to the individual, at that particular time—coincident with the loss of

Babylonian control of their own political future to the Achaemenid

Persians— underscores the politically charged nature of traditional celestial

omens. These had given expression both to a concern for the stabihty of

the Babylonian (or Assyrian) king and his state, and to the behef in a

connection between the kingdom and the cosmos. The horoscopes seem

to transfer similar, but less politically motivated, concerns sd>out the

individual, and necessarily, as well, the connection between the celestial

and the terrestrial now focused upon the individual person. It is tempting

to see in the emergence of personal astrology evidence of a change in the

relation conceived between the individual and the cosmos, or the individual

and the gods, after the mid-first millennium. Whether this is the case, and

what relation it may have to the poHtics of the Achaemenid and even the

Seleucid era, is subjea to further inquiry, but not on the basis of the

horoscope texts alone. These texts are far too laconic, and far too few to

penetrate much further into the philosophical or reli^ous commitment
behind the Babylonian personal astrology.

The analysis of the Babylonian horoscopes from the point of view of

their cultural and historical context belongs to a future study, in which the

horoscopes can be viewed in the hght of the traditions of Babylonian

celestial divination as well as of astronomy, both non-mathematical and
mathematical. In spite of their implicit purpose to prognosticate aspects of

the life ofthe native, the ostensive astronomical nature of the gpnre ties the

horoscopes together with diaries, almanacs, goal-year texts, ephemerides

and procedure texts as sources for our reconstruction of the repertoire of

Babylonian astronomy in the late first millenniimi.

The present edition focuses on the philological aspects of the corpus and

the dating of the horoscopes by means of their astronomical content. The
primary purpose of this work is to edit and translate the Babylonian

horoscopes, but it is also hoped that this edition will contribute to the

foundation for further study of Babylonian cdesdal divination and
genethlialogy currently beii^ laid by the publication of other cuneiform

celestial omen and related texts. It is only on the basis of such a foundation

that a meaningful comparison with Greek astrology may be tmdertaken by
those competent to equate the vast literature in that field.
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CHAPTER 1

NATURE AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
OF THE

BABYLONL^N HOROSCOPES

j 1. DEFINmON OFTHE GENRE

In view of prevailing assumptions about horoscopes, both historical

(Greco-Roman or European) and modern, it would be well to begin the

present study of cuneiform "horoscopes" by defining the particular nature

of the Babylonian texts, thereby clarifying their differences from other

texts also termed "horoscopes." Although the term itself derives ultimately

from the Greek copooKOTCog (Latin horoscopum), certain concepts regarding

the spherical universe, the ecliptic, the zodiacal signs, planetary influences,

and methods of relating astronomical elements to both physical and

psychic elements of an individual, all associated with horoscopic astrology

in Greco-Roman antiquity, must not be assumed a prion to find

counterparts in the Babylonian texts.*

Babylonian "horoscopes" are documents that assemble and record a

particular series of astronomical data which have been determined to occur

either on or near the date of the birth of an individual. A number of

* EztensivvliieEnnre on Greco-Roman astrology cannot be gjren in a footnote. Onecan
start with O. Neogefaaoer and H3. van Hoesen, (ktedc Horoscopes (Philade^liia:

Amexkan Philosophical Sodeiy, 1959); Dorotheus of Sidon, Cumen Astrologicum, ed. D.

Pingree (Leipzig: Teubner, 1976); Hephaestion of Thebes, ApottJesmidca (Prognostics),

ed. D. Pingree (Leipzig: Teubner, 1973); Vettrus Valens, Antbole^e, ed. D. Pingree

(Leipzig: Teubner, 1986); Manilins, AstroaomioL, ed. and tnuuL G.P. Goold (Cambridge,

kfos., and London: Lod^OaskallJbiniy, 1977); Ptolemy, Tanbibhs, ed. andtransL F.E.

Robbins (Cambridge, Mass., and London: Loeb Oasncal Ltbraiy, 1940); A. Boodi^
Leclercq, L 'sstrologk grecque (Paris: Leroux, 1899), and D.Pingree, "Astrology," in P.P.

Wiener ed., Dictkmuy for the History ofIdeasVoL I ^ew York: Sciibner, 1968, 1973),

pp. 118-126.

1



2 flonian Horoscopes

examples "look at the hour," noting the time of birth occasionally with

respect to a seasonal hour (one-twelfth of the length of daylight),^ and

provide planetary positions in the zodiac for the specified time. Only the

moon's position is affected by a change in hour, since it moves so much
more rapidly than the sun or the five planets. That planetary data are not

greatly affected, may perhaps explain why the hour of birth is not noted

with regularity in the Babylonian horoscopes. Even when noted, the

Babylonian horoscopes' "inspection of the hour" is not paralleled by their

synonymous Greek counterparts, where (opooKdicoc refers not to the

consideration of the time of day, but of the point of the ecliptic (the

ascendant) rising at the moment of birth (Ptolemy, TetrabMos 111,2).

The differences between Babylonian and Greek horoscopes begin here

and permeate most other aspects of the two corpora. Despite the evidence

of transmission and borrowing from Mesopotamia found in specific

elements of Greek astrology,' and that the basic idea of predicting the life

of a person on the basis of astronomical phenomena associated with the

birth date was originally Babylonian, Babylonian and Greek horoscopes

reflect substantially different genethhalogical systems. There is neither

chronological overlap between the two corpora,^ nor any similarity

between their underlying cosmologies or their philosophical/religious

imderpinnings. Mention should also be made of the Demotic horoscopes

of Roman Egypt, dating to the first half of the first century A.D. and

reflectii^ a Greco-Egyptian, rather than a Babylonian, foundation.^ Parts

of the composition of these horoscopes are formally similar to the Baby-

lonian texts, e.g., the date of birth stated in terms of regnal year, month,

day and hour, and the positions of the sun, moon, and planets, but the

other elements included have no Babylonian analogues. On this basis, we
proceed in the hopes that the term "horoscope" will not lead to a misxmder-

standing of the nature of the Babylonian examples, or of their cultural

' See chapter 3 ^2.3J.

^ See my 'Elements <^the Babylonian Contribution to Hellenistic Astrology,"JAOS 108

(1987), pp. 51-62.

* The latest dated cuneiform horoscope is for S.E.243 - -68 - 69 B.C, the earliest Greek

horoscope is the coronation monument for Antiochus I of Commune in -61 - 62 B.C..

This is not a nativity but rather an "omen" for the reign of the king (much like the citing

of auspicious planetary appearances by Esarhaddon at the beginning of his reign and

naxcded in his royal inscrqmons, see Riekek Boreer, Die Insdrr^ien AsarhaddonsK6n^
von Astyrien [Graz, 1956], p.2 i 3 1-ii 26 and p. 17 lines 3441). Even the Egyptian horoscopes

date beiweeu -37 and +93. See Neugebauer and van Hoesen, Greek Homcapes^ p. 161.

* O. Neugebauer, Demotic Horoscopes,"JAOS 63 (1943), pp. 116-126.



'atttreand Cultural Context 3

background, by simple association with the Greek or their derivatives.

The discovery of the first cuneiform horoscope came as part of the

general decipherment of astronomical cimeiform texts in the late nine-

teenth century by J. Epping, J.N. Strassmaier, and F.X. Kugler. At that

time, in 1888, only a single horoscope text was known (Text 18).^ Two
more horoscopes were published in the 1920s/ but it was not imtil the

1960s that more examples were identified by Abraham Sachs in the British

Museum. Twenty-eight Babylonian horoscope tablets are now extant. In

the context of cimeiform scientific texts, this group may be seen as a well-

defined class of astrological texts belonging to the Achaemenid, Seleucid,

and Arsadd periods, or roughly between the fifth and first centimes B.C.

Their content is ostmsibly astronomical rather than "astrological," as prac-

tically no prognostications for the native are included in these documents.

The chronological range of the extant texts is from 410 B.C. to 69 B.C.

The five documents from the first century B.C. are among the youi^est

cuneiform texts known. These first century horoscopes fTexts 23-27), all

from the city of Babylon, date from the end of the reign of Mithradates 11

(88 B.C.) to 69 B.C., a period of political instabifity in Babylon, during

which time Babylon's major temple, the Esagila, b^ins to appear mori-

bund.'

The Babylonian horoscopes were all dated to the birth of an individual.

Since three texts contain more than one horoscope, it cannot be the case

that a horoscope was written on the date of the birth. In no case has the

writing of a horoscope tablet been dated by means of a colophon. The
dates are foimd at the beginning of the text and refer exclusively to the

birth date. Given the existence of birth notes, recording dates and times of

births apparently for the purpose of later casting a horoscope, it is dear

that horoscopes could have been prepared well after such dates. In the

single birth note preserved with more than one birth record, two of the

dates are spaced thirty-six years. The evidence that data were excerpted

from other astronomical texts further predudes the possibiUty that a

* PliblwhfH by Soassmaier, ZA 3 (1888), p. 149f (transcription on p. 137) and Epping, 21A

4 (1889), pp. 168-171; also Kugb- SSBn 554-558, and republished togedier with Text 7

33667) by Kugler, SSB 11 558-562 (transliteration, translation and commentary) and

Schaumbei^, SSB Erg. 3 Tf.Vn Nr. 14 (copy) (1924).

' Text 2 (AB 251) was published by R.C. Thompson, A Catalogue ofthe Late Babylonian

Tablets in the Bodleian Library^ Oxford (London: Luzac, 1927), pL2. Text 7 by Kugler and

Schaumberger, see note 6.

'
J. Oelsner, Materialien zttr babylonisdfen Gesdlscba/t und Kultur in hellenistisdier Zeit

(Budapest, 1986), p. 65.
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4 \abyltmian Horoscopes

horoscope represents some observation, or even computation, of heavenly

phenomena at the time of birth.

f2, CONTENTAND Purpose OFTHE Genre

As records of astronomical phenomena, the Babylonian horoscopes are

sources for the techniques, and indirectly, the intellectual or social context,

of those who wrote them. Of the ultimate goal of the construction of these

documents, the good and bad fortimes of the recipients, they tell us little.

Still less is known from the texts about the individual recipients themselves.

The historical problem of astrological interpretation seems to be endemic

to the history of astrology on a broad scale, as expressed in a comment by

JD. North: "Historians faced with a nativity are almost alwajrs inclined

to ask how it would have been interpreted. The answer is usually 'As its

subject would have wished*."'

The purpose of the Babylonian horoscope document was above all to

record positions of the seven planets (moon, sun, and five classical planets)

in the zodiac on the date of a birth. Tbe astronomical data were presented

followii^; a standard formulation:

ITLMN 30/1 GEj n *rrw olid

"MN, (the previous month being) full/hollow, n^t of

the nth, the child was bora.''°

The majority of horoscopes do not name the duld for whom the

horoscope is cast, and simply use the phrase Arm olid "the child is bom."

In seven horoscopes (Texts 2, 4, 9, 12, and the duplicates 10 and 11, ) and

one birth note (Text 30), the name of the child is recorded. Two of these

contain Greek personal names: Aristokrates, written a-ri-is-turug^irra^te-e,^^

and Nikanor, written nik-nH-u-rui"^ Both of these horoscopes date from

the early third oentiuy, thus securely within a hellenized Babylonia. Even

so, the Greek names may or may not represent ethnic Greeks, and

conclusions as to the nationality of any of those for whom horoscopes

were cast caimot yet be drawn.

' J.D. North, Horoscopes and History (- Warburg Institute Surveys and Texts Xm,
London: The Warburg Institute, University of London, 1986), p. xi.

For this formulation of the month, see chapter 3 ^ 2.2.

" TextlOobv.2.

" Tml2obv.2.
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Inferences regarding the individuals involved in personal astrology may
only be ventured about those who wrote the horoscopes, and this too is

indirect and based ezdusively on internal textual criteria, rather than on

any data directly concerning the horoscope scribes. Primarily because the

vocabulary of the horoscopes is the same as that of the Late Babylonian

astronomical texts, both mathematical and non-mathematical, one may
guess that they were produced by the same group of scribes. Precious litde

is known ofthese individuals, but from astronomical text colophons we do

have names, patronyms, and professions for some of the hellenistic Baby-

lonian astronomers.'^ A number of Arsacid period administrative docu-

ments from the Marduk temple Esagila of Babylon make reference to the

scribes who specialized in celestial matters, calling them "scribes of (the

celestial omen series entitlec^ Enuma Anu Enlil" and describing specific

astronomical work for which they received support in the form of arable

land and silver.'* These temple documents clarify the association of the

scribes ofEnumaAnu Enlil with the temple during the second century B.C.

and indicate that the activities of these scribes included observational and

computaticmal astronomy. Their duties regarding celestial divination, not

to speak of horoscopy, are not referred to in the temple documents. It can

only be assumed that since copies of Enuna Anu Enlil continued to be

made during the hellenistic period, it was this same group of scribes who
made thenL Even on the basis of such scanty evidence as this, it is perhaps

sufficient to say that the group of scribes known as tupSeir Enuma Anu
Enlil produced the horoscope tablets, as well as any other text of astro-

nomical or astrological content, and that throughout the Achaemenid,

Seleucid, and Arsacid periods these scribes belonged to an extremely small

set of Babylonian literati.

Beyond their small numbers, evidence is wanting for the social standing

of such scribes, and even less is available for their horoscope clients. The
Greek names of two horoscopes can point to the Macedonian elite of late

Babylonian society, but not unequivocally. In only one horoscope ^ext

9) can the native named in the horosc(^ be identified. In this case, the sub-

ject was a scribe well-known from colophons in HeUenistic texts from

" The evidence is collected in my "Scribes and Scholars: The (upsarEnSma Anu Enlil'

FS Oelsner (in press).

" See Pinches, BOR 4 132, CT 49 144, CT 44 186, and AB 247, pubUshed by McEwan in

Iraq 43 (1981), pp. 139-141, and see the discussion in R.J. van der Spek, "The Babylonian

Tempk during the Macedonian and Puthian pominatton,* BiOr 42 (1985), pp. 547-554.

llie letimCr 49 189 and 192 contun references to the title (upsarEnSmaArutEnlilfbixt

in broken context.
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6 Horoscopes

Uruk: AnurbelSuiiu, son of Nidintu-Anu, desoendanl of Sin-lSqe^iniuiiiiL^

That a horoscope was cast for a member of a family of scholars and priests

of the Anu temple of Uruk, suggests only that scribes could construct their

own (or each others') horoscopes. It is no reflection on the accessibiUty of

horoscopy for clients outside the circle of the scholars themselves. If,

however, Babylonian horoscopy is to be understood as an extension of the

traditional scholarly celestial divination, which above all served the king,'*

then it might be the case that the new form of celestial prognostication was

confined to citizens of privilege. '^Our evidence is, however, not sufficient

to draw conclusions about the social dimension of late Babylonian

astrology.

Followii^ the date ofthe birth is the time of birth. More often than not

the time is given with reqpea to a part of the day, e.g., ina ZALAG *in the

last part of night'*' or SAG GE^ "begiiming of night.**' The time of birth

is also given with respect to the seasonal hours, the twelve divisions of the

day whose nimiber remain Szed but whose lengths vary throughout the

year. The simanu, as they were called, are designated by ordinal numbers

^ See Text 9 obv. 2.

" Noiea]sothattheph)rsiognoaik<miew(eg.YC>S 10 M), which have beenfoi^
interoalty related to nativity omens (and perhaps hMoscopes) insofar as their predictions

for individuah are concerned, address the elite in society. Apodosesham the physiognomic

series contain subject matter that points to the palace and its personnel, see for example

YOS 10 54:22, 23, 30 and 31.

Many basic aspects of the social structure of first millfnninfn Babylonia, such as the social

and economic "classes," are still to be fully imderstood, as attested to in statements such as

lA.Dmhmxy, SUvery in Babylonia:Fnm hUU>^^
C}, transl. V.A. Powdl (DdKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, rev.ed., 1984), pp.44-

46; J. Klima, "Beitrage zur Struktur der neubabylonischen Gesellschaft, "CRRAI 1 1 (Leiden,

1964), pp. 1 1-21; see also the remarks concerning the sutus of "free citizen" (mar baniki)

inM. Rocfa, "A Case ofGouested Status.' in DUAfU. E^DUBSA-A- SttuUesm honorofAhe

I^iS^5for]g(OocasiondPubIicatioins of the Samuel Noah Knuner Fond, 11, Philadelphia,

1989), pp. 486-487. In this context, to attach anything more than vague social sigtiificance

to the prosopographical evidence from the horoscopes would be premature. Note

however, that a connection between astrology and the ruler continued in the context of

Hdlenistic Greek hofoicopy. Apractioeof prqiaringahmosoopeferdie coronation ola

monarch is attested three times. One is the huge monimient that represents in stone relief

the earliest preserved horoscope. It can be dated to the coronation of Antiochm I of

Commageae m 62 B.C., and is published in Neugebauer and van Hoesen, Credt Horoscopes,

pp. 14-16. For the other examples, see ibid., p. 16 note 13.

" See Text 1:1, Text 19:4, and Text 20:2.

See Text 6 rev. 2, Text 7 rev. 2, Text 13:2, Text 15:2, and Text 17:2.
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'ature and Cultural Context 7

(i.e. 7 si-man - the 7th simanu).^ Elsewhere, simanu has the basic meaning

"interval,"^* but here the twdve intervals represent the twelve divisions of

daylight or night (not the \2-b&ru division of the nycthe-meron), and were

used to denote the time of birth.^ The enumeration of the planetary

positions usually follow the expression "in his hour (of birth)" {jna

simaniSii).

The body of the horoscope contains the planetary positions in the

zodiac. These data may follow several introductory expressions, e.g., "at

that time" {inusu)y "in his hour (of birth),"( ina simanisu), or "that day"

{umiSu). Then in a standard formulation, the planetary positions are given

as follows: "the moon was in zodiacal sign^, the sun was in zodiacal sign^,

Jupiter in zodiacal sign^," followed by the positions of Venus, Mercury,

Saturn, and Mars. These positions are generally given with respect to a

zodiacal sign alone, less often in specific degrees within a sign. With several

exceptions," horoscopes do not generally record positions of planetary

synodic phenomena, but rather positions in the zodiac at the arbitrary

moment of someone's birth. When, however, a planet is in conjunction

with the sun and is therefore not visible, the text notes that the planet has

-set- (SU - and/or is "with the sun- (KI SarndS^ itti &mi£j}'

0. ANCIENT Derivation OFData

The question of the derivation of the astronomical data in the

horoscopes is directly relevant to the question of the relationship between

"astrology" and "astronomy" in Babylonia. Neugebauer drew attention to

the fact that the Babylonian horoscopes constitute a very small corpus

compared with the over 1800 late Babylonian astronomical texts.^^ Were

it not for the wealth of astronomical data, and the resulting access to

Babylonian astronomical techniques afforded by the astronomical texts, we
would have little chance of identifying the methods by which astronomical

data were derived in Babylonian horoscopes.

The relevance especially of the non-mathematical astronomical texts for

analysis of the horoscopes isprimafade evident from the technical termin-

" E.g., Text 21:2*.

^ See CAD S.V., ACT glossary S.V.

^ See my "Seasonal Hours in Babylonian Astronomy," Cmtaums 32 (1989), pp. 146-170.

^ See Text 1 throughout, 4:6-7, 6 upper edge 2; 7 obv.(?) 2-3, 23:6, 25:7-8, and 28 rev. 2.

See ch.2, Introduction to the text editions sub 3b.

^ Neugebauer-van Hoesen, Greek Horoscopes, p. 162.
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8 \al7yUmian Horoscopes

ology, as well as the orthographic conventions, employed by the writers of

the horoscopes. The writii^ of all the key iii^redients, that is, the months,

zodiacal signs, names of planets and stars, designations of time and celestial

positions, as well as terms for phenomena are familiar from other

astronomical gem-es.^^ Several abbreviations, such as dd for ^rtf"darkly,"^^

al for aUa "more than,"" and dr for arki "after,"^' are also diag-nostic of the

vocabulary and orthography of late Babylonian astronomy. This purely

philological aspect of the horoscopes is sufficient to place the genre in its

correct scholastic context, i.e., as fully part of the astronomical activities

practiced by late Babylonian temple scholars.

The identification of data and methods of derivation, however, are not

as straightforward as one might like. To begin with, the daily positions, so

important to a horoscope, were not a primary goal of Babylonian planetary

theory. At least as we know it from the mathematical ephemerides, the

chief goal was the computation of dates and positions of the synodic

phenomena. Tables of daily motion do exist for Jupiter^ and Mercury,'*

where the longitudes of these planets are tabulated day-by-day, and the days

of the month given for the planetary positions are real calendar days, not

tithis (the imit 1/30 of a month, or, the lunar day). The purpose of these

ephemerides is not really known, but Neugebauer has su^^sted that the

astrologically important question of a planet's crossing from one zodiacal

sign to the next may have provided a motivation.'^ Certainly, no evidence

in the astronomical or astrological literature suggests that degrees within

zodiacal signs were ever observed, and it may well have been the only

solution to the problem of knowing when a planet would enter the next

sign of the zodiac. Such daily ephemeris tables could conceivably have been

of use in constructing horoscopes, but one can do no more than speculate

about this since no reference to such a purpose, or to any other

astrologically important configuration of planets, is fotmd in procedure

texts, or. anywhere else. Moreover, daily positions for Venus, Saturn and

^ See chsfiier 2, Introducdon to die text edidons, passim, for C9E^^

between the tenniiiol<^ ofthe horoscopes and the non-mathematical astronomical texts.

" Te«27rJ.

" Text27r.6.

" Text 1:3; Text 6 r.2, and Text 14:3.

^° ACT 650-655, and see P. Huber, "Zur tag|ichen Bewcgung des Jupiter nach

babylonischen Texten," ZA 18(1957), pp. 265-303.

" ACT 310.

^ HAMAp.412.
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'autre and Cukural Context 9

Mars, which do occur in horoscopes, are not preserved in Seleudd

q>hemerides,a]thou^sudi positions could certainly have been doived by
methods known for interpolation.'^ Astronomical procedure texts attest to

such linear interpolation £rom the ephemerides, indicating that positions

of planets on dates in between synodic appearances were denred.

Whether or not such interpolation was the method employed in

horoscopes for obtaining longitudes of planets on dates between their

synodic appearances cannot be decided. But it is certain that the planetary

data found in the horoscopes were the results either of some method of

direct computation or, more likely, of extracting such data from other

records. In his discussion of the non-mathematical astronomical texts' use

of the zodiac, Sachs said, "An inspection of all the items that mention a sign

of the zodiac shows that we are in the presence of predictions in all such

cases. Because all the twelve signs of the zodiac are of equal length by

definition, they constituted for the Babylonians an ideal system of

reference for making longitude predictions, though it was probably beyond

the capacity of Babylonian techniques of observational measurement to

de£me in a precise way the boundary lines between the zodiacal signs in the

sky."'^ Since planetary positions cited in Bab)donian astronomical texts

where the zodiac is used as the system of celestial reference do not

represent observed positions, it is the case by extension that such positions

in the horoscopes do not represent observations either.

Aside from the non-observational nature of the planetary phenomena,

another general remark may be made about the planetary positions given

in the horoscopes; namely, that the sequence in which they are given,

Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Mars, is the standard sequence employed

in the non-tabular astronomical texts of the Seleucid period, specifically

almanacs and goal year texts, but also attested sporadically in much earUer

texts. There has been much discussion about this pecuHar sequence of

planets for which there is no ''natiu:al" eiq)lanation, such as distance from

the sun. What can now be substantiated with evidenceW nativity omens

of the same period is that this amusement of planets stems from an

astrological schema which assigns the planets beneficent and maleficent

In HAMA, p. 465. Neiigebauer commenfed, legarding the procedure text ACT 812

Sections 11-29 for Venus, that "were it fully preserved [it] would give us all data for the

'subdivision' of the synodic motion." For Mars, the procedure text ACT 811 Section 3, he

says (KAMA, p. 456), "is explicit evidence for the use of the principle of proporttonalhy

between qnKxik arcs «Ji and ooncctioM for ayproirimatift periods^

the periods ofJv^nxer." Daity posicioiis could be found bjr means of such texts.

^ Sachs, 'AQatrifOTiifin ofAeBabyiooian Astronomical TaMeo ofthe Seleucid Period,"

/CS 2 (1948): p. 289.
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10 \ahylonian Horoscopes

identities, possibly on the basis of brightness.^*The Babylonian arrange-

ment of the planets can therefore be analyzed as the benefic pair Jupiter

and Venus followed by Mercury which is sometimes benefic, sometimes

ambiguous, and lastly the malefic pair Saturn and Mars.^ The same
identifications, in fact, became a commonplace in kter Hellenistic

astrology.^^ The identification of the planets as benefic or malefic, while

assured on the basis of nativity omen texts, cannot, however, be derived

directly from the horoscopes themselves, since these texts give only the

results of the computations of planetary positions on the date in question,

without reference to the interpretation of the phenomena recorded. The
arrangement of the planets in the horoscopes, as well as in Babylonian

astronomy in general, consequently bears no relation to a concept of where

the heavenly bodies are located in the sky. This is contrasted in the Greek

horoscopes, which provide much the same data as do the Babylonian

counterparts, but list the planetary positions in order of their distances

from the earth, thereby reflecting their spatial location in a geocentric

cosmos. The Greek order is Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus and Mercury

(having the same sidereal periocQ, in descending order of their periods of

sidereal rotation, hence their geocentric distance.^'

In addition to the positions of the planets on the date of birth, other

See my "Benefics and Malefics in Babylonian Astrology," inA Scientific Humanist: Studies

inMemory ofAbraham Sacbst ed. Ldchty, et al (Occasional PuUicadons ci the Samuel Noah
Kramer Fund 9, Phila., PA. 1988), pp. 323-328.

^ Evidence for the assignment of planetary "natures" is for the most part not explicit, but

subtly reflected in the interpretation of the appearances of individual planets. The most

explicit evidence is in some of the names and epithets of Mars, the quintessentially "evil

planet," who was, in addition, associated with the god of pestilence and death, Nergal. Mars

was called MUL.LUL.LA {sarru) "Liar (star)" and MUL.LUJLUR.RA {nakm) "Enemy

(star),"see Hg.B VI 33-34 in MSL 11 40. In the same text is also the name MUL.HUL
(bwwMf) "Evil £ate (star),' I^. B VI 30, see CAD s.y. iWrnrnv lexical sectiiuL

^ The heHenistic doctrines are discussed by D. Piiyee, The YtvatugMaka ofSfbigidhMjti

vol. n (Harvard Oriental Series 48, Cambrid^, Mass., and London: Harvard Universi^

Press, 1978), pp. 214-215.

" The Greek horoscopes, which are all late Hellenistic (none outside the literary soivces

antedates 4 B.C.), follow the order of the planets by geocentric distance, but as Neugebauer

has shown, the chronology of Greek planetary sequences is not a simple evolution, and the

bases on which the sequences are proposed are varioiisly mythological, numerological,

arithmetical, or astronomical, meaning based on cinematic planetary models. The

ascr^mon of a geocentric distance arrangement to Plato, based upon Timaetu 38 D, is not

evidence of Greek knowledge of such a sequence in the fifth century, especially with regard

to the relative positions of Venus and Mercury. See HAMApp. 647-651,690^93, and 785.
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'ature and Cultural Context 11

astronomical events of the month or even the year in which the birth

occurred are frequently appended. Horoscopes record the following lunar

phenomena: Whether the month was full (30') or hoUow {29^, the date of

the time interval termed NA ("nanmurtu) around full moon, usually on
the 14th day, which measuied the interval between sunrise and moonset,

and the date of another time interval of last limar visibility before sunrise

termed KUR.^' These three data—length of the month, na and KUR—are

what Sachs termed the "limar three."^ The Ixmar three are found in each

monthly paragraph of an astronomical almanac, and are obtainable in

diaries and other types of non-mathematical texts of the Seleucid period.

Besides the limar three, horoscopes record lunar and solar eclipses, in-

cluding those not observed or visible at Babylon; the conjunctions of the

moon with the ecliptical reference stars (termed normal stars); as well as the

dates of equinoxes and solstices for the given year. Statements about lunar

latitude are included in three horoscopes from Uruk, although this should

probably be regarded as rare/*

f4. Religiousand Divinatory context

Apart from the content of a typical horoscope relevant to the

astronomical positions on the birthdate, a number of horoscopes contain

another element shared by other astronomical texts. This is the formulaic

invocation to the deities associated either with the temples of Babylon or

Uruk, i.e., Bel and Beltija for Babylon, Anu and Antum for Uruk: ina

amatBd u Bdt^a li^im or ina amatAnu u Antum liMim . The translation

of the invocation is subject to some interpretation regarding the verb

&damHy which can either mean "to be whole," referring to the tablet, or "to

be successful," referring to the endeavor of writing the tablet. The few texts

which preserve a longer version of the prayer would suggest the latter

interpretation, for example, ina amatAnu uAntum mimma mala eppuSina

qatqa liMim "by the command of Anu and Antu, may whatever I do be

" The oppositions (computed by means of NA) and conjimaions (computed by means of

KUR), for which the length of the month would be needed, are the data needed for

computing the time of concq>tion (D. Pii^ee, personal communication). Furher research

is needed before the use of the date of conception versus that of birth in Babylonian

astrology is imderstood. It is clear, though, that omens for the date of conception were

compiled, see for example, LBAT 1588 and 1589 (LU.TUR re^i)-

*° A. Sachs, "A Classification of the Babylonian Astronomical Tablets of the Seleucid

Period,"/CS 2 (1948): p. 278.

*^ See Texts 10 and 16a and b.
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12 ion Horoscopes

suooessful.*^ Theotherp€>ssibiUtyisdiattherefei«ntisthetabla

this case, the aim of the prayer would be that the tablet should remain

unbroken or safe in its repository. This intexpretation finds support in

colophons which curse the removal or damage of a tablet/' The formula

is known exclusively in Seleucid texts, but from a range of text genres,

including literature (Lugale**), magic,^^ divination, ^ astronomy, *^ legal

documents,** and an isolated administrative text/'

On the evidence of extant temple archives, mainly from the Esagila in

Babylon and the BUReSm Uruk, one can affirm that in the protective

atmosphere of the temple, Mesopotamian religion, scholarship, and science

continued until the first century A.D.^ It is in this context that we must

understand the invocation to Bel and Beltija in the Babylonian astro-

nomiod texts—-indiudii^ horoscopes—, and to Anu and Antu in those

from Uruk, discussed above. Association with the temple was without

doubt the key to the survival of Babylonian astronomy for so many
centuries after it had become defunct in the political ^here. As a further

consequence, the maintenance of Babylonian astronomy and astrolc^ by

the temple scholars made possible its transmission to literate Greeks

* TCX 6 31, a marhemarical text from Seleucid Uruk, with a parallel from Babylon, SBH
14. Odier tens widi variants includeBRM 4 8 andBa^ Mitt Beih^

Mayer, "Seletiddische Rituale am Warka mit Emesal-Gebeten," Orientalia NS 47 (1978): pp.

43 1-58. M.T. Roth has collected the data in 'maamatDN, uDN, Uslim'Jounud ofSemitic

Studies 33 (1988): pp. 1-9.

Htingcr Kolophone No.319, 320, or 333. See also G. OfCaer, "A propos de la sauvegarde

dcs tablettes en Assyro-Babylonie," RA 44 (1950), pp. 135-43. For the entreaty not to

damage a ublet, see miiru la itappil "let the reader not damage it (the ublet)," in A.

Livingstone, Mystical and AfyAohpcal Explanatory Works ofAssyrian and Babj^onian

Scholars (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p. 281 K 2670 cdophon line 9

(-LNAM.GI§.HUR.AN.KL^.

** See Hunger AbA);piikmeNo. 87.

^ Hud. No. 425.

^ Ibid. No.95, from the btriitu series.

*' See ACT I pp. 11 and 16.

** See Roth, 'ina amat DN, u DNj lislim," p. 1.

^ NBC 8456:1, see P.-A. Beaulieu, "Testes Administratifs Inedits d'Epoque HeUenistiqne

Provenant des Archives du Bit Rel," RA 83 (1989), pp. 79-80 (Text 5).

" See A. Sachs, "The Last Dateable Cuneiform Texts," Kramer Annivenary Volume, Alter

Orient undAltes Testament 25 (Neukirchen, 1976), pp. 379-398.
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'atureand Cultural Context 13

interested in the science of "ancient wise men, that is the Chaldeans."'*

Despite their unique form and purpose, the Babylonian horoscopes can

be seen as belonging to the broader tradition of Mesopotamian celestial

divination for the simple reason that "apodoses," recognizable from omen
texts, are the form taken by the few attested statements concerning the life

of the native in horoscope texts. " All but two examples containing such

apodoses stems from Uruk.^^ The evidence is found largely in broken

context, but some of what is preserved can be associated with stock phrases

from extispicy as well as the daily life omen series known as Summa Mu
and hemerological omen texts. These phrases, such as umeSu <«r^J "his days

p.e., his life) will be long" (Text 9:4; cf. Text 10:8), maruirasS, "he will have

offspring" (Text 9:6; cf. Text 10:10), or nemela immar "he will see a gain"

^ext 5 rev. 10), parallel omen apodoses in form as well as content.

The tradition of celestial omens was many centuries old at the point

when horoscopic astrology began, i.e., by the end of the fifth century on
the basis of the evidence of our earliest horoscopes.^ Copies of the series

EnumaAnu Erdil, the scholars' handbook used during the seventh century

to advise the Neo-Assyrian kings Rsarhaddon and Assurbanipal, continued

to be reproduced throughout the Achaemenid and Seleucid periods. This

is clear from EnunaAnu Enlil text colophons or, when not preserved, the

characteristic late ductus of the script.^^ For the periods of Persian and

Macedonian pohtical rule, however, evidence for the practice of celestial

divination is limited to the scholars' efforts to preserve and transmit the

traditional texts. No letters such as those from the Sargonid period, from

scholar-scribes to kings of this late period attest to the practice of celestial

divination at court. The preservation of the Enuma Anu Enlil reference

work by generations of scribes from roughly the fifth to the first centuries

B.C., therefore, has no evident pohtical purpose.

The formulation of personal predictions in horoscopes, in the manner

ofomen apodoses, serves to indicate that the traditional practice of celestial

divination, by means of which aq>ects of the life of the king and the

welfare of the state had been indicated by celestial signs, provided the

foundation, the basic rationale, and possibly also the sjrstem of interpretii]^

" Horoscope No. 137C coLi 3, see Nei^ebauer-van Hoesen, Greelb Horoscope, p.42.

" See chapter 3 ^4.2.

Text 2 rev. 1, Text 5 rev. 1-12, Text 9H-6, and Ten 10: 7-9 and rev. 1-3, with Aa^&aiot

Text 11.

Texts landl

" Foraometepmenmivc colophoai dtEnttmArmEnlU, see H. HangerKolophone, Noa.

87, 91, and 93.
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14 \abylonian Horoxopes

the life of an individual from the »tuation of the heavens at the moment
of birth. To read the heavens as meaningful not only for the king and the

state, hut also for the individual, is evidenced bodi by late Babylonian

horoscopes and by the rou^y contemporaneous "nativity* omens.

One may differentiate, as Sachs suggested, two types of nativity omens.

The "horoscopic" nativity omen correlated the zodiacal sign in which the

person was bom with positive or negative characteristics and experiences

of the native, e.g., "if a child is born in the middle of Aries. The other

type made similar correlations between an individual's life and an astral

phenomenon that occurred on the birthdate, e.g., "if a child is bom and

Jupiter comes forth,"^' without mention of the zodiac. An example of a

"horoscopic" nativity omen is LU.TUR ina MUL.MUL a-lid MUL.GU4.
AN.NA ^A-nim GAL-« AN-e LU.BI SIG-e DUMU.MES [«]

DUMUxSAL.MES GUR^r A.TUK lGl\mar\ "(IQ a child is bom in

Taurus, the Bull of Heaven (is) Great Anu of heaven: That man will be

distinguished, his sons and daughters will return and he will see ^un." (BM
32224 ii 13'-15'). The followii^, on the other hand, are "pseudo-

horoscopic": LtJ.TUR a-lid-ma ina GKRK-Su SamaS KAxMI ina NU
URU-^BE 6 AD-^ BIR "(I^ a child is bom and during his infancy a solar

eclipse occurs: He will die in a foreign city (Ut.: in a city not his own) and

the house of his father will be scattered." 32488 obv. 10'); [LU.TUR
... a-lid ...] ze-e-ri ina lib-bi-Su GKL-si ... a-di 3 MU.AN.NA.MES mim-ma
i-rak-kis ina SU°-^ UL GUB-z« NIG.SiD ra-ma-ni-§u i-rak-kis u ne-me-lu

IGl-mar "[A child is born and ...] there will be anger in his heart ... for 3

years whatever he takes(.^) will not remain in his hands (meaning "he will

lose what he has".^), (then) he will keep(?) his own property and will see a

profit." (BM 32304 ii 6,8,9,10).

Sachs saw the difference between the "horoscopic" type, those

mentionii^ zodiacal signs, and the "pseudo-horoscopic," which made no
mention of the zodiac, as s^nificant for the evolution of astrology. He
sug^sted that the pseudo-horoscopic omens reflected a "pre-horoscopic

level of development,"^* but, in view of texts like TCL 6 14 where both

types are combined in a single text, it is very difficult to be sure about such

a sequence.

As scholastic forerunners to the nativity omen protases, the birth omens

** See the unpublished BM 32583 obv. i 16-17: DI§ MURUB, HUN a lid .... ^TUK IGI-

mar 2 DUMU.ME§-/« U§.ME§ "If (the native) is bom in the middle of Aries, .... he will

see gain, (but) two of his sons will die."

" TCL 6 14, see Sachs,JCS 6 (1952), Appendix TL, pp. 65-75.

^ Ibid., p.73 in comments to obverse 27-36, and p. 74 in comments to revene 29£f.
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of the sort attested in the omen series Iqqur ipu§ in the form "if a child is

bom on such-and-such a date" may also be cited.^' These systems of

determining from a calendar date something of rele^^ce for an individual

bear relation to the tradition of llie menologies and hemerol(^es in which

actions, such as marrying, laying the foundation of a house, or "going out

the gate,'^on particular dates were determined to be propitious or

imprc^itious." The apodoses ofthe nativity omens also find dose paralleb

in the other major "personal" omen series, the physiognomic omens.

We have assumed that the purpose of the Babylonian horoscopes,

which produce a record of celestial phenomena at the time of a birth, was

to obtain an indication about the life of an individual bom on that date.

The goal of these texts, therefore, is not substantially different from that

of the nativity omens, although the method of obtaining the desired

knowledge differs substantially. The examination of the situation of the

heavens on the birth date, as it is formulated in the horoscopes, seems to

be predicated on the idea, fully consistent with that of the omens, that

knowledge about the world of human endeavor, here an individual's life,

was encoded in the heavens. Unfortunately, little or no direct evidence of

the system of astrological interpretation for individuals is available from

the horoscopes themselves. They are, as outlined above, terse and laconic,

usually stating only the date and the planetary positions for a particular

birthdate. Without the few "predictions" in the form of omen apodoses

occasionally included in horoscopes, the important cormection between

horoscopes and celestial divination would be lost.

The scholarly tradition tmderlying the development of horoscopy,

therefore, can be seen as a combination of the tradition of celestial

divination as represented by the omen series Enuma Anu Enliiy which

always retained its concern with public matters (king and state), and the

tradition of birth omens , whose apodoses pertained to the individual.

* See Labat Calendrier, p. 132t ^ 64 (K. 1 1082) for divination from the birth date of a child,

^ CL stffiilar omens for goiiig out of the gate, Babyloniaca IV 101:17^.

**
S. Langdon, Babylonian Menologies and the Semitic Calendars (London, 1935), pp. 48-53

and 67-109. Other ancient Near Eastern parallels for birth omens based on date of birth are

attested from Hittite as well as Egyptian sources. A Hittite fragment, translated from an

Old Bdbj^oniantAderim pralicdoas fixmi the

heim in "Man and Nature in Ancient Mesopotamia," Dictionary ofScientific Biography 15,

p. 644; see also B. Meissner, "Uber Genethlialogie bei den Babyloniem,"/^/!© 19 (1925,

pp.432-434; also R. Riemschneider, Studien zu den Boghazkoy-Texten 9 (Wiesbaden, 1970),

p. 44 n.39a; and for an Egyptian paralld, see Bakir, 7%eGitraG>/leyui«^ 86637{CaixOt

1966), etpedJfy pp. 13-50.

FJL Kxans, TexteatrhdryUmiscbmPlyttogriomatA Beiheft 3. Berlin. 1939).
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These in turn share features with other omen genres, such as the physio-

gnomic series or even some parts of the eztispicy series, which contain

apodoses beginnis^ "that man" (^Mu^ and continue with predictions

for lox^ life, wealth, family, etc. The nativity omens also combine these

elements of the life of an individual together with celestial phenomena,

either phenomena occurring at the time of the birth, such as the first

visibility of a planet, or zodiacal signs, such as "the place of Leo: he will

grow old (TCL 6 14 obv. 23)."

Since the predictions residting from horoscopes were not substantially

different from those of nativity omens, which generally concerned the

person's economic status, nimiber of heirs, and the like, it would appear

that the situation of the heavens on the date of birth was interpreted as a

collection of signs or celestial omens. As such, horoscopes would represent

not an mtirely new form of astrology, but a variant form of cdiestial

divination, one formed from the synthesis of birth omina and the celestial

omina of the kind compiled in the series Enana Anu EnlU. Babylonian

horoscopes are perhaps the extension and elaboration of nativity omens,

but depend on a far more sophisticated astronomical apparatus than did the

earlier tradition of celestial omens and nativity omens. Babylonian

horoscopes and nativity omens may represent the end of the development

of Mesopotamian genethlialogy, but they constitute the source of the

genethlialogical branch of astrology that eme^^ in the Hellenistic Greek

world.
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CHAPTER 2:

I>rrRODUCTION TO TEXT EDITIONS

j 1 Presentation OF HoROSCX>PESAND Birth NOHES

The texts in this edition are presented following the basic format of

Sachs, "Babylonian Horoscopes," in JCS 6, which is: date and

publication information, followed by transcription, critical apparatus,

translation, and finally, commentary on the astronomical data. Among the

possible conventional systems of transliterating cuneiform, I have adopted

that of Sachs-Hunger, Diaries.

Dates have been established for the texts, or when a date is preserved,

the dates are checked by means of planetary longitudes. These planetary

longitudes are tabulated sq>arately in the astronomical commentary to each

horoscope, where the ancient data are compared against modem computed

longitudes (see below chapter 2 j2.l LongOudes), The longitude ubles

present three columns: the list of seven planets, their longitudes (or

position with respect to a normal star) found in the horoscope, and their

longitudes computed by modern means. Rarely are d^rees of longitude

given in the texts. Ecliptical longitude is generally expressed with respect

to the name of a zodiacal sign. And when degrees of longitude are given,

these too, in the standard manner of Babylonian astronomical texts, are

expressed with reference to the 30 degrees of a zodiacal sign, i.e., not with

reference to a continuous 360 degree ecliptic. The Babylonian zodiac was

at all times sidereal (see this chapter below j> 2.1). For comparison of the

ancient and modern data, my computation, wherever possible, also takes

into account a time of birth. The hour (or approximate time) of birth is

determined either from direa statements in the text, or approximated on
the basis of other internal evidence (such as the position of the moon). In

the total absence of evidence, planetary positions were computed simply

for the time just after sunset, i.e., the b^inning of the Babylonian day.

For the most part, each document is a tuiique text and deals with a

single horoscope. Standardization of form and content is evident on the

level of the kinds of data and the order in which these are given. The
specifics of each horoscope, however, obviously differ from one text to

another. Only Texts 10 and 1 1 are duplicates. The purpose of a copy of a

horoscope is unknown. Duplicates of other astronomical texts, such as

17
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18 ion Horoscopes

almanacs, are known to have been made as well.* One can perhaps find a

practical purpose in these multiple copies, providing an array of

astronomical data for an entire year. Why a copy of a horoscope might

have been made is not at all dear. Texts 6, 16, and 22 contain two
horoscopes each. The horoscopes recorded together on one tablet are

chronologically close, spaced by 7, 1, and 2 years respectively. Only one of

the three, however, exhibits any obvious relationship between the two
horoscopes, viz.. Text 22, in which most of the planets were found in the

sign of Cancer (see commentary to Text 22 a and b). In these cases, the

question for whom the horoscopes were written poses itself. Given that

more than one horoscope could be combined on a sii^jle tablet, it seems

more likely that the documents were written not for the subject of the

horoscope, but for the interpreter. Our ignorance of the practical nature

of these documents does not warrant any further conclusions.

The texts are presented in chronological order, in accordance with

the dates of the births (see chapter 2 ^ 3.1 Text Catalogue), as these are not,

strictly speaking, dated documents. The changes in terminology (such as

terms for parts of the day, planet names, or astronomical phenomena), or

conventions of dating, concur with those observable in non-mathematical

astronomical texts. The horoscopes, therefore, do not appear as a genre

wholly apart from others of astronomical or astrological content. The less

than 30 extant horoscope tablets range chronologically from ca. 400 to ca.

50 B.C. The largest gap, of 112 years comes between texts 2 and 3. Table

2.1 below shows the sequence of dates. In the period for which 1800+

astronomical texts and a great many celestial omen tablets are preserved,

the paucity of horoscopes is difficult to interpret.' One possible

explanation is that the scribes who prepared and interpreted them kept the

tablets in their private archives, which have not been tmcovered.' As far

' For example, the four copies of the almanac for 7/6 B.C., published by A.Sachs and C.BJ'.

Walker, "l^epler's View ofthe Star ofBnhlfhfm and the Bab}doiiian Ahnanac for 7/6 B.C,*

Iraq 46 (1984), pp.4-55.

' See Neugebauer-van Hoesen, Gredt Horoscopes^ p.162 where this is interpreted as no
accident.

' Only rarely has the personal "Fachbibliothek" of a scribe in late Babylonian times been

octtvated. C>u such is that ofthe scribe I(pa from Uiiik,iHi09e dated odophc^
during the reign of Philipp Arrhidaeus, between 323 and 316 B.C. This scribe's archive was

excavated during the 27th, 29th, and 30th campaigns at Uruk, see von Weiher, UVB 29/30,

pp.96ff. and SpTU IL This scribe's profession was i&pu "exorcist," but he held tablets of

aattonemical and astndogical content as wdl as medical texts, incantations, and Icadcal lists.

Another small collection of tablets in a private residence at Uruk is tentativdy connected

to the scribe Anu-iksur, sec J. Schmidt, XVI. und XXVII. vorldufiger Bericht ubrr ... Uruk-

Warka 1968-1969 (Berlin, 1972), with discussion of the tablets by H. Hunger, pp. 79-87.
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ntroduction to Text Editions 19

as the archive at Bahylon from which the majority of the extant texts came,

the unsrientifir nature of the exca^^on makes the reconstruction of that

archive impossible.

The birth notes are not overtly astrological. They contain only the dates

and times of births without reference to the heavens. Only one (Text 30)

gives the name of the child, and there the formulation is parallel to that in

a horoscope (Text 4 rev. 5). The attention to the specific moment of birth

supports the coimection to horoscopes as well. Text 32 includes three

birthdates and times. From texts such as these, that provide the year,

month, date, and time of day, horoscopes could be computed.

j 2 Methods of Dating

^2.1 Longitudes

The horoscopes are not dated documents in the sense that the time

of writing of the document is given. The date of birth, which is the key

item, is given in all cases, but unfortunately is not always preserved. In

most cases, estabUshing the date of the horoscope is a matter of finding the

closest fit between the ancient planetary longitudes given in the text and

longitudes obtained through modern computation. To compare modern
computed longitudes against those in a Babylonian source it is helpful to

correct for a systematic deviation in values that results from the different

methods of counting longitude, i.e., modem tropical versus Babylonian

sidereal longitudes.'* This systematic deviation represents the effect of

precession upon the sidereally normed Babylonian zodiac.

For the modem computed values, both for planetary positions and

eclipses, I have utilized a program designed by P. Huber for the p.c.

(Planets, Lunec, and Solec). After obtaining modem tropical longitudes

from Planets, I adjusted the values before tabulating them (see Astro-

nomical Data following each text edition) by a correction factor for the

date in question. The equivalence is

and

I am grateful to John P. Britton for his construction of the systematic correaion

procedure adopted here. It has proved extremely helpful when Babylonian longitudes are

to be coo^Mied i^dim tliow obtained meau <rfmodem ccMiq^

in the text editions below. This procedure is based upon a correction &ctor stemming from

P. Huber's determination of 4°28* as the mean difference between ancient and modern k's

for the year -100, see Huber, "Uber den Nullpunkt der babylonischen Rkliptik," Centasmts

5 (1958), pp. 192-208.
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A A, - 3.08** + 0.013825** x (year date number)

where 3.08° is the correction £actor for the year 0, 0.013825° is the constant

of precession per 100 years, and the year date is always negative. The
following table lists the correction factors used in preparing the tables of

astronomical data following each text:

Table 2.1

Text YearDate CoTTectwn

1 -409 sjy
2 -409 8.73"

3 -297 7.18°

4 -287 7.04°

5 -262 6.70°

6a -258 6.64°

7 -257 6.63"

6b •250 6.53°

8 -250 6.53°

9 -248 6.50°

10 -234 6.31°

11 -234 6.31°

12 -229 6.24°

13 -223 6.16°

14 -219 6.10°

15 -201 5.85°

16b -199 5.83°

16a -198 5.81°

17 -175 5.49°

18 -141 5.02°

19 -139 5.00°

20 -125 4.80°

21 -124 4.79°

22a -116 4.68°

22b -114 4.65°

23 -87 4.12°

24 -82 4.21°

25 -80 4.18°

26 -75 4.11°

27 -68 4.02°

It will be seen in the tabulated astronomical data following each text

edition, that the Babylonian longitudes, obtained by a variety of methods
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ntrodttction to Tau Editions 21

observations such as were available in the diaries), appear remarkably

correct. However, the apparent precision created by setting modem values,

computed to hundreths of seconds of arc, against andent values, most of

which are given not to d^rees within s^ns but by zodiacal sign alone, is

something to be regarded with caution. Discrepancies between the ancient

and modem longitudes, as revealed in the tabulated astronomical data

following each horoscope, may be due to any number of causes, for

example inaccuracies of dating, or in the absence of textual data, the need

to base computation on approximate rather than actual time of birth.

"Errors" of ± 1 or 2" in the Babylonian longitudes which seem to be

inaccurate by our methods but which may be consistent with theirs are to

be considered irrelevant, particularly inasmuch as we still cannot

confidently identify the ancient methods used to obtain their results.

It is interesting to test those longitudes given with degrees in several

horos«^>es (Texts 5, 9, 10, 16 a and b, 21, 23, and 27) against modem
computed longitudes. The fdlowing table summarizes this data. Please note

that the values tabulated under column "^Computed" are rounded up to

the nearest tenth degree.

Table 2J

Text Date Time \Text AComputed Time AA (ABab.-Amofkm)
^

5 -262 Apr.4 (last part O 13.5" 16.28 4UT -2.8*

of night)'

9 -248 Dec29 eyening 0 }ff 9.5-

<t «M2*
281.8'

315J9"

16 UT -2jy

-3.4'

10 -234 JunJ/3 dawn 73.49» lUT -1

260.05' -2

27.85* 6.2*

T)Q>6» 90.48° +5.5

0»a>24' 115.6* •1.6

16b -199 Juii3 dawn C <C» 15" 118.61° 175 UT -13.6°

3|- Tnj»26° 237.9° -l.T

9X5* 62.4* +2.6*

V 27° 84.4° +2.6*

I YTh 10° 157.2° +2.8*

C?*y 10° 38.3° +i.r

16a -198OcUl dawn ^ ;» 10* 275J* 3UT +47*

' The AX's rcflea roonded vahies of die modem computed longitudes.

' The tune of bifth is not ghrea in the xbbl
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22 Howscopes

Table 22 continued

Text Date Tune XText ACampiaed Time AA (^lBab.'Jbnodem)

? ;Z 4' 267.4' +6.6'

* 1^8° 2277" -97*

:£b 3- 183.r 0*

O* ^ 10° 248" +2*

21 -12400.1 dawn <C a> 24* 1133" 2UT +03*

-12400.2 127J* +1J*

23 -87 Jan. 5 midnight <t y 5° 32.9" 21 UT +2.1"

0^.T 2r 25.9' 1.1'

^ K 1" 330.8* (T

^ 26° 266.4* 0-

^ 1 [20°] 79.4° +0.6°

o^rfj 2(r 141.1' -1.1'

27 -68Apr.l6 9thlir. <C ;5 18° 297.8° 113 UT -9.8°

O *r 30° 273° +2.5°

4 24' 261.9* +2.1'

4X 13° 727° 0°

ftS 15° 314.2° +0.8°

^dkl4° 189.8° +4.2°

Note that in Texts 16b and 27, the position of the moon indicates a

discrepanqr of appraodmately one day, suggesting that our data for the first

day of the month is incorrect.

Table 2.3 shows planet-by-planet the differences ( AA.) between the

Babylonian longitudes of the horoscopes containing degrees within zodiacal

signs (data from table 2.2) and modern computed longitudes. A slash

indicates an absence of data for the planet.

Table 2.3

Date Text Moon Ssm Jt^nter Venus Meratty Satttm Man
-262 5 / -2.8 / / / / 1

-248 9 -3.4 +23 / / / / i

•234 10 / -1 •2 +6J / +53 •1.6

-199 16b •13.6 / •1.9 +2.6 +2.6 +2.8 +17
-198 16a / / +47 +6.6 •97 0 +2
-124 21 +03 / / / / / /
-124 21 +U / / / / / /

-87 23 +2.1 / +1.1 0 0 +0.6 •1

-68 27 •9.8 +23 +2.1 0 / +0.8 +4J
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The large discrepancies in the computed longitudes for the moon (Texts

16b and 27) can reflect an error in the time used in computation, i.e., that

it -was not dose enough to the time designated by the text, or that our data

for the length of the month is in error by one day. The rather large

deviations, dose to the number of degrees that the moon moves (13") per

day, are st^gestive of the latter. Taking into account this pc»sibility for

error in computation, the longitudes given in degrees within signs in the

horoscopes, by and large, correlate very well with the positions obtained

from modem computation. Imphed is the excellence of the Babylonian

methods of obtaining these longitudes..Whether this points to the appli-

cation of longitude schemes belonging to the mathematical astronomy,

however, is another question. But apart from such schemes we know of no
other source for obtaining longitudes expressed in degrees per sign.

^ 2.2 Calendar Relationships

As is customaiy in the datii^ ofcuneiform texts, the correq>ondence

betweeen Babylonian and the Julian calendars has been given in ^e dating

of the horoscopes. Since the texts bdoc^ exdusivdy to years before AJ>.1,

the use of negative years (year [n+1] B.C. - -n) has been adopted as is

conventional for astronomical chronology. Thus, -500 - 501 B.C., -99 -
100B.C.,andO- IB.C.

In accordance with the lunar calendar where the first day of the

month begins with the sighting of the crescent moon just after simset, the

Babylonian day began at simset. Therefore, Babylonian days, reckoned

from simset to sunset, fall between two consecutive civil days in the Julian

calendar, which are reckoned from midnight to midnight. The correlation

between Babylonian and Julian dates may be shown by the following figure

in which B (Babylonian date) " J (JuHan date)/J+l, SS - sunset, SR -

sunrise, andmn - midnight.

Fig. 2.1

yt\K SS miy SK/ SS ry\r\.

The convention of Parker-Dubberstein,^ using the midnight epoch,

correlates the Babylonian day with the Julian day that coinddes with the

' R.A. Parker and W.H. Dubbcrstein, Babylonian Ommology S26 RC'AJ}.75 (Brown

University Press, Providence, Rhode Island, 1956, 1971 4th ed.), pp.25-26.
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24 \abylonum Horoscopes

daylight part of the Bab3doiiiaa day, eyen though the he^niUB% of the

Bdi>3rl<»uaii day precedes this date by the time between sunset and mid-

n^it. Sacfas-Hungief' correlate the Babylonian andJulian dates difEerently.

They have given the equivalent dates for the beg^ming of Babylonian

months by means of the correlation not between Badyylonian day 1, but the

preceding "day 0." They list the two consecutive Julian calendar dates that

correspond to this day 0, and so Parker-Dubberstein dates for the

beginning of the Babylonian months are nj^Hunger + 1> if one takes the

second day from Sachs-Hunger. Dates for the horoscopes are restated in

terms of the Julian calendar, either, in cases where the time of birth is

indeterminable, by means of the two consecutive Julian dates that the

Babylonian day overlaps, or, if the time of birth is known, by the Julian

date that correlates with the part of the day on which the biith £iUs.

For the purpose of translating the time of birth and to compute the

longitudes for the q>propriate moment, the equivalent in Universal Time
(Ul) (-Greenwich Mean lime [GMT) has been used in accordance with

the conventions of other works of historical chronology based on
astronomical computation, such as those of Tuckerman,' and Himger-

Dvorak.'° The followii^ time relationships apply: 0 GMT (also Ul) >

12 midnight.

For geographic longitudes east of Greenwich,

local time - GMT + geographic longitudeV15°)*^

Because the geographical longitude of Babylon is 45' east of Greenwich at

0", and every 15** • 1 hour, "Babylonian Local Time" is

tM» - tonr + 3^

In this edition, the modem computations have been designated by

Universal Time (Ul), which, as stated before, is the equivalent of

GreenwichMean Time. The equivalence inUT for Babylonian Local Time

is then

t|^ - UT + 3^

]iiDj«rioVoLI.p.l5.

' B. Tuckerman, PUmtUtry, Lunar, and SoUtr Pontions: 601 AC to AJX 1. (Aimeriom

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 1962, reprint 1990).

H.Hunger-R. Dvorak, Ephemerielen von Sonne, Mond ttnd helUn Planeten von -1000 bis •

601. (Verlag der Osterreichiichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna, 1981).
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Since the time designations in the texts are generally with respect to some

division of the day of several hours duration (e.g., "last part of night," or

"first watch"^^, rarely specified to within an hour, the moments chosen for

modem computation of longitudes reflect only approximations. If the

horoscope indicates that the birth occurred e.g., "before morning" {jna

ZALAG), the time of sunrise can be determined and then some

approximation of a moment before that be estimated as the time of birth.

For example, in the case of Text 20, dated -125 Aug. 16, it was determined

that sunrise occurred at 2.40 UT. Relative to this time, 2 UT was chosen

as a basis for computing longitudes.

In my note to each table of astronomical data following the editions

of each horoscope, I have anachronistically translated the approximated

Babylonian time of birth to a time of day in accordance with the midnight

epoch. Therefore, as in the example just mentioned (Text 20), if the birth

time is estimated as occurring at or around 2 UT, in accordance with the

above equivalence t^^ - UT I have stated the "Babylonian Local

Time" as 5 AM. This has been added as a convenient translation not only

of the temporal designations as they sq>pear (or must be reconstructecQ in

the texts, i.e., the native Babylonian terms, but also of the time references

devised for use in astronomical chronology (such as Universal Time).

^3Textindices

f 3.1 Cataloffte ofHoroscopes and Birth Notes

Horoscopes
Text No. Museum No. YearDate

1

2

3

4

5

6a

6b

7

8

9

10

11

12

AO 17649

AB251
-409

-409

-297

-287

-262

-258

-250

-257

-250

-248

-234

-234

-229

BM 32376

BM 33382

MLC 1870

BM 47721

BM 47721

BM 33667

BM 36943

NCBT 1231

MLC 2190

W 20030/143

BM 33741

" See chapter 3^ 2.3.
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.919

DM ,70/70

.199-177

.198

1/ -i/ J

AO RM ')^S1A

19 RMSIttIDUL 9A^fA .119"AJ7

JO Ribf TtMQ
91XI RVf ')V)18 194

-lib

22h BM 41301 -114

23 BM 34003 -87

24 BM 77265 41
25 BM 42025 90
26 BM 35515 -75

27 BM 38104 -68

2S BM 37374 ?

Birth Notes
29 BM 64148 -368

30 BM 33563 -292

31 BM 34693 -213

32 BM 34567 -114.-116,-153

j 3.2 Index to Edited Texts

is Bobjrlon unless otherwise indicated,

MusJ^uxnber Previous pub. Date Comments Text No.

AB 251 Thompson, CLBT 2;

JCS654-57 -409 Babylon(Q 2

AO 17649 AniaudTBER652 Darius 13 -409 Nippur 1

BM 32376 unpub. S.E. 13 -297 3

BM 33018 L*1468; Centaunis 32 S.E. 187 -124 21

BM 33382 L*1459 S.E. 24 -287 4

BM 33563 -RmlV 119 S.E. 19 -292 birth note 30

BM33667 JCS6 58^ S.E.54 -257 7

BM 33741 JCS661-62 S£.82 -229 12

BM34003 L1470 S.E.223 -88 23
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Dm. j^jO/ L*»1469;JCS6 65 S.E. 197 114 Dutn note 32
ItXM ^A£imONL 5407J T *iAMJU i4w C17 Qfi 911 birth note 31
JAM 1SK1

S

JDM CW TUi .7SJ.Cm AJO '/J 26

Dm JJJ1.0 O.ll. l07 -141 ifl10

DM. JDOZU T *'14A1 <k 17 '71Q 14

DM. J0/70 j.lL. 1U7 -zuz 15

DM. Jo74J uupuo* 8
3r 28

DSIX JOAWT 1< 14/9 C V '9AX -XS 97

jJM. vmpuo. O.Et. Ijj 'I/O 17

AM 41^1 unpuD. a.C.. 173 -llo two horoscopes zZa
Q T? 1 Q7 1 1

A

D.il. 17/ -li'r 22d
RTUf A'Jrt'?^ J.JjiVL tZUZ3+ T *1479f joins 4Zlo4 25

AM. ^LVan 1-, It/

J

see 4ZUZ3

+

AM imfl^ii v%unpuo. d.A. 00 -ZZJ 13

AM UIipUDt C TT r 1 _9co two horoscopes oa
CP 61 -250 OD

BM 64148 unpub. birth note 29

BM 77265 L*1471 S.E. 229 -82 24

BM 78089 unpub. S.E. 186 -125 20

BM 81561 unpub. S.E. 172 -139 19

MLC1870 JCS657-58 S.E.48 -262 Uruk 5

MLC2190 JCS660^1 S.E. 77 -234 Uruk 10

NCBT 1231 unpub. S.E. 63 -248 Uruk 9

W 20030/10 BagM.Bei 2 81 S.E. 112 -199 Uruk; two horoscopes 16a

S.E. 113 -198 16b

W 20030/143 BagM.Beih. 2 82 S.E. 77 -234 Uruk; dupl. MLC 2190 11



CHAPTER 3:

Elements of a Babyonian Horoscope

j 1 Basic Terminology

f i.l The Names efthePlanets

The horoscopes use the abbreviated names ofthe planets familiar finom

nonrmatfaematical astronomical texts and marhemarical q>hemerides. The
forms as they appear in earlier corpora, such as celestial omens (the series

EnumaAnu Enlil) and MUL.APIN, are retained only in the occasional use

of the writing *1JTU {$amas) for the sun, and in the name for Venus

(Delebat), which, iinlike the logogram '*UTU, persists in all late

astronomical texts.The following shows the names as they appear in

horoscope texts as against omens (whose conventions are consistent with

MULAPIN) and mathematical astronomical texts.*

Akkadian HOROSCOPES OMENSand MULAPIN ACT

Moon Sm 30 ''30, <^.ZU, DINGIR 30

Sun $amas 20,''UTU ''20,'tJTU 20

Jupiter ?^ MUL.BABBAR SAG.ME.GAR, PAJ1IE.GAR BABBAR
Venus Delebat Dele-bat ^Dele-bat/lb Dele-bat

Uercary SUftH GU4.UD <toUJDIM.GU4.UD GU^
Saturn KajamSnu GENNA 'tJDU.IDIM.SAG.US GENNA
Man SalbatirtH AN '^Sal-bat-a-nu AN

Note that in the text transcriptions, the practice of Sachs to transcribe 30

as sin and 20 as samds is followed.

fl.2 The Names of^ Zodiacal Signs

The zodiacal signs consisting of twelve 30-

degree segments of the ecliptic, came about as a result of the stan-

' For discussion ofthe knowledge of Babylonian planet names in Greco-Roman tradition,

see F. Cumont, *Les noms des planetes et Tastrolatrie chez les Grecs," L'Antiquite Classique

4 (1935), pp.M3, and RJL Sti^Utz, "The Chaldeo-Babylonian Planet Names in

Hesydibs," YX. Arbdtnun eLtFHCMKA Smatk/Afrauan gttberii^ m remernhnmce ef

AlbertEhrman (• Omtntbam in Unptistie Theory 58, 1988), pp.443-447.

The Akkadian reading of the name SAG.ME.GAR is nncmain. Other names for the

fdanet Jv^iter. sudi as ^JL.PA.^.A, UD.AL.TAR (Di^m«), and NAeru, are encountered

in omen texts, reports, and MUL.APIN, but whose equivalent is not foimd in horoscope

texts, which refer to the planet only by the name MLTLBABBAR "The White Star,"

consistent with Sdeuctd usage.

28
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dardizarion oftwdve edipdcal constdladons throt^ which the sun could

be seen to travel in one ideal '^ear* of twelve 30-day months. Ediptical

constellations, d^ned as stars "in the path ofthe moon (harrm Sin),* were

identified at least by the second quarter of the first millennium B.C. A list

enumerating the stars in the path of the moon is included in MUL.APIN
I iv 31-39. The names of the zodiacal signs derive from an original rdiation

to the ecliptical constellations. Once the signs were defined by degrees of

longitude, normed by fixed stars, rather than by the actual boimdaries of

the constellation, however, they ceased to have any real relation to the

constellations and became an astronomical reference system, which was

simultaneously a nimierical system effective for computing ecliptical

positions. Our evidence places this development sometime during the fifth

century B.C.

The following table gives the names of the signs of the zodiac as they

appear in the horoscopes. Since the extant horoscopes come primarily from

the Seleudd period, the terminology is essentially the same as that of the

mathematical astronomical texts and other late Babylonian astro-nomical

texts. Some of the abbreviated forms of the zodiacal sign names, such as

MAS for MA§.MAS "Gemini,"' and MUL for MUL.MUL "Taurust"

typically found in ACT, occur in one of the Uruk horoscopes, while

others, such as GIR for CfR.TAB "Scorpius," and ZIB for ZIB.ME
"Pisces," do not appear in any of the horoscope texts. A number of older

spellings not attested in ACT, such as GU4.AN "Taurus," and UR.A
"Leo," are still found in the horoscopes.

Zodiacal Sign Horoscopes

Aries HUN, LU (for LU from '-^HUN.OA) "The Hireling"

Taurus GU,.AN "Bull of Heaven", MULJ^UL "The Stare"

Gemini MAGMAS "The Great Twins"

Cancer ALLA "The Crab"

Leo A,UR.A "The Lion"

Virgo ABSIN "The Furrow"

Ubra RfN "The Scales"

Scorpius GIR.TAB "The Scorpion"

Sagittarius PA
Capricorn MAS "The Goat-fish"

Aquarius GU "The Great One"

Pisces KUN, KUNJkffiS, ZIB.ME The Tails"

^ Text 16 rev. 5.

* Tact 16:3 and rev.8.
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30 Babylonian Horoscopes

The earliest cuneifonn evidence for the existence of the zodiac comes
from fifth century astronomical diary texts (e.g. No. -453 iv 2 and upper
edge 2-3, No.-440 rev.3', and No.-418:5, 10, rev.8' and 14')^ and horoscopes

(Texts 1 and 2, both dated -409), in which positions of the planets are cited

with respect to zodiacal signs. The existence of the zodiac in this period is

also indirectly supported by Seleucid astronomical texts that deal with

phenomena of the Achaemenid period. The oldest of these relates longi-

tudes of conjunctions of the sun and moon, computed by a schematic

method, with solar eclipses. The phenomena computed in these texts can

be dated with relative certainty to -474, although the writing of the tablets

•was certainly much later.^ Another text that uses the zodiac together with

astronomical phenomena dated to ca. -430^ lists phenomena for Venus and

Mars plus a column containing values of *'col.<D" in the Babylonian lunar

theory.*

Diag^05tic of the use of zodiacal signs, as opposed to constellations, is

the terminology mil "in," ina SAG "at the b^inning of,* or ma TIL *at the

end," of a sign. In the very early diary texts the terminology seems not to

be fully differentiated, so that a simple ina stamame may refer to a zodiacal

constellation rather than a sign.' In Seleucid period texts, such as the

horoscopes (except Texts 1 and 2), the terminology "at the beginning/ the

end" followed by a stamame always refers to a zodiacal sign. Texts 12:3,

17:5, and 20:4 contain lunar positions "at the b^inning of {ina SAG) a

zodiacal sign, and text 15:5 has ''at the end oP (ina TIL) followed by die

zodiacal sign. Texts 5:5 and 9:5 contain positions of Ji^iter "at the

beginning* of a zodiacal sign.

§ 1.3 TTje Names ofFixed Stars

Omens based upon the appearances of fixed stars are known from

' Sadu'Hung^r, Diaries VolX The refereaoes in diary No.-463:3', 7*, and 12' are not yet

dearly distinguishable from zodiacal constdlatioas, although could already be zodiacal

signs. Note also the Ixinar text LBAT 1427 obv. 11 '-12', in which the writing of the sign

Taurus, GU^J^, is found for an edipse of -407: 1 KU§ ina IGI GU4.AN GIR " 1 cubit in

front <^Taiinis (the inooi^ was edqMed' In the same text, ofav. 6' a re£^

is found in an eclipse report from -408: ina KI PA *in the regioa of Sf^fCtarhu (dhe

moof^ was edipsed."

* A.Aaboe and A. Sachs, Two Lunar Texts of the Achaemenid Period from Baboon,"

Centaurus 14 (1969), p.l7. Text B obv. col.v with heading /h-hm/"zodiacal sign."

' O.Neugebauer arid A.Sachs, "Some Atypicd Astronomical Cuneiform Texts. I," JCS
21 (1967),p.l93, 197-8, Text C.

' See discussion in JJ*. Britton, "An Early Function for £di{Me Magnitudes in Babylonian

Astronomy," Centaurus 32 (1989), pp. 1-52.

' See Sadis-Himg^ Dbtrtes N0.-453 up.edge 2.
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Enuma Anu EtdU^^ but no mentioii is made of fixed star phases in the

horoscopes. The references to stars in horoscopes are confined to the use

of the ecliptical stars as a set of observational reference points. The
Babylonian term for these stars was kakkabu mmati (MUL.§ID.M£§)
"counting stars," but have come to be known in modem terminology as

normal stars after Epping's term Normalsteme." These stars lie close to the

ediptic, i.e., falling within a fairly narrow band of latitude between +10°

and '7;3Cf within which the moon and planets can be seen. The normal
stars are most commonly found in the non-mathematical astronomical

texts, especially the diaries, and normal star almanacs derived from the

diaries. No complete list as such is attested in an ancient source, but about
34 normal stars are presently known, A useful hst of the 32 most
commonly occurring may be foimd in Sachs-Himger, Diaries, pp. 17-19.

The normal stars provided a positional system in which distance with

respect to a certain normal star was noted in cubits (KU^-i ammatu) and
fingers (§U.SI- ub&iu) where 24 fingers equal 1 cubit, and 12 fingers equal

1 degree." Directional terms "above" and "below" normal stars are more
difficult to interpret." The normal stars as an ecliptical reference system

are utilized in the horoscopes exclusively for citing the position of the

moon." In these few horoscopes, the position of the moon seems to be

given with reference to a normal star when it is above the horizon at (or

near) the time of the birth, and usually is given in addition to a zodiacal

position. The normal star positions found in the horoscopes are almost

certainly extracted from astronomical diaries.

Only nine fixed stars are found mentioned in the extant horoscopes.

Exceptii^ Texts 4 and 7, the horoscopes which quote normal star positions

for the moon also give a zodiacal position following the statement of the

time of birth. The following lists the normal stars with their standard

names in order of their position in the ecUptic, with the textual references

Eg., Remer-Pingree, BPO 2, pp.56-59 (Text IX).

" Epping, Astronomischesam Babylon (Freiburg, 1889), p. 115; Kugler, SSB I Tafd XXIV,
and SSB H pp.550-553. For MUL.§ID.ME§, see Sachs-Hunger, Diaries, No. -136, and O.

Neugebauer and A.Sachs, "Some Atypical Astronomical Cundform Texts, " JCS 21 (1967),

p.201, Text E rev. 1, 5, 10, 13, 16, 18, and 21.

^ O. Neugebauer, ACT I, p.39; O.Neugebauer and A. Sachs, "Some Atypical Astronomical

Gimdfonn Texts I," (196^, pp.204- 205; O. Neugebauer, HAMA p.591; M. Powdl, RIA
S.V. "Masse.* G. Grasshoff pointed out in a paper read at the Dibner Institute-MIT

conference on Babylonian and Greek astronomy, May 6-8, 1994, that the 24-fingers/cubit

is not consistent with the evidence, and that fingers may not be in any fixed relation to the

cubh. Proceedii^ of this conference are forthcoming, edited by Nod Sweidlow (1998).

" HAMA p.546.

" Texts 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, and 17.
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teassw Note die vamdon allowablem die fonm of^
l)MULKURsaDLT.n«-n« - Pisdum

5CSIGn£07M aKX>a bdow (the Br^^ Scar of die Ribbon of die)

Fishes Text 7

rev. 2

[SIGf] MOL KURm DU[R nmu] (moon) [below] die Bsiglbt Star

ofdieRibfc(oDofdieFalies] Text 8-^

^MtJLIGlMSAGHL-N - pArieds
3C SIG MUL IGI SAG HUN mooa below die Front Star of die

Head of the Hired Man Tezt7:2

^m0L^£ISAGHUN - aAfieds
[KO^KtJL^iwSAGHUN moon bdow die Rear Star of die

Headoftfae HircdMan Text 14:3

4)$URGIGrRMSI - PTauri
3C ;rz^ IGi SUR sd SI moop west of the Northern ... of the Chariot

Text 15-J

S^^GlGIRidVlXj - CTaufi
30intf IGI^URCHGIRik'ULtJ fflooowestofdie-Soiidieni...of

the Chariot," Text 4:3

3O0MlGlkjRULU iiioonwestoftheSoadiem...(oftheChanoc)

Tat 15-3

6) SAG A - e Leonis

30 MtfSAGA moon in the Head of the lion Text 21:4 The form-

nladon ma "tn* -¥ Sumame, however, af^gues for an intopreudon ofA
here as the zodiacal Leo andSAG as the construct "beginning of.*

See Text 21 commenuiy.

7) DELE « IGI ABSIN - y Virginis

30 dr DELE sd IGI AB[SINJ moon behind the Single star in front

of the Fuitrow] Text 6 revj

8) SA4£f ABSIN - a Virginis

30SIGSA4i«ABSIN moon bebw the Bright Star of the Furrow
Text 13:3

9) SIGfR.TAB
30M^SIGiR.TAB moon below Tincer of the Scorpion* Text
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4 Babylonian Horoscope 33

2:3; not one of the recognized Nonnal Stars (see discussion of

Sadis, JCS 6 p.55), but in the vicinity of a and P Librae.

For the longitudes of these normal stars cited in horoscope texts, I have

interpolated from the list giving ecliptic coordinates for the years -600, -300,

and 0» available in Sachs-Hui^er, Diaries I pp. 17-19.

j 1 Calendaric Data

The Bab)donian horoscopes were all dated to the birth of a child. Three
texts contain more than one horoscope (Texts 6, 16, and 22), and so clearly

in these cases the horoscopes were collected expostfacto, llie evidence that

data were excerpted from other astronomical texts, such as diaries,

almanacs, and even goal-year texts, indicates that a horoscope represents

some compilation of observations taken from other documents, or indeed

computations of heavenly phenomena, put together sometime after the

date of birth. Given the existence of the birthnotes, which preserve dates

and times of births, it is clear that horoscopes could have been prepared

any time after such dates. In the sii^le birthnote preserved with more than
one date ^ext 32), two of the dates are spaced 36 years. In no case has a

horoscope tablet been dated or signed by the scribe by means of a

colophon. The dates given are invariably at the beginning of the text and

refer exclusively to the birth date.

§ 2. l.Years andEras
The dating of the births is by regnal year before the Seleucid Era, and

then by Seleucid Era year number thereafter. After the institution of the

Seleucid Era, in which regnal years were no longer of consequence for the

calendar, the name of the king was still sometimes identified, as in the

examples listed below. Following the Parthian institution of the Arsacid

Era, occasionally both S£. andA£. year numbers were given (for the only

example among horoscopes, see Text 20).

The following are attested Achaemenid regnal years:

MU.13 ^Dar-ia-a-mus - 409 Darius H (Text 1)

MU.36 ^Ar-tak-sat-su - -368 Artaxerxes 11 (Text 29, a birth note)

Seleucid Era years, identifying king, or coregencies:

MU.19.KAM ^Se-lu-uk LUGAL - -292 Seleucus I Nicator (Text 30, a

birth note)

MU.24.KAM ^Seu^An LUGAL.ME§ - -287 Seleucus I and Antiochus I

Soter (Text 4)

MU.KU.l ^An-ti-'u-uk-su LUGAL - -250 Antiochus 11 Theos (Text 6)

[MU].a\28.KAM 'Se-lu-ku LUGAL - -223 Seleucus HI Soter (Text 13)
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34 \abyloman Horoscopes

MU.1,32.K[AM LUGAL] - -219 Antiochus ffl The Great" (Text 14)

MU.1,49!.KAM 'Anu'An LUGALJ^ES - -201 Antiochus ffl

and Antiochus (Text 15)

[MU.1,]^36\KAM 'Se-lu-ku LUGAL —175 Seleucus IV Philopator CText

17)

[MU.1.M]E.1,9.KAM ^Di-mit-ri [LUGAL] —141 Demetrios H Nicator

(Text 18)"

Parthian period year dates:

FoUowing the installation in 141 B.G. of the Arsadd Parthians, names
of regents are not given in the horoscopes, only the dynastic name
"Arsaces." This is the practice in other cuneiform texts of the period,

which makes the identification of the individual regents somewhat
difficult/^ Note that the first horoscope dated to the Parthian period (Text

19) comes from the first year after the institution of double-dating by
Seleudd and Arsadd eras. When only one year number is given, it is the

Seleudd era number, with indication that the king was Arsadd (as in Text

21).

MU.1.ME 1,12.KAM ^Ar-sd-ka^ LUGAL - -139 Anaces, was Mithradates

I (Text 19)

rMU.l.ME.22.KAM^5zMU.l.ME.l,26.KAM-' \ir-sd-ka-aUJGKL - -125

(year 122 A.E. which is 186 S.E.) Arsaces, was Artabanus 11 (Text

20)

MU.lJ4E.1,27.KAM ^Arsd-kam LUGAL - -124 Arsaces, was Artabanus

n (Text 21)

[MU.l.ME.l,35.KAM']/4''^'-^'w LUGAL] - -116 Areaces, was Mithra-

dates n "The Great" (Text 22 a)

[MU.1.ME.1,3]7.KAM ^'Ar' LUGAL - -114 Arsaces, was Mithradates H
"The Great" (Text 22 b)

MU.2.ME.23.KA[M ^ArU-kam LUGAL] - -87 Arsaces, was Gotarzes I

(Text 23)

[MU.2.ME.29 ^Ar-U-kam LUGAL] —82 Arsaces, was Gotarzes I (Text 24)'^

MU.2.ME.36.KAM ^Ar^-kam LUGAL - -75, was Orodes I fText 26)'*

" This rq>resents the year before the Parthians under Mithradates I (ca. 171-139/8 B.C.)

took control of Seleucia on the Tigris. See N. Debevoise, A Political History ofParthia

(Chicago. 1938).

^ See J. Oelsner, Materialim zur babylonischen Gesellschaft und Kultwr in hellenistischer

Zeit (fiodapaty 1986), p.275 note r.

"On the uncertainties of rale in this year, see N. Debevoise, A PoUtictU History ofParthia

(Olics^, 1938), pp.48-52 and Richard N. Frye, The History of Ancient Iran (Munich,

1984), i)p.214-15. See also J. Oelsner, Materialim zur bab^onischen GadUehi^ undKmUht
in hellenistischer Zeit (Budapest, 1986), pp.276-7.

" According to Parker-Dubberstein, p.24 and Brinkman's "Mesopotamian Chronology,'
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f 12Months

As in the diaries, some horoscopes indicate the first day of the month
of the birth by means of 30 or 1. In a limi-solar calendar with uses true

lunar months of 29;3 1,50,7 (29.5309) days duration, no months have an

integer number of days. Because of the fraction of a day over 29, a limar

month is experienced as either 29 or 30 days. The Babylonian convention

of writing 30 following the month name meant that day 1 fell on the

''30th'' day of the pre^ding month. This succinctly indicated that the

precedii^ month was hoUow, or had 29 days. The number 1 following the

month name indicated that the previous month had 30 days, or was full.

The month names are those of the standard Babylonian calendar,

written with the logpgiams used in omen Uteratuie as weU as astronomical

texts:

BARAj - Nisannu (March/April)

GU4 - Ajaru (April/May)

SIG - Simanu (May/June)

§U - Du'uzu Qune/July)

NE ~ Ahu (July/August)

KIN - UliMu August/September)

DU( - Tafriu (^tember/October)
APIN - Arahsamna (October/November)

GAN - Kislmu (November/December)

AB - Tebetu (December/January)

ZIZ - ^ahatu (January/February)

§E - Addam ^ebruary/March)

§EJ>IRI -> Addam orkA intercalary Addaru

Note that the intercalary sixth month Uliiu arku , which is found in the

late Babylonian astronomical texts, is not used, or at least is not attested,

in the horoscopes.

^ 2J.Time ofday and night

E3q>ressions for the divisions of the day attested in the horoscopes and

birthnotes may be roughly classified into three systems of dividing tune: (a)

a three-part division of the night into watches, (b) a four-part division of

the nychthemeron with respect to simrise and simset, and (c) a twelve-part

division of the day-time into hours, whose length varied with the season.

§ 2.3.1 The tripartite division of the nig^t was in the following "watches"

in Oppenheim, Ancient Maopotamia, p.342, the date of this text corresponds to the last

year of the rdgn of Onxles L See also Oelsner, iUterudien, p and Debevoise, A
PoUtkdHistory efPardna, pp32-53.
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{mamr&u): EN.NUN AN.USAN evening watch, EN.NUN
MURUB4 qablau middle watch, andEN.NUN U4.ZAL.LA s& urri morn-
ing watch, with variant, EN.NUN ZALAG.GA namirAu watch of dawn.

The watches of the night comprise the earliest system of "tellii^ time"

attested in Babylonian texts, being used in celestial omens as well as non-

scientific contexts already in the Old Babylonian period." In horoscopes

the watches are used in the following expressions:

USAN evening watch (Text 15, and 19)

MURUB4 GEg middle of night (Text 23)

misil GEj middle of night fText 24)

ina MURUB^-rim in the middle watch (of night) (Text 31:8)

Another common esipression, but disdna £rom the use of the evening

watch to denote early night, is SAG GE« "beginning of night." The
astronomical diaries also distinguish between evening watch (USAN) and
the expression SAG GE^, although the duration of the latter is difficult to

determine from its use in context.^" SAG GE^ is found in the followii^

horoscopes:

Text 6 rev. 2 [ITI.GJU^ 30 GE^ 8 SAG GE^ (moon in advance of p/C
Tauri) "[Ajjaru 30, night of the 8th, beginning of night," followed by the

nomud star position of the moon. This time designation, therefore, is not

used with respect to the birth, which is given in line 3 as one-half beru

before sunset. Line 2 s^pears to be a quote from a diary giving the lunar

position with respect to a normal star on the 8th day. Hunger has pointed

out that the term SAG GE^ seems to correlate with the limar data given

for the first half of the month.^' Indeed, after day 10 or so, once the moon
is past quadrature and it sets at midnight, SAG GE^ is not used.

Text 13:2 [ITp.NE 30 GE^ 4 SAG GE 4 (moon below a Virginis)

*[Ab]u 30, n^t of the 4th, beginning of night," followed by the normal

star position of the moon. This is parallel to the passage in Text 6, and
appears to be a line quoted from a diary. Again the birth occurs in the first

ludf of the month.

Text 15:2 is consistent with the horoscopes just mentioned. The birth

day was the ninth of the month. The lunar datum quoted from a diary

therefore refers to the first half of the month. The horoscope gives the time

of birth not as the beginning of ni^t, but as the evening watch. Similarly,

some diaries will use both these designations, citing SAG GE« before

" In CAD sub mnifMtK 3d, and in celestial omens, the watches are attested in Old

Babylonianed^ omens, e.g.,BM 22696 obv. 1 {banartim)^ 2 (NAURUB^, var. ^MUm) and

3 (fit urri).

^ See Sachs-Hunger, Diaries Vol.1 p. 15.

^ Sachs-Hunger, DianesVoL I p.15.
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USAN, if both are used.

In Text 18:2-4, the birthdate is the sixth of the month. Again, the

normal star position of the moon is taken directly from a diary, hence the

use ofSAG GE( in association with a date before quadrature. The time of

the birth in this horoscope, however, is in the last part of the night {ina

ZALAG). Obviously, the moon was no longer above the horizon at the

time of birth, just before simrise. A (computed) zodiacal lunar position is

also given, as is customary in the horoscopes which quote normal star

positions for the moon.

§ 2.5.2 The four parts of the day, defined with respect to simset and
sunrise are: GE^ GIN "after sunset" (between sunset and midnight), G^
ana ZALAGj "before sunrise* (between midni^t and sunrise), ME NIM
"after sunrise" (between sunrise and noon), and ana SU samds "before

sunset''(between noon and sunset). The following are foimd in horoscopes:

GE4 ana ZALAG (so many US of) night until sunrise/morning ^ext 32:6)

ME ana §0 iamJi (so many U§ of) daylight until sunset (Text 6b rev.3).

These expressions, and their variations,^ are found in late Babylonian non-

mathematical astronomical texts, as well as in procedures, such as ACT
procedure text 200 obv. ii 21, rev. ii 16, from Babylon. The designation of

the amount of night before daybreak GE^ ana ZALAG in non-

mathematical astronomical texts is also and equivalently expressed with the

term KUR, itself an abbreviation ofKUR (or, ana KUR) Samas, literally

"before sunrtse."

Two other e3q)ressions are attested, which are not identical to any

found in the non-mathematical astronomical texts, but seem to refer to the

same system of dividing the day: The first is ina ZALAG "in the last part

of night/ morning" (Texts 1, 18, 20), which recalls the term GE^ ana

ZALAG, mentioned above. The other is panat KUR 20 before sunrise,

which seems to refer to the same time division as does ina ZALAG. The
word ZALAG, which in the expression ina namari "at dawn" comes from

rutmsru "to dawn (as of the day)," and is synonymous with seru "to become

morning" (Malku VI 212).^ should be taken as the technical designation for

dawn, specifically, the interval from daybreak to sunrise.^*

j 2.3.3. The division of the day (and night) into twelve equal portions

from sunrise to simset (and simset to sunrise) regardless of season, so that

^ See "Escams I: The Epochs of the Day," in Nei^ebauer and Sachs, "Atypical Astro-

nomical Cnneifonn Tezts," JCS 21 (1967), p.212-213.

^ SeeCAD S.V. fMm^ lexical section.

^ The ^Mcific sense of "datwu' used here follows that suggested by B. R. Goldstein in his

review of G. Tocmer's Ptoiemy'sAlnu^est, tee Isis 76 (1985), p.ll7.
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the hour itsdf increases and decreases its length through the year is known
as the seasonal hour. The Akkadian term found for this time unit is siminu

"hour."^^ The system of time reckoning by seasonal hour, according to

which the daytime and night each were divided into twelve equal portions

is first attested in the seventh century, in material such as a Neo-
Babylonian arithmetical scheme for the variation in the length of the

subdivisions of the day (the values given represented one-twelfth of the

length of daylight)^^ and, later, in horoscopes. ^ In Greek astronomy,

seasonal hours make their debut with an early third centurv B.C.

observational report of Timocharis, preserved in the Almagest. The
following is the formula used in the Babylonian horoscopes

:

ina siman in the n''' hour (of the day/night).

With the use of seasonal hours it seems the distinction between day hour

or night was indicated by the use of either U4 or GE^ when giving the day

number, e.g., Text 21:3 U4.22 ina 11 siman serm olid *'the dhild was bom
on the 22nd day in the 11th hour (in the daytime)." This formula is

preserved also in Texts 22, 26, and 27. The term alone is preserved in

broken context in half the extant horoscopes.

^ 2.3.4. Units of time

As discussed in section 3 above, the time designations in the

horoscopes are given with respea to the laiger divisions of the day.

Expressions with the standard units of time measiu-ement, the US "time

degree" (= 4 minutes of time) and the DANNA {h&ru^ "double hour" (—30

US or 120 minutes) are rarely encountered. It is presumed here that the use

of beru in these texts reflects the same seasonally imvarying division of time

as does the use of US, i.e., one bent is equal to 30 U§.^' Two examples are

found in the context of the measured duration of the lunar NA:

Text 2:7 BAR 1 28 14(?) 4,40(?) "Nisannu 1, 28 (U§, the duration of lunar

visibility after sunset), on the 14th day, 4,40 (U§, the duration of lunar visibility

^ See my, "Babylonian Seasonal Hours," Cmta$tms 32 (1989), pp. 146-170.

^ E. Reiner and D. Pingree, "A Neo-Babylonian Rq>ort on Seasonal Hours," Ardiivfur

Orienrforsdmng 25 (1977), {^.50-55.

^ See my *Bab}donian Seasonal Hours," Centattrus 32 (1989), pp.146-170.

* SeeB.R Goldstein and A.C. Bowen, "On Early Hdleniscic Astronomy Timoduris and

the First Callippic Calendar," Cmta$mis 32 (1989), pp.272-293. espedally pp.274-276. The
date of the rqwrt in question is -294.

'* See F.R. Stephenson and L.J. Fatoohi, "The Babylonian Unit of Time,"JHA 25 (1994),

pp.99-110.
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after simrise)."

Ton 7 r.5 13 11 NA £f'Sm The 13th day, 11 (U§ was the duration oQ lunar

visibility after sunrise."

And two more examples are foimd in the context of the designation of the

native's time of birth, given with respect to the divisions of day and n^ht
by sxmrise and sunset (see above sub 3b):

Text 6 r.3 U4 8 30 DANNA ME ana samasa-lid "The 8th day, at one*

haMberu (- 15 U§ - 1 hour) before sunset (the native) was born."

Text 32:5-6 ZIZ GE^ 10 30 DANNA GE^ ana ZALAG LU.TUR a-lid

"Month XI night of the 10th, one-half bent (-1 hoiu) remaining until sunrise, the

native was bom.*

j 3. AstronomicalData

The goal of the Babylonian horoscopes was to collect certain

astronomical data for a particular date, and in some cases, for a particular

time of night or day. The kinds of celestial phenomena collected in the

horoscope texts are briefly outlined in this section, but details will be found

in the commentaries to individual texts.

^ 3.1. Lunar

3.1.1. Position in the Ecliptic

This is established either with respect to a normal star, quoted from

an astronomical diary (see above sub 1.3), or by the zodiac. The moon's
longitude with respect to a zodiacal sign is always given, even if a normal

star position has already been cited. Less often, a zodiacal loi^tude is given

in degrees within a s^.

^ 3.1.2. Ltmar Three Data

The length of the previous month is indicated by 30 or 1, the date of

mid-month NA,^° the time between sunrise and moonset, and the date of

KUR, or day of last lunar crescent are given. This terminology is standard

in late Babylonian astronomical texts. Exceptionally, the older term

U4.NA.AM (fmbhuhij "day of last visibility" occurs in one text (Text 2:8)."

It i^pears from the regular inclusion of these dates that the moon's position

at the syzygies during the month of the birth was astrologically importan*

Although the distribution of preserved diaries does not provide any overlaj.

for the limar three data in horoscopes, it is almost a certainty that these

^ Note the less abbreviatedNAU *Sm in Text 7 r.5.

Note the use of U4.NA.AM as well in ACT 200 r.ii 15, a procedure text for computing

the day of last visibility of the moon.
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data represent extracts from diaries in the same way as do the normal star

references to the position of the moon.
Omens for the dates of first visibility and full moon are well known

from EnumaAnu Enlil and the attention to these dates is also abimdantly

attested to in the Neo-Assyrian reports. A late Uruk celestial omen text

combines these dates so that the protasis states, for example summa
UD.30.KAM innamirma unnut UD.13.KAM lu UD.14.KAM izziz mahfru

imatti "if (the moon) becomes visible on the 30th day and is dim, and

stands in opposition (with the sun) on the 13th or the 14th day: the market

will decrease.*^^ The positive or negative portent of syzygy dates could

figure in the interpretation of a personal horoscope, but this is sheer

speculation. At any rate, corresponding zodiacal positions of the moon on
the dates of NA and KUR are not provided in the horoscope texts. The
dates of the syzygies, however, appear to be essential data for all the

horoscopes from Babylon, taking into consideration broken passages. The
tradition from Unik appears to be different. None of the Uruk horoscopes

include the limar three, de^ite their giving a position of the moon in the

ecliptic.

^3.1.3. Limar Echpses

In the Babylonian astronomical literature, a distinction between

computed and observed lunar eclipses is conveyed in the writing of "lunar

eclipse," as AN.KUjq sin when computed and sin AN.KUiq when
observed.^' This practice can be seen in the non-mathematical astronomical

literature, where context deaily determines whether one is in the presence

of observations or computations. For example, the almanacs and normal

star almanacs give computed eclipses, whereas obsovational eclipse reports

are foimd in diaries and their derivative texts. Since the eclipses recorded

in the horoscopes are exclusively expressed with AN.KUjq sin, they should

not be regarded as observed. Further support for this interpretation is the

feature, present in all the preserved eclipse passages, of citing the zodiacal

sign in which the eclipse occurred, or, specifically, in which totaUty

occurred. For example, the third century horoscope Text 4 rev.3-4 has:

"Arahsamna the 13th, a lunar eclipse occurred, totality (occurrec^ in

Taurus." The second century Text 22a rev.8' has: "Ululu the 14th, a lunar

eclipse occurred, totality (occurrec^ in Aries." The presence of the zodiacal

sign unequivocally indicates some form of computation. However, given

the compiled nature of these docimients, it seems unlikely that direct

computations were used for the eclipses cited in horoscopes.

As shown in Table 3. 1 below, the eclipses dted in horoscopes occurred

on dates quite removed from that of the date of birth. In view of this, it is

HuiigerUnikI94:18.

" See Sachs-Hanger, Diaries I, p.23.
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clear that extracting astronomical data from a diary text paragraph

corresponding to the month and day of the birth would not have been

sufGcieiit.

When one considers the content of the EnunaAnu Enlil lunar eclipse

omens, a great many aspects of eclipses appear to have become
astrol<^cally significant at a relatively early date, since the series as a whole
was formed by the Neo-Assyrian period. In the protases of these omens are

included the elements of the date of occurrence (month, day), the time

(watch of night), the magnitude (in fingers), direction of eclipse shadow,

and color of the eclipse.^ The lunar ecUpses cited in horoscopes are there

presumably for what they contribute to the interpreution of die heavenly

"signs* on or around the birth. Ackno^idedging that the eclipse passages are

not completely preserved in each horoscope, only three of the thirteen

preserved eclipses include data for magnitude, given in fingers (Texts 21

rev. 1-3 and 26 rev.3-5) or in the fraction of the disk covered (Text 27).

Only one horoscope (Text 27 rev. 5-8) states the time of the eclipse, noting

that the moon was already eclipsed when it rose. In these features, i.e., date,

zodiacal sign in which the moon was positioned when ecHpsed, magnitude

and time, the manner in which the edipses are presented in the horoscope

texts are not paralleled by those found in the observational genres such as

diaries, goal-year texts, or the observational eclipse report compendia,^^ but

in the predictive texts such as the almanacs. The eclipse recorded in

horoscope Text 14 rev. 3-4 has a parallel in an almanac (LBAT '^1118 +
rev.lO)

Table 3.2

The following eclipses are recorded in horoscopes:

Text Birthdate (Julian)

3:5* -297 Feb.2-5(?)

4r. 3-4 -287 Sep. 1

13 r.5 -223 Jul 29

14r.3-4 -219 0a21
20r.3-4 -125 Aug 16

21 r.1-3 -124 Oct 1

22a r. 8' -116 Jul 15

22b r.l4' -114Jun30
23:10-12 -87 Jan 5

24:9-10 -82 Dec 20

Lunar Eclipse date (Julian)

undatable due to broken context

-287 Nov 22

undatable due to broken context

-218 Mar 20

passed by
-124 Aug 24

-116 Sep 24

-113 Jan 29

-87 Mar 11

See my ABCD, pp.36-57,

" Such as in LBAT 1413, *1414, 1415+ 1416+ 1417, *1419, *1420, 1421, 1426, 1427, 1437-

1450.
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25:6-7

26 r.3-5

27r.5-8

-80 Apr 22/23

-75Sqp4
•68 Apr 16

-80 Apr 21

-75 Jul 24

-68 Sep 3

^3.1.4. Latitude

Statements about lunar latitude occur in three horoscopes from Uruk,

texts 10 (dated -234) and 16a and b (dated -198 and -199).

Text 10:4 sin TA MURUB4 a-na NIM pa-ni-su GAR.ME§ "The moon keeps

going from the node to (increasing) positive latitude."

Text 16a:9 sin TA SIG KI(?) pa-nu-su ana MURUB4 GAR.MES "The moon
keeps going from negative latitude toward the node."

Text 16b r.lO $m TA LAL am MURUB4 pa-nuU GAILMES "The moon
keeps going from positive latitude toward the node.*

The technical terms, NIM (suqu^^) "positive latitude," SIG {suplt?^
)

"negative latitude," and MURUB^ "node," point toward the language of

late Babylonian astronomical texts. The lunar procedure text for System A,

ACT 200,^*contains a section for lunar latitude (colunm E), the first line of

which reads: ep^ ia nim u sig sa sin ab ana ab 12 dagal malak ^Sin 2,24

qabalti qaqqar kifari "procedure for latitude of the moon month by
month. 12 (degrees is) the width of the road of the moon. 2,24 (from) the

middle is the 'nodal zone'." Here, as Aaboe has pointed out," the phrase

"nim « sig," although Uterally meaning "high and low," becomes a technical

term for positive and negative latitude. The width (dagal) of the path of the

moon is stated as 12 (degrees), or 6° on either side of the ecUptic, a value

which occurs in the Systaoi A lunar ephemeris column £, the atypical

astronomical text (text E obv.8-22) and is carried throi^ to medieval

astronomy.^

The mantic significance of celestial latitude is attested in a late

Babylonian celestial omen text from Uruk:

summa ina qaqqarDUR mahiri MUL.BABBAR lu sCqa (NIM) $ahit u ^^batm
§UL supul (SIG) Mt)L.UD.AL.TAR sabU magimirma&anS itbal lu iuptd sahit

^ For the tfMiic writing ofNIM "h^ (positive) latitude,* see LBAT 1600 rev.9'.

^ For the syllabic writis^ ofSO low (n^ative) latitude," see Hunger Uruk 1 94: 1 1, 21.

^ See Neugebauer, ACT, VolJ, pp.186-211, and A KJboc and J-Haiderson, "The

Babylonian Theory of Lunar Latitude and Edipses According to System A," Ardnves

intertuUumales d'histoire des sciences (1975) p.208-211.

^Aaboe-Henderson, The Babj^nian Theory of Lunar Latitude," p.209.

*Neugeba\ier-Sachs, 'Atypical Astronomical Cuneifonn Teaots,"JCS 21 (9167), ppJ200-208,

etpedally p.203 with note 27 for further parallels in later antiquity.
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mahrru magalDUK-ma nisukittu iammu "IfJupiter attains positive latitude in the

r^on of the increase of the market, and Mars .... stands below Jupiter and
disappears from the sky, or attains negative latitude: the market will increase and
the people will speak the truth,"

and

hanma Mt)L.BABBAR utannat lu supul sabit u lu ithal u ^SalbatSn ba'il lu Suqa

saint u lu Salbatmu MUL.BABBAR sitq$d mahrru magal Uehherma niiusuga dannu
immaru "If Jupiter is faint, or attains negative latitude, or disappears, and Mars is

bright, or attains positive latitude, or Mars and Jupiter are in conjunaion: the

market will greatly decrease and the people will experience severe famine."

^3.2 Solar

§ 3.2.1. Position in the Ecliptic

A solar position in the ecliptic is provided in all horoscopes except the

two fifth century examples, Texts 1 and 2. Among the rest of the texts, two
groups may be defined in terms of the sequence of solar and lunar

longitudes. The texts from Babylon give the limar longitude first, then

immediately following, the solar. The Unik horoscopes (Texts 5, 9, 10 and
duplicate 11, and 16) all give the solar longitude immediately before the

lunar, and in the case of Texts 5, 9, and 10, the solar position is given in

degrees of the sign. Texts 9 and 10 from Uruk, and 27 from Babylon have

degrees within the sign for the sun's position.

§ 5.2.2. Dates of Solstice or Equinox

Most horoscopes will include the date of the solstice or equinox closest

to the birthdate. In fact, no solstice or equinox date is more than 2 months
before or after a given birthdate (table 3.2). This makes the solstice/

equinox data useful as a limiting faaor for the dating of texts in which the

birth date is not well preserved. The astrological significance of the nearest

solstice or equinox is unknown, but the method of obtaining the relevant

equinox or solstice date was that of the so-called Uruk Scheme/^ As
expected, the terminology is the same used in other late Babylonian

astronomical texts, Sam^GUB (imz) "solstice,** and LAL-tim (sitqultu)

"equinox."

^' Hui^er Uruk I 94: 9-14, also 20-21. See the discussioxi in U. Koch-Westenholz,

Mesopotamian Astrology: An Introduction to Babylonian and Assyrian Celestial

Divination (Copenhagen: Carsten Nidnihr Institute Publications 19, 1995),pp.l70-171.

*^ For the literature on the scheme, see Neugebauer, "A Table of Solstices from Uruk," JCS
1 (1947), pp.143-148; Neugebauer, "Solstices and Equinoxes in Babylonian Astronomy," JCS
2 (1948), pp209-222; Neugebauer, HAMA pp. 357-363; and A. Slotsky, "The Uruk Solstice

Scheme Revisited," in H. Gaher, ed.. Die RoUe der Astronomie in den Kultttren

MaopoUtmkm ^eitri^ znm 3. Grazer Morgenlandischen Synqiosioii, 1993), 1^.359-366.
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Table3.2

Text Birthdate Date of Sols/Equ. months apart

1 Dar (II) X.24 WS X.9 0
4 S.E. 24 V.19 AE VI. 16 1

6 S.E. 54 IX.8 WS IX.20 0

(conception date: S.E. 53 pay with VE[xnj.i2)
8 S.E. 61 IX.8 WSX.8 1

13 S.E. 88 V.4 ss m.3o 2

14 S.E. 92 Vn.l2 WS IX.20 2

15 S.E. 109 XI.9 WS IX.28 2

18 S.E. 169 XII.6 VE 1.4 1

19 S.E. 172 [VI]. 13 EA vn.2 1

20 S.E. 186 V.24 SSIV.3 1

21 S.E. 187VI.22 AEVI.17 0
22 S.E. 195 IV.2 ssin.i3 1

22 S.E. 197 IV.7 SS IV.5 0

23 S.E. 223 X.9 WS IX.28 1

25 S.E. 2311.14/15 SS m.2i 2

26 S.E. 236 V.25 SS m.i6 2

f 3.2.3. Solar Eclipses

Eclipses are found in the horoscopes, even when their occurrence did

not coincide with the birthdate.^^ The evidence is too scanty to determine

whether a certain relation exists between the dates of the eclipses and the

birthdate. Most, however, seem to come within five months of the date of

birth. A striking detail in this context is that the majority of horoscopes in

which echpses are preserved mention both lunar and solar eclipses. In

particular, those which occur one-half month apart, the limar in mid-

month followed by the solar at month's end, seem to be favored.

It is well-known that goal-year texts employ the Saros eclipse cycle both

to predict (lunar) eclipses and (solar) eclipse possibilities.^ While

particularly in the context of solar eclipses, the majority of which indicate

that the eclipse was not seen when watched for (IGI NU PAP), the use of

goal-year texts as sources for horoscopes is practically impossible to prove,

the goal-year texts or diaries from which they derive are Ukely sources for

the eclipses recorded in horoscopes. For example, the following solar

eclipse appears in horoscope Text 20 rev. 4-5 (dated -124, eclipse occurred

Aug. 24 -124): 28 AN.KU,o wmij ina ABSIN KI PAP NU IGI "On the

28th an eclipse of the sun in Virgo. When watched for it was not

Texts 3, 4, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

Sachs,JCS 2 (1948), pp.279, 282-3.
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observed," which may be compared with this entry from a diary for -124

(LBAT 448:7*): 2»ANXJUn&inuSDlRNUV[AP] *'on the 28th an eclipse

of the sun, doudy, not obs[erved].'*

§ 3.3. Planetary

§ 3.3.1. Position in the Echptic (longitude)

The longitudes of the planets (Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Mars,

as well as the sun and moon) are the principal data collected in horoscopes.

Since the date is ofprimary conoem, however, the planets axe for the most
part between synodic appearances. It is only when a planet happens to be

in the same sign as the sun on the date of birth that a synodic phenomenon
will be mentioned in the text.

For the most part, the longitudes are given with respect to the tiam^ of

the zodiacal signs. Degrees of longitude are not common.^'

i 3.3.2. Synodic Phenomena
The "pluses," or synodic appearances and disappearances of the planets

in their traversal of the ecliptic relative to the sun, are phenomena that

interested the Babylonians since the con^ilation ofMULJU^IN, although

the planetary theory in this text represents quite an early stage in its

development.^ Observation of all the synodic phenomena is attested in the

astronomical diaries, where the following phenomena are recorded

(designated by Greek Letter in accordance with Neugebauer's notation in

ACI): For^e inner planets Venus and Mercury, in sequence

5 first visibility in the west (as evenii^ star)

Y first station (evening)

Q last visibility in the west (as evening star)

r first visibility in the east (as morning star)

(S> second station (morning)

Jj last visibiUty in the east (as momii^ star)

For the outer planets Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars

r first visibility in the east (momii^ rising)

O fist station (morning)

6 acronychal rising (evening rising, roughly equivalent to

opposition)

7 second station (evening)

Q last visibility in the west (as evening star)

^ See Tens 9, 10. 16a, 16b, 21, 23, and 27. See also di.2 sub ^2.1 Longinides Table 2.2.

^ See Hunger-Pingree, MULAPIN: An Astronomical CompauU$tm in Qme^brm (AfO

Beihefc24, 1989), pp.148-149.
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With the ezceptton of Text 1, the synodic phenomena are mentioned
only on the occasion of a planet's occupying the same zodiacal s^ as the

stm. In this case, the planet will not be visible due to nearness to the sun.

When the birth occurs during the planet's invisibility, the text expresses

this with the remark "planet such-and-such is with the sun" (e.g., Text 5:

6-7 delebat itti samds GU^ itti samds "Venus is with the sun, Mercury is

with the sun") or with the statement "planet such-and-such, which had set,

was not visible" (e.g., Text 6:2' GU^.UD sd [SU NU l\GY\ ). The term §U
is for the last visibility literally "setting") of a planet in the evening, in the

case of an outer planet, the Greek letter phenomenon Q, and in the case of

an inner planet is an abbreviation of either SU sd SU "disappearance in the

evening" (Q» last visibility as evening star before inferior conjunction) or

§U sd KUk "disappearance in the morning" (S = last visibiHty as morning

star before superior conjunction.) Only occasionally is the date of a

synodic event given, such as in Text 4:6-7, the last visibility (fl) of Saturn

in the evening and the last appearance of Mercury as an evenii^ star (Q) are

dated because these occurred not very long before the birth. Tert 7 upper

edge 2 gives the date for Mercury's last appearance as a morning star (S)>

since this occurred on the day followii^ the birth.

Generally speaking, the horoscopes are interested in first and last

visibilities. Only Text 1, which is anomalous in every respect, records

stationary points as well as "opposition."*^ Otherwise, attested synodic

phenomena are limited to and distributed in the following way:

Mercury S Q F S
Venus
Mar^ Q
Jupiter Q
Saturn H

i 4. Astrological Data
§ 4.1. B&nifirti

A statement that the native was bom in the "secret house* of a

particular planet is found in a number of horoscopes.^ Whereas the

translation of this line is straightforward enough, its meaning is utterly

obscure. The £ (ha), or Kl (asar), nUirti is a term known from celestial

omens, Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions, and late Babylonian scientific texts

as a place in which the associated planet indicates good portent.*' The

*' See Text commentary for details.

** See Texts 3:4', 6:4', 8 tevJ, 13 rev.6, 15 rev.3, and 18 rev.3.

^ I have siimmarired the evidence in my "^Elements of the Babylonian Contribution to
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system correlating planets with special locations, designated by zodiacal

constellations, was obviously not invented later than the seventh century.

Since the system is found in the tradition of Enuna Anu Enlily its roots

may even extend into the second millennium.

The secret "houses" or "places'* were originally general regions of

constellations, not signs or degrees within signs of the zodiac. Their usage

in the horoscope texts, however, seems to indicate a reference to the

zodiacal sign. Six horoscopes contain reference to the "secret houses,"

expressed as: ina bit ni$irti sa planet such-and-such serru alid "the child was

bom in the secret house of planet such-and-such."'° The bA nifirti becomes

a datum in the horoscopic picture of the birth, and only one planetary

"secret house," therefore, is mentioned in a given horoscope. Also, the

position implied by the hM nifirti is never stated, as the identification of the

planet's "secret house" was surely well-known. What is meant by the

statement that the child was bom "in the secret house" of a particular

planet is the primary unknown here. We can probably assume that it was

a positive statement, conveying something of good fortime for the native.

In each example (see table below), the secret house of the planet

associated with the biith does not correspond to the zodiacal sign in which
the particular planet was located on the date of the birth . The following

chart shows the secret house of the planet given for the birth of the child

in the horoscope, the zodiacals^ identified as the sign of the bit nmrtif

and the sign in which the planet was located at the time of the birth.

Text secret house ofplanet secret house longitude ofplanet at birth

3:4 broken

6a:4 Mercury Virgo [Scoipiusf
*

8r. 2-3 Venus Pisces Scorpius

Hellenistic Astrology," JAOS 108 (1988), pp.53-57. In the commentary to MUL.APIN,
Pingree (Hunger-Pingree, MULAPIN, {^.146-147} suggests the hypsoma is implicit in the

attested in this text for Saturn, Le., yRJUZihanMu "Scales* (-Libra) (or)

(MUL.'*UTU) "Star of the Sun." For these passages, see MUL.APIN 11 i 38 and 64. The

reason for Pingree's seeing in MUL.APIN early evidence for the Babylonian hypsomata is

the identification of the hypsoma of Saturn as Libra, which, being 180° from Aries, rises as

the sun's hypsoma (Aries) sets. The tenn aSar rUjirti, however, does not occur in the

MUL.APIN text. See also the summary in U. Koch-Westenholz, Mesopotamian Astrology:

An Introduction to Babylonian and Assyrian Celestial Divination (Copenhagen: Carsten

Niebuhr Institute Publications 19, 1995), pp.134-136.

'tach horoscope employs the same formula, expressed as a complete sentence, with serr$4

as subject and alid as predicate, with the exception of Text 15, the predicate of which

seems to have a verb ending in M£$.

The longittide of Mercury is derived from computation only. Given in the text is only

that Mercury was not visible at the birth, ue^ had set (meaning last visibility in the evening,

or Q), and that its first visibility ([^ had 'passed by." See commentary to Text 6a.
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13 r. 6 Jtqpiter Cancer Scorpius

15 r.3-4 Jupiter Cancer Libra(?)

18r.3-4 Jupiter Cancer Libia

The Babylonian bt (or asar) ni^Ms of the planets were long ^o
identified as die forerunners of the Greek "exaltations" of the planets.^

The theory of the hypsomata (6i|r<&)iaTa) in Greek astrology ass^ed
certain longitudes in zodiacal signs as places of special influence for the

planets.*' When a planet reached a position assigned to it as a place of

exaltation (or depression), it was considered to have special power (or

weakness if in the depression [xaTieivco^a] 180° from the exaltation).

Longitudes were assigned for the exaltations of planets in the Greek system

as follows:

Sun: Aries 19"

Moon: Taurus 3°

Saturn: Libra 21°

Jupiter: Cancer 15"

Mars: Capricorn 28**

Venus: Pisces 2r
Mercury: Virgo 15°

Cuneiform evidence of the planetary bit nisirti's, most of which,

however, is Seleudd in date,^ suppHes all the identifications of hypsomata

for the sun, moon, and five planets, and these corre^nd to the zodiacal

signs of the Greek hypsomata^ leavii^ no doubt as to the origins of the

Greek theory. It also makes dear that although the literal translation of the

Akkadian bitu in bR nmrti is "house," the term should not be confused

with the later Greek astrological term "houses" (oiKOt) and its use in Greek

*^ E. Weidncr, "Beitrage rur Erklanmg der astronomischen Keilschrifttexte," OLZ 1913,

pp,208-210, and "Babylonische Hypsomatabildcr," OLZ 1919, pp.10-16.

See A. Bouche-Leclercq, L'Astrolofft grecque (Paris, 1899, reprinted 1979 Scientia Verlag

Aalen), pp. 192-199.

^ LBAT 1591:5-7 is the most complete list, giving heliacal risings for the planets in their

hyptomau, see Ku^er, SSB I pp.39-41 and pL2 Nr.2. See also the teia poUisfaed in

E.Wetdner, Gtstim-DarsteUungm aus habylonixhen Tontafeln, Osterreichische Akademie

der Wissenschafcen, Philos.-histor. Kl., S.B. 254,2 (1967), p. 11, and J.P. McEwan, Priest and

Temple in Hellenistic Babylonia^ Freiburger altorientalische Studien Bd.4 (Wiesbaden,

1981), p. 174-176, giving the hypsoma of Mercury. Finally, the text in King, STC I p.212 and

n pL69, edited by Landsbe^pr, "^Ein astnlmytholo^bclier Kommentar aus der Spatzeit

babylonischer Gelehrsamkeit," AflL 1 (1923), pp.69-81 This text contains the identification

of the £g;pMmtfl» for the nioon, nn, and Mars (Jthov^
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genethlialogy.^' As already mentioned, the Babylonian "exaltations" dif-

fered from the Greek in that they did not correspond to degrees of

longitude, but only to zodiacal constellations, or in the case of the

horoscope texts, to zodiacal s^ns. The bit nmni's also differed subdy from
the Greek hypsomata in the interpretation of their significance, i.e., not as

places of greater planetary influence, but as places within which planets'

positions constituted propitious omens.

The context of the bit ni^irti references in the horoscopes does not

suggest what meaning or use this element had in Babylonian horoscopy.

On a purely descriptive level, the references are designations of particular

zodiacal signs, but the significance of that sign in the context of the

horoscope escapes us. From the comparison of the position occupied by
the planet in whose bit ni$irti the native was bom, and the sign designated

as the bA nmrti, as in the table above, it seems that the location of the

planet on the birth date had nothing to do with the zodiacal sign

corresponding to its bit ni^irti. On the basis of procedures well developed

in Greek astrology, Pingree raised the question whether the bR nmrti
references might have something to do with the position of the moon at

computed conception.^^ We have evidence in Text 7 that the date of

conception \ns recognized as of some importance. We do not know how
the Babylonians thoi^t about the relationship between conception and
birth in terms of astrological significance, as we do in Greek astrology.

Ptolemy (Tetr. III.l) viewed the natural chronological starting point of a

life as the time of conception and the moment of birth as only "potentially

and accidentally" the starting point. He referred to these dates as "source"

and "beginning." ^etr. HI. 1.106) When conception date was known, it

was considered to be the choice moment against which to examine the

" Ptolemy, Tetrabihlos I, 17, ed. and uansl. F.E. Robbins (Cambridge, Mass.: Loeb
Classical Library, 1940). See the discussion in A. Bouche-Leclercq, L'Astrologie grecque

(Paris, 1899), pp.276-80 and glossary entry in O. Neugebauer and H.B.Van Hoesen, Greek

Horoscopes (Philaddphia: Memoirs of Ae Ameriam Pbiiosophiad Society 48, 1959), p.7.

In a personal comnninication, Pingree offered the following analysis of the meaniz^ of

the biith being "in the ^il ntim' of planet x" with die caveat that gh^
his hypothesis was largely guesswork.

Text Birth: Moon Sim Previous Syzygy Conception: Moon Sun

6 Libra Scorpius opposition 9mo. earlier Pisces Virgo

8 Pisces Sagittanos conjunction lOsidmo. Pisces Pisces

13 Libra Leo conjunction 10sid.mo. Leo Leo

15 endofTanms Aquarius conjtmcticm in Aquarius 9 1/2 mo. Cancer Cancer

18 beg. of Gemini Pisces conjunction 9 mo. earlier Cancer Cancer
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tkwtkm of die heavens. The biidi dale was, hcnpcver, inferior ooty in one
respect- This 'a as that "by the former (conception date) it is possible to

have foreknov.-]-;i£e also of events preceding birth. ' (Tetr. HI.l) Greek
horoscopy be^'is "^-ii'h the determiruiion of the ascendant point, or

horoscopos. A iheory acmbuted to "Nechepso and Petosiris*^ indicaic:s

tlut the si^ in which the mcxm was found at coocepcioa is risiiig at the

nativity.* Dates of syzygpesaroond the birth dau (as well as ooooe|icioii?)

were sigrttfifant in Babylonian horoscopy, since these are in most <A
the horoscopes, ahhowgh the use of these data is still unknown.

§ 4.Z Predictions

In reierence to the Greek horoscopes, Neugiebauer and van Hoesen said,

-were it DOC for an cflmnveastn^c^^callilienKnre, the original horoscopes

alone would hardly reveal their purpose to foresee the future of a person

or coming e^ eiits from the initial con^;uration of die planets."^ The same

is true of the cuneiform horoscopes. Only lardy is a personal predictkm

found in a horoscope.*^ Of the five horoscopes containing predictions

(Texts 10 and 11 are dupUcates), three stem from Uruk. The personal

"predictions," formulated as omen apodoses, anest to a connection to

nativity omens and to omen Uterature m general. Text 10 rev, 1-3, for

example, gives the tcJlowing stock s^xxloses in association with *the place

ofMocury*: the brave one will be first in rank, he will be more inq>oitant

than his brother^ he will take over his £ather^s house." In generaJ, ivhat

few predictions are preserved concern the native's health and prosperity,

obviously primary concerns of all individuals, and wholly consistent with

the nature of the predictions in nativity omens. On the basis of this

admittedly scanty evidence for the goal of the horoscope, the purpose of

gaining divine knowledgie via the heavenly phencnnena at birth seems not

to differ £rom that evidenced by the njtiviiy omens. If <me can ju(%e the

goal of these texts in terms of the kno^dec^e finally obtained, it does not

zppcar to be mystical, but quite pragmatic and this-woridly. In this sense,

neither the omens nor the horoscoj>es lend themselves to an interpretation

as a vehicle for mystical communication with a deity, or deities.

" Ob Necliq>to and PecoHrif, tee E. Kieu, Netbef«nm etPetmirklisfragmenta mapca,

Phflologm Si^pL 6 (1S92), ppJ2S-394, and the biUioKr^iliical infomMffinn provided in D.

Pingree, The Yavanajitaka ofSphujuihvaja,vo\.U (Harvard Oriemal Series 48, Cambridge,

Mast, and Loodcm: Harvard University Press, 1978), pp.436-437. See also the Dkoonary of

Scientific Biography, nib Petosuu.

" A. BotKhe-Ledercq, L'Astrolope gfv:qiiet pJ76 and 379.

" NeosebaDcr-vaa Hooeo, Greek fbnscopet,p.i61.

SeeTcaof 2, 5. 9, 10. 11, and 27.



Texts

Text l (AO 17649)

Darius (n) Year 13, X.24 - -409 Jan. 12/13

Previous publication: Rochberg, OrNS 58, pp.111-114.

photo: Ibid. plJ.

copy: Durand, TBER 52.

Transcription

obv.

1 rrLAB24inaZALAGm25MU13
2 ^ar-i4-a-mul LO.TUR a-lid

3 GAN ina 15 GU,.UD ina NIM ar ^MAS\MA§ IGI

4 AB AB9samasGUB26 <KUR>
5 ZfZ ZfZ DIRI KALAG ina 2 GU,.UD ina NIM inaMA^ §tJ

6 ZlZ 14 dele-bat ina NIM ina IGI GU SU S£ DIRI

rev.

1 DU.22Mt)L.BABBARinaGUU§
2 inaSE2inaKUN§t!j
3 §U 30 GENNA ina ALLA IGI NIM TUR
4 ina26IGIGAN7U§AB17anaME.E
5 ^EDIRI

CriticalApparatus

obv. 3: Orthogr^hically, the zodiacal sim for Mercury's first appearance

as a morning star appears to be MAS.MA5 "Gemini," and is so reflected in

the copy (TBER 6 52). However, computation refutes this reading in favor

of PA "Sagittarius." The sign is slightly damaged, but certainly not PA.

The closest approximation would be MAS "Capricorn," but Mercury was

not east of ("behind") Capricorn at this point. By Mercury's last

appearance as a morning star, the planet was in Capricorn (modem
longitude shows Capricorn 13", which is still acceptable after taking into

consideration the 4- 8.73" difference between modem longitudes and
Babylonian ones for 410 B.C.). Line 5 therefore concurs with our

computed position. For further discussion of the astronomical data, see

commentary.

obv. lines 4 and 5 have an imusually large space separating the mpnthname
and its corresponding entry.

51
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Text l AO 17649
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Translation

ohv.

1 Tebetu the 24th, in the last part of night of the 25th, year 13 of

2 Darius, the child was born.

3 Kislimu, around the 15th, Mercury's first visibihty in the east behind

(east of) Gemini.

4 TebStu: (Winter) solstice was on the.9th of Tebdtu; < last lunar

visibilipr (of the month)> was on the 26th.

5 ^abatu: Sabatu, dense clouds, around the 2nd, Mercury's last

visibihty in the east in Capricorn.

6 The 14th of Sabatu, Venus's last visibility in the east in front (west) of

Aqtuuius. (The year had) an intercalary Addaru.

rev.

1 TaSiitu the 22nd, Jtq>iter's (2nd) stationary point in Aquarius.

2 Around the 2nd of Addaru, Qupiter's) last visibility in Pisces.

3 Du'uzu the 30th, Saturn's first visibihty in Cancer, (it was)

high and faint;

4 around the 26th, (the ideal) first visibility. The 7th of Kislimu, first

stationary point; Tebetu the 17th, "opposition."

5 ^he year hacQ an intercalary month Addaru.

Commentary

The imusual structure of this horoscope has been discussed in the

previous publication (Or NS 58, pp.ll2f.). What primarily differentiates

this text from all the others is the fact that none of the astronomical data

refer to the date of birth (X.24). This horoscope presents synodic

phenomena for all the planets except Mars and those occurring mostly

within a few months of the birth date. The exception to this is in rev. 3

where Saturn's first visibility occurs in Du'uzu. Neither the Seleucid

sequence of planets (ftq>iter, Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Mars) nor the older,

Neo-Babylonian sequence Qupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mercury, Mars) is

followed. Instead, the order is Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn, a

sequence not attested elsewhere. (For further discussion of planetary

sequences, see my "Benefic and Malefic Planets in Babylonian Astrology,"

inA Scientific Humanist: Studies in Memory ofAbraham Sachs (Philadelphia,

1988), pp.323-328) , and Hunger-Pingree, MULAPIN, p.l47.)

Astronomical Data

obv. 3: The text gives DC 15 as the date of Mercury's first appearance as a
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moraing star. Tlie readiog of the zodiacal positioa is in doubt (seeCr^^
Apparatus).

Computation: DC. 15 = -410 Dec. 5. Solar longitude = 256.9° (modem
tropical longitude); Mercury 241.84° (modem tropical). Sunrise at 3.92 UT
(iq>praziiiiatiel3r 7KX)AM Babylonian local time); Mercury rose at 2.62 UT
(approzinutely 5:30 AM Babylonian local time). At sunrise. Mercury's

altitude was 14.28. Just before sunrise. Mercury would be low on the

eastern horizon before disappearing with die li^ ofmorning. In 410 B.C.,

a systematic difference of 8.73° is seen between modem (tropical) and
Babylonian (sidereal) longitudes. The computed position of 233.11° for

Mercury should then be increased by 8.73° to find the Babylonian position,

bringing Mercury to S^ttarius (rounding up, 242°).

obv. 4; The date of winter solstice here is consisrent with the date generated

by the Unik Scheme (belonging to cycle -6 year 16 of the Scheme [see

HAMA pJ56J). The Uruk Scheme impUes the use of a fixed calendar with

regular intercalations now beHeved to have existed from about 500 B.C. (see

HAMA, p.354f. and Aaboe, Britton, Henderson, Neugebauer and Sachs,

"Saros Cycle Dates and Related Babylonian Astronomical Texts," TAPS
81.6 [1991], pp. 14-15 [Text Cj). The date of Text 1 is approximately 30

years before the point at which the 19-year cyde is incontrovertibly in use.

Exceptions to the 19-year cyde system of intercalations for the century

before -380, have been reduced from two to one. Chief among the recently

resolved anomalies is the intercalary year 20 of Artaxerxes 11, now known
to be normal and in agreement with the Saros Canon. In their joint paper,

Aaboe, Britton, Hendersen, Neugebauer, and Sachs point out that PD''s

intercalary year of Artaxerxes 11 20 is based on Strassmaier's misreading of

the Saros Canon (see idem, *Saros Cjrde Dates,* sub Text £ Critical

Apparatus to Rev. Ila, 32,34 and lib, 31,33,, p.37). The other misplaced

intncalation, from year 22 of Darius (I) finds textual support (PD' p.7) in

a PersepoHs Fortification text 11424 (=OIP 92 PF 875), and possibly also

Nos.1899, 5968, and 9916 (-OIP 92 PF870, 966, and 1718, for which
references I thank M.W, Stolper).

obv. 5: The text gives XI.2 as the date when Mercury appears for the last

time as a morning star. The zodiacal position is given as Capricorn.

Computation: XI.2 - -409 Jan. 20. Solar longitude 295.38** modem/
304.1r Babylonian; Mercury 283.83°modem/ 292.56''Babylonian. Sunrise

4.24 UT; Mercury rises 3.59 UT. Shortly before sunrise. Mercury would
be low on the eastern horizon and in the sign Capricorn,

obv. 6: The text gives XI. 14 as the date of Venus' last appearance as a

morning star, and gives the position as Aquarius.

Computation: XI. 14 - -409 Feb. 1. Solar longitude 307.42° modem/
316.15" Babylonian; Venus 297.89* modem/ 306.62* Babylonian; sunrise

4.15 UT; Ventis rises 3.67 UT. Venus therefore low on the eastern horizon

just before sunrise, and in the sign Aquarius.
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rev. 1: Vn.22 is the date for the second station of Jupiter in Aquarius.

Computation: Vn.22 - -410 Oct. 13/14. Jupiter's longitude was 313.16°

modern/ 321.89° Babylonian (- Aquarius 22°) from Oct. 12 to the 16th.

From the 17th it again retimied to direct motion,

rev. 2: Xn.2, Jupiter's last visibility in Pisces.

Computation: XII.2 - -409 Feb. 17. Solar longitude at 7:00 PM
Babylonian local time 323.87" modem/ 332.6** Babylonian; Jupiter 332.98*"

modern/ 341.71° Babylonian (-Pisces IT). Sunset at 14.73 UT or approx-

imately 5:45 PM Babylonian local time. Jupiter set at 15.43 UT, and so

remained visible on the western horizon for a short time after sunset before

it too set. The text's date and longitude agree well with computation,

rev. 3: IV.30, Satiun's first visibihty in Cancer, but said to be "high and
faint."

Computation: IV.30 - -410 July 23. Solar longitude 114.21° modem/
122.94° Babyloniai^ Saturn 98.55°modem/ 107.28° Babylonian (- Cancer

17 *); simrise 2.08 UT, Saturn rises .85 UT. At 2 UT, or just before sunrise,

the solar altitude was -.89 and Saturn's was 12.87. The observational

remark "high and faint" suggests that when Saturn was observed on IV.30

it was thought that the ideal first visibility had been missed,

rev. 4: IV.26 alternate date for first visibihty of Satiun, since the planet

appeared already too high on the 30th.

Computation: IVJ6 - -410 July 19. Solar longitude 109.79°modem/
118.52° Babylonian; Satum 97.97° modem/ 106.7° Babylonian (-Cancer
17*); sunrise 2.04 UT, Satum rises 1.11 UT, about one hour before sunrise,

rev. 5: IX.7, Satum's first station.

rev. 6: EX. 17, Satum's "opposition," or visible evening rising.

Computation: IX. 17 = -409 Jan.4. Solar longitude 279.73° modem/
288.46° Babylonian, Satum 103.20°modem/ 11 1.93 "Babylonian (-Cancer

22°); elongation 176.53°. The date of tme opposition would be several days

later. The Babylonian "opposition" refers to the acronychal rising, or

risingoftheplanetatsunset, which fits well with the date in the text. See

A. Aaboe, "Observation and Theory in Babylonian Astronomy,"

Cenuutrm 24 (1980), p.35.
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56 wtMt Horoscopes

TexT2(AB251)

Parius n Year 14].1.14 = -409 April 29

Previous publication: Sachs, JCS 6, p.54-57.

photo: JCS 6 pl.rV.

copy: R.C. Thompson, A Catalogue of the Late Babylonian Tablets in the

Bodleian Library, Oxford (London, 1927), pl.2.

Transcription

obv. (Perhaps one line missing to top edge)

1 ITI(?).BARA2 GE^® 14(?) GAR^) AS(?)

2 DUMU sa 'MU.§ES DUMU sa 'MU.MU A be-ke-e(?) a-h[d]

3 i-nu-Hu sin Sap-lat SIG!r.TAB
4 MUL.BABBARinaKUN.ME§ ''dele-bat

5 inaGU^ANGENNAinaALLA
6 AN ina MAS.MAS GU4.UD sa S[U] N[U IGI]

7 BAR 1 28 14(?) 4,40(?) [...]

8 27U4.NA.A[M]

rev.

1 ina IGI-ka ba-nu-u [...]

2 rn.§UMU.12.KAM
3 [M]U(.>) 8 ..[...]

4 • [•"•J

Remainder broken; perhaps one line remaining to bottom edge.

Tramlation

1 Nisannu, night of the 14th(?), ...

2 son of ^irniu-usur, son of §umu-iddina, descendant of Deke, was bom.
3 At that time, the moon was below (lit.: the lower part of) the Pincer of

the Scorpion,

4 Jupiter in Pisces, Venus
5 in Taurus, Saturn in Cancer,

6 Mars in Gemini. Mercury, which had set, was not visfible].

7 Nisannu 1, (duration of visibility of the new crescent was) 28
(time degrees), [visibility of the moon after sunrise on)

the 14th^) was 4,40 (time degrees).

8 The last visibility of the lunar crescent was the 27th.

rev.

1 (Things?) will be propitious for you.

2 Du'uzu, year 12,

3 [yea]r(?) 8 ...

4 [....]
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Ckmimmtary

Obv.3: Because of its fifth century date, Sachs presented a detailed account

of his dating of this horoscope QCS 6 pp.54-57), and an analysis of the lunar

longitude given with respea to SI GfR.TAB, the "pincer of the Scorpion."

This fixed star does not belong to the known normal stars, but MUL.APIN
I ii 11, see Himger-Pingree, MUL.APIN, p.33, provides the equivalence

with the contellation Libra: MUL.ZI3AAN.NA SI MUL.GIR.TAB "the

Scales (-) the pincer of Scorpius." The pincers of Scorpius are also

associated with Libra in the astrological text ACh Istar 28:6-7 DI§
MUL.GiR.TAB SlMEl-sa zu-u'-u-ra sd-ru-ru na-sd-a "^UDU.IDIM ina SA
MUL.Zi-ba-ni-tiGUR-ma "If the Scorpion's pincers brighten (its) body, the

planet stands within the Scales." See Sachs, JCS 6 p.56 note 22 for other

Hterature. On this basis, Sachs identified the scorpion's pincers with the

northern and southern pans of the Scales, each of whurh constitutes a

normal star, RfN m ULU "the southern part of the scales (- a Librae),*

and RiN sd SI "the northern part of the scales (= P Librae)". The lunar

longitude of the horoscope is therefore interpreted to be in the vicinity of

a Librae and P Librae, whose longitudes in -409 were 191.7° and 196"

respectively. The astronomical data tabulated below merely confirms

Sachs' original dating.

The use of sapldtu "the lower part" is not found in other horoscopes,

wlush. use SIG {saplu) "below* to designate the lunar position relative to a

fixed star.

obv.6: Mercury had been moving retrograde and reached its greatest

western elongation on the 29th of April, when it should have been at first

morning rising (T ). On the 30th, the planet returned to direct motion,

rev.: Unfortimately, the reverse of the text still presents difficulties. The
analysis of the month and year stated there (rev. 2 "Du'uzu year 12 ...") is

completely obscure as to which regent it refers, as well as its relationship to

the date of the birth.

AstronomiadData
AText A Computed (-409 Apr.29*)

moon below Pincer of Scorpion 205.38° Libra 25°

Sim omitted 40.9° Taurus 11"

Jupiter Pisces 357.89° Pisces 28°

Venus Taurus 53.85" Taurus 24"

Mercury (with the sun) 19.06" Aries 19"

Saturn Cancer 109.74" Cancer 20"

Mars Gemini 85.73" Gemini 26"

"^Computcd for 0.00 UT - 3:00AM Babylonian local time (midnight epoch), and taking

into aooooiK «discrepancy of 873*betweenmodem andBab^^
in queicioii.
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Text 3 (BM 32376 -76-11-17,2108)

S.E. 13 X.24-27(?) - -297 Feb. 2-5(?)

Previously unpublished

Transcription

l'[...]xxx-sua-[lid(?)

2' [samas ina G]U(?) MUL.BABBAR ina A dele-bat ina [GU(?) SU-ii]

3' [KI] ''UTU su-ii U4 29 GU^.UED ina §U (ina GU) IGIO^)]

4' [GENNA ina HUN(?) ] AN ina MA$ ina 6 ni-$ i[r-tU4 ...]

5' [... ] la-pa-ni AN.KU,o s[in(?)/samas(.^)...]

6'[... ]xOT[

Critical Apparatus

line 1': 3 or 4 broken signs, only bottoms preserved. The date and time of

birth, as well as the limar longitude are expected in this line. One or two
more lines estimated to upper edge.

line 2': Restoration of the solar longitude is based on the unvarying

sequence moon, sun, Jupiter, Venus, etc. (for discussion of the sequence of

planets, see chapter 1^3).

line 3': The logogram "^UTU for the sun reflects the use of an older

orthographic tradition than the writing samas, which is foimd more often

in late astronomical texts. Cf. Text 4

(BM 33382) rev. 1, also dating to the early years of the Seleucid Era.

line 5': Though only two Winkelhaken are preserved before the break, I

have read s[in ...] on the assimiption that if samas were intended, the
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logogram would be consistent with the ^*UTU of line 3'.

Translation

r [...] .... wa[s born(?).]

2' [The sun was in Aqua]rius, Jupiter in Leo, Venus [set] in [Aquarius],

3' it was [with] the sun. On the 29th Meifcury's first

j^pearance in the west (in Aquarius)J
4' [Saturn was in Aries(?)], Mars in Oipricora. InthebSniyifniJ

of...]

5' [...] .... before the lun[ar^)/solar(?)] eclipse [...]

6'

Commentary

line 3': The statement for Mercury includes the date of one of its synodic

appearances, as is regularly foimd in the diaries and related non-

mathematical astronomical texts. First visibility in the evening (expressed:

planet ina SU ina zodiacal sign IGI) has been restored on the basis of

modern computed data and in accordance with the terminology of the

diary texts. Mercury had at approximately this time been in superior

conjunction and was just becoming visible again for the first time in the

west as an evening star. The table provided below shows the very good
agreement between the text's data andmodem computed data for year -297

with the range of dates Feb. 2-5, corresponding to the Babylonian dates

Tebetu 24-27. Col. iii shows the data for the Julian date corresponding to

"the 29th'' day, associated with Mercury in obv.3', which I have restored

accordingly as first appearance in the west.

line 5': The reference to the eclipse is too fragmentary to warrant much
comment. It is furthermore unclear from the preserved wec^es whether the

echpse was solar or lunar, although the use of '^UTU in the text su^ests

that in this line it is 30 rather than 20 following AN.KU,o Suffice it to state

that in -297 two lunar eclipses occurred, one on Dec. 14 beginning shortly

after 5:00 AM Babylonian local time and lasting until after the moon set at

7:00 AM. (First contact 2.36 UT, last contact 6.14 UT or roughly just after

9:00AM Babylonian local time), and one on June 19 beginning before the

moon rose and being visible for about one hoiir after moonrise. A solar

eclipse occurred -297 Jan. 8, beginning 3.67 UT and ending 5.55 UT. The
sun rose at 6.96 or just about 7:00 AM Babylonian local time, already

eclipsed, and the eclipse was over 2 1/2 hours later at approximately 9:30

AM Babylonian local time.

Dating

The S.E. 13 date ass^ied to this horoscope is quite early, but has strong

support for the reason that within the approximately 30(>-year period of the
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horoscope corpus, the particular combination of the longitudes of Jupiter

and Mars together with the Venus conjunction occur only in this several

day period fapproximately Feb. 1-6). Further agreement is foimd with the

s>'nodic phenomenon of Mercury's first appearance in the west and its

assigned Bab)4oiuaii date (the '29di').

AstronomicalData

X Text

Sim [Aquarius

Jupiter Leo
Venus [Aquarius]

Mercury [Aquarius]

Saturn [Aries ]

Xlars Capricorn

A Computed (-297 Feb. 2)*

316.92° - Aquarius IT

316J6* - Aquarins 16*

318.8r - Aquarius 19*

25.85° -Aries 26°

279.67° - Capricorn 10"

A Computed (-297 Feb. 7)

n\.9r - Aquarius 2r
144J9*- Leo 24^

322.59"- Aquarius 23*

328.55"- Aquarius 29*

26.22°- Aries 26°

283.51° - Capricorn 14°

* CofiytiTffi for 16.00 UT - 7KX) PM BabykHuam local time (mirlnight qx)di), and

by +7.W for die diffeicnce bctwem modem and Babylonian lon^^
(piesuon.

Risii^ and Semng Times for die sun and Mercuiy (pertaining to line 3)

-297 Feb.2 -297 Feb.7

Rise Set Rise Set

Sun 4.12UT 1432UT 4.06UT 14.60UT

Mefouy 4J3UT 14.63XJT 4.4«UT 15.11UT

[4UT - 7AM Babylonian local time; 14UT - 5PM Babylonian local time]
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Text 4 (BM 33382 [L*1459})

S.E.24V.19 - -287 Sept. 1

Previously published

copy: Bertin copy 2894.

Transcription

Obv.

1 M[U 2]4.KAM 'Se u 'An LUGAL.MES
2 [m].^NE^ 1 U,.14 NA GE, 19(?)^

3 'U4.BI(?)^ sin ina IGI §UR GIGIR laULO
4 7^ KUSU4.27KURi-nu-sii
5 MtJL.BABBAR u dele-bat ina ALIA
6 U^.lOGENNAinaABSINSU
7 U4. 14 GU4.UD ina $U ina AB.SIN $U
rev.

1 ANinaUKA^UTUinaABSIN
2 rn.KINU4.l6LAL.tim
one line blank

3 m.APIN GE, 13 AN.KU,o sin

4 TIL-timinaMUL.MULGAR^m
5 A sa 'TAR-sa-mu-ku-ns a-lid

Critical Apparatus

line 3: At the beginning of the line one expects U4.BI, but traces are not

supportive of such a reading.

rev. 1: Note the older conventionsURA forA ''Leo,'* and 'iJTU forsamM
sun.

Translation

1 Year [2]4 (S.E.), Seleucus and Antiochus were the kings.

2 Month Abu 1, moonset after sunrise on the 14th, night of the

[19(?)]

3 [That day(?)], the moon was to the west of "The southern ....

of the Chariot" (- C Tauri),

4 (by) 2 cubits. Last lunar visibiUty before simrise was on
the 27th. At that time,

5 Jupiter and Venus were in Cancer,

6 on the 10th Saturn's last appearance in Virgo,

7 on the 14th Mercury's last appearance in the west in Virgo,

rev.
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1 Mars in Leo, sun in Virgo.

2 Ululu the 16th was the (autiimnaQ equinox.

3 Arahsamna, night of the 13th, a lunar eclipse occurred.

4 Totality occurred in Taurus.

5 The son of Tar.^-sa-mu-ku-us was bom.

Commentary

line 1: The coregency of Seleucus I and Antiochus I Soter was from 20-31

S.E. (292 -281 B.C.), seePDm p.21.

line 2-4: These illustrate the use of data typical of diary texts, giving the

position of the moon with respect to a normal star on the date in question.

Note that the formulaic "at that time..,," which requires planetary positions

in the zodiac follows the reference to the normal star position of the moon,
lines 6-7: Dates of Saturn's last appearance and Mercury's last visibility in

the west (both termed§0 [- QJ are noted. The formulation is reminiscent

of almanacs. See astronomical data below.

rev. 1: The longitude of the sun is out of order, coming after Satiim,

Merciiry, and Mars. Normally the sun is in second place following the

moon, but preceding all the planets.

rev. 2: Date of autimmal equinox is in accordance with the Uruk Scheme
(cycle 1 year 6, according to HAMA p.356 Table 1 and p.362 Table 3).

rev. 3-4: The hmar eclipse mentioned as occurring on Arahsamna the 13th

corresponds to the total eclipse of -287 Nov.22. The longitude of the moon
during the ecUpse (of approximately 3 hours duration [21.53 UT to 1.18

UTD, specifically around totality (23. 12 to 23.59 UT) was 5^57°, or Taurus

26°, which even when adjusted +7° still compares favorably enot^ with

the text's statement that totaUty occurred in Taurus.

Dating

Although the year date is not completely preserved, the coregency

provides a narrow rai^e between the years -291 and -280 within which the

astronomical data need to be checked. The lunar eclipse adds confirmation

to our identification of the year as -287. No time of birth is given (or at

least preserved) in the text, Because the limar longitude is cited with respect

to a normal star, we assimie the moon was above the horizon and visible.

Moonrise on V.19 (-Aug 31/Sept 1) was at 19.42UT, or approximately

10PM Babylonian local time. Computing the longitudes for 21UT
(midnight in Babylon) has the moon d>ove the horizon (altitude 19.08).

The normal star C Tauri, with respect to which the moon was "2 cubits to

the west" of this star according to obv.3-4, had in the year -287 a longitude

of 53" (interpolating from the table in Sachs-Himger, DiarieStp.lT), which

agrees quite well with the text.
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AstronomicalData

AText

moon 2°" west of CTauri

siin Virgo

Jupiter Cancer

Venus Cancer

Mercury Virgo*

Saturn Virgo^

Mars Leo

A Computed (-287 Sept 1 *)

64.34°- Gemini 4°

161.67°- Virgo 12°

115.02°- Cancer 25°

115.44- - Cancer 25"

182.93 ° -Libra 3
°

169.88 ° - Virgo 20
°

139.23° - Leo 19°

'^Computed for 21.00 UT - midnight Babylonian local time, to better Mvnmmn^^ the

lunar position with respea to nonnal star C Taori. Computed longbuHrs are adjusted +7.04^

for the year of the text.

Synodic Phenomena
The date for Saturn's last visibility is given as (S.E.24) V.IO - -287

Aug.24. This datum is supported by computation, which indicates a solar

longitude of 153.60°, Saturn 168.90°, sunset 15.61 UT, Saturn set 16.47. At
sunset, Saturn's altitude was 10.79, visible low on the western horizon.

According to the horoscope, the last appearance of Mercury as an

evening star occurred on (S.E. 24) V.14. Computation supports this date,

V.14 - -287 Aug.28 with a solar longitude of 157.53% Mercury 181.86,

sunset at 15.53 UT and Mercury set at 16.42 UT. At sunset, Merciuy had
an altitude of 11.19.

'Text does not give position of Mercury on the date of the birth, but on the date of its

synodic phenooienon(Q), when it oca^Med the same sign as the sun. This acxounts for the

small discrqMncy between the longitude dted in the text and the computed longitude in the

chart.

^The position of Saturn is also given for the date of the synodic phenomenon rather

than the date of biith.
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TEXTS

Text 5 (MLC 1870)

S.E. 48 Xn.[23] =-262 April 4

Previous publication: Sachs, /C5 6, pp.57-58.

photo: /C56, pl.m.

Transcription

obv.

1 MU.48 SE GE, [ ]

2 LU.TURa-lid
3 U4.BI samas ina 13,30 LU
4 sin ina 10 GU
5 BABBAR ina SAG A
6 dele-bat KI samas

7 GU4 KI samas

8 GENNAinaALLA
9 ANinaTILALLA
10 [MA]1mAS HUN u GU E x"" -su

1 1 [GU,(?)] NE APIN u Zl'Z E §1 $U su

12 [...] GU a-lid ap(?) pi su ul lu(?)

13 [...] rUD(?) na0 na(?) an^ nu
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-1

14 [...] im zip) U [...]

15[...]abp)biibi-tarzi(>) ^xx

16 [...] rx-> UD i-tar EN gi(?) ir p)SAL(?) ME§
17[...] rx"" i-tar ra-'a-mu up) [...]

18[...] rx^KI-lu i-tar [...]

rev.

1 [...] i X di(?) X i-te-ep-su

2 NlG.§IDLA-ti birP)-ratIGI°KI-su

3 i-tar uKIir lap) banp) •'x-'

4 a-kal-su arna bi-ru-u ul i-[...]

5 NfG.§ID2diiiaTUR-3fiiTUK^iulUDp)rx^[...]

6 MU.36.KAM NfcSlD TUK-li
7 U4.ME§ GID.DA
8 DAM-su sa pa-na-as-su UKU.ME§

1-le- u-su si-1 u-se-me

10 [...] .ME§ u SAL.ME§ TUK-si A.TUK IGI-ir(?)

11 [i]na bi-rit KASKAL.ME^ a-na muh-hi NIG.SID
12[...] UKAL

CriticalApparattu

obv. 3 Sachs' reading of the zodiacal sign LU is uncertain. The sign is

sufficiently damaged that one could read the more standard ''HUN ""as well.

Note that HUN is clearly written for Aries in line 10. On LU for Aries,

see Sachs, JGS 6 71 note 51.

obv. 11 Sachs read DU^ and noted "hardly ZiZ than anything, but I can

make no good argement for it as I do not imderstand the line as a whole,

obv. 12 There is the final vertical wedge of the sign in the break preserved

just before "GU." After a clear "ul," the sign could be DI or LU, or UanQ)
Rev. 1 After "i," is it a misbegotten "/»r^ sign?

Translation

obv.

1 Year 48 (S.E.), Addaru, night of the [23p)],

2 the child was bom.
3 That day the sun was in 13;30 Aries,

4 the moon in 10° Aquarius,

5 Jupiter at the beginning of Leo,

6 Venus with the sun,

7 Mercury with the sun.
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8 Saturn in Cancer,

9 Mars at the end of Cancer,

10 [Gem]ini^), Aries, and Aquarius: the house(?) of his ....

11 [(month name) (?)], Abu, Arahsamna, and Sabatu: the house^) of his ....

12 [...] .... was born ....

13-16 (too damaged for translation)

17 [...] love(?) ....

18 .... he will return [to?] his place [...]

rev.

1 [...] .... they made.

2 He will be lacking property, ....

3

4 His food(?) will not [suffice(?)] for his hunger(?).

5 The property which he had acquired in his youth(?) will not [last(?)].

6 The 36th year (or: 36 years) he will have property.

7 (His) days will be long.

8-9 His wife, whom people will seduce(?) in his presence, will .... (or: His
wife, in whose presence people will overpower him, she will bring (it)

about (?).)

10 He will have ...'s and women. He will see(?) profit.

11 Between travds concerning property

12 r 1 ••••

Commentary

obv. 3-4: The use of degrees within the zodiac for the moon, instead of the

number of cubits with respea to a normal star, and also fractions of degrees

for the ecLqptical loi^itude of the sun is rare. See also texts 9, 10, 16, and 22.

AstronomicalData

A Text A Computed (-262 Apr. 4)*

moon Aquarius 10** 311.38 =» Aquarius 11**

s\m Aries 13;30*' 16.28 - Aries 16

Jupiter beginning of Leo 121.47 - Leo 1

Venus with the sun 15.15 - Aries IS

Mercury with the sun 4.19 > Aries 4**

Saturn Cancer 103.79 - Cancer 14"

Mars end of Cancer 110.04 - Cancer 20**

*Computed for 1.00 UT, or approximately 4:00 AM Babylonian local time, adjusting

oonqmted longitudes -1-6.7° for the date in question.

o

o
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Text 6 (BM 47721 -81-11-3,426)

(a) [S.E.53 Vra.24] - -258 Nov. 14/15

(b) S£.61 n.8 —250 May 5/6

Previously unpublished

Transcription

obv.(flat side)

2' GENNA ina ABSIN AN ina MAS GU^.UD sa ^U-iiNU TGI V^nQ)]
3* GU4.UDmaNIMUD.DASU-suDIBU4.i5NA
4' 27KURina£m-$ir-tU4laGU4.UDarHd

lower edge uninscribed

rev.(rounder side)

1 [MU^IU.IXAM 'An-ti-'u-uk-su LUGAL
2 [rn.GlU4 30 GEj 8 SAG GE« sin irDELE Sa IGI ABSPNp)
3 [...] KU§ U4 8 sa 30DANNA ME ana ^StP hxos& a-lid [...]

4 [ina si-ma]-ni-su **sin x x x x [...]

remainder broken

Critical Apparatus

More than one horoscope is recorded on this tablet. The width of the

lines is also greater than most.

obv. 1': Transliteration of this line is uncertain since only the bottoms of

signs are visible. Expected in this space are positions of the moon, sun,

Jupiter and Venus.

rev. 4: After '^sin, only bare traces of wedges.

Translation

obv.

r [was bom. Li his hour (of bixth), the moon was in ...,] [sun in Jupiter

m...,

Venus in ...,]

2' Saturn in Virgo, Mars in Capricorn, Mercury which had set was
not vis[ible. On the nth,]

3' Mercury's first visibility in the east, its setting passed by.

Moonset after sunrise occurred on the 15th [...]

4' the last limar visibility on the 27th. lathe bSnifirti of

Mercury he was bom.
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rev.

1 [Year] 61 (S.E.), Antiochus(n) was king.

2 [Aj]aru 30, night of the 8th, beginning of night, moon
east of the Single star in the front of the Furfrow] (» y Virginis]

3 [by n] cubits. The 8th day, at one-half hem before sunset,

he was born [...]

4 [in] his [ho]ur (of birth), the moon .... [...]

remainder broken

Commentary

obv. 2: Cf. LBAT 1251:25.

rev. The date of horoscope (b) is well preserved and the astronomical

phenomena computed for this date is provided below (see table of

astronomical data for horoscope (b).

rev. 2-3: Note the position of the moon, cited with respect to the normal

star, east of y Viipnis, or about 159.2° (in -250, the longitude interpolated

from the values for -300 and 0 given in Sachs-Hui^er, Diaries, p.18), and
stated as being at the time SAG GE^ "beginning of night" (beginning of

night of Ajaru 8 - May 4 approximately 17 UT, or 8PM Babylonian local

time). Such normal star references are frequently given in the diaries in this

form, SAG GE^ being a common time designation in these contexts. The
lunar position does not, however, correspond to the time of the birth,

which is stated in line 3 as the number of haru "ME ana meaning the

amount of daylight until sunset. The lunar position was probably obtained

from the diary corresponding to the date of the birth, and the discrepancy

of the time of birth was not of concern. According to the text, the birth

occurred one hour before sunset on Ajaru 8 (=May 5), i.e., approximately

15 UT (approximately 6 PM Babylonian local time).

Horoscope (a) Dating

Very few astronomical data are preserved here, and there are no other

limiting factors with which to narrow the date. All one has are the

longitudes of Saturn and Mars, the fart that Mercury "had set" (Q), i.e., was
at inferior conjunrtion, and , in line 3', that Mercury's first visibility in the

east (T) occurred, possibly on a date broken at the end of line 2'.

One possible fit is year -230 (S.E. 81), but with this date, if the tablet's

flat side is indeed the obverse, the horoscope recorded first would be for

a birth that occurred twenty years after that recorded subsequently. If the

horoscopes are to be in chronological sequence, a date -258 (S.E. 53) is

workable, and the horoscopes are also not separated by very many years.

The year and month may be secured by the extant planetary data. If the

date is to be further specified by the fact that Mercury has passed inferior

conjunction (Q) and is somewhere either approaching or also passed first
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visibility (I), the birth probably fell between Nov. 10 and 20. Without

further evidence from the horoscope, and failing parallel material from
non-mathematical astronomical texts, we cannot improve on this dating.

On this basis, the dau listed below are computed for Nov. 15.

Horoscope (a) Astronomical Data
AText

moon [

sun [

Jupiter [

Venus [

Mocury (with the sun)

Saturn Virgo

Mars Capricorn

A Congmted (-258Novl 15)*

209.3r
236.48°

259.72°

220.13°

237.48"

173.01*

286.79*

Uhxzir
Scorpius 26°

Sagittarius 20°

Scorpius 10°

Scorpius 27*

Vii:go23*

Capricorn 17*

^Computed for 16 UT, or 7 PM Babylonian local time. G^mputed longitudes are adjusted

+6.64 for -258.

Horoscope (b) Dating

Obviously, the only astronomical datum preserved in the text is the

position of the moon given with respect to the normal star y Virginis,

which had a longitude of 159.2° in -250. The computed position of the

moon is 155° which is 4°west of the longitude of the normal star, although

the text has the moon some (not preserved) amount of cubits east of the

normal star. The date of the horoscope, however, is preserved, as is the

time of the birth, which came at the end of the day Ajaru 8 (= May 6),

while the lunar position is cited for the beginning of Ajaru 8, i.e.,

"beginning of n^t." The lunar position is therefore computed for Ajaru

8 shortly after sunset, or the beginning of night, which corTeq)onds to May
5 in the Julian calendar.

Horoscope (b) Astronomical Data

Only the lunar longitude has been computed, since there are no data

preserved in the text to be compared with computed longitudes.

AText A Computed (-250May 4*)

moon east of Y Virginis n™ 154.84° - Virgo 5°

*Computed for 16.00 UT to correspond with "beginning of night." Sunset was

15.56 UT. The computed longitude reflects an adjustment of +6.53* for -250.
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Text 7 (BM 33667)

S.E.54IX.8 —257 Dec. 15

Previous publication: Kugler, SSB U 558-562; republished in Sachs,/CS 6,

pp.58-60.

photo: JCS 6, pl.IV.

copy: Schaiunberger (recopied from Strassmaier), SSB Ei^,3, Taf.VII, Nr. 14.

Transcription

obv.

1 MU.53 '•x-' GE^ 1 30

2 SIG MUL IGI sa SAG HUN 2 1/2 KUS [...]

3 U4.12LAL-tim
4 U4.1.KAM30ZIB.ME[x]

rev.

1 MU.54 GAN 1 GE^ 8

2 SAG GE^ sin SIG Nu-nu 1 1/2 K[U§(?)]

3 sin 1/2 KUS ana NIM DIB
4 U,.20.KAM ''UTU GUB
5 13 llNA(?)sa'^sin

Upper edge

1 i-nu-suMUL.BABBARinaMA§ dele-bat inaOflLTAB
2 ina 9 GU,.UD ina NIM ina PA §LJ

3 GENNAuANinaRiN

Critical Apparatus

obv. 1 The half preserved sign or signs following the year number are

discussed by Sachs, JGS 6 p.58 in the critical apparatus. His comment *'no

obvious reading results," unfortunately, ronains the case. But because of

the date of vernal equinox given in line 3, one expects SE.DIRL

Translation

obv.

1 Year 53 (S£.), [intercalated (month Addani)(?)], ni^t of the 1st, the

moon
2 (passecQ below the hront star of the head of the Hired Man (p Anetis) 2

1/2 cubits.

3 (Vernal) equinox was on the 12th day.
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4 The 1st day, the moon .... Pisces,

rev.

1 Year 54 (S.E.), Kisllmu 1, night of the 8th,

2 beginning of night, the moon was 11/2 cubits below (the

bright star of the Ribbon of) the Fishes (t] (?) Piscium),

3 the moon passed 1/2 cubit to the east.

4 The (winter) solstice was on the 20th day.

5 The 13th day, 1 1 (US) was the (duration oQ theNA ofthe moon (-lunar

visibility after

sunrise).

Upper edge

1 At that time, Jupiter was in Capricorn, Venus in Scorpius,

2 on the 9th, Mercury appeared for the last time in the east

in Sagittarius,

3 Saturn and Mars were in Libra.

AstronomicalData

Sachs pointed out QCS 6 p.59), that Kugler (SSB II pp.354-362)

recognized that this horoscope gives both the date of birth (rev. 1: S.E. 54

IX.8 - -257 Dec. 15) and of conception (obv. 1; S.E. 53 XII2.I = -257

March 17). Since the duration of pregnancy in this case is 273 days, as Sachs

said, it is "virtually the mean value of 273 1/3 da3rs proposed in Greek
astrological compositions." (/C5 6, p.59 and note 29 citing A. Bouche-

Leclercq, L'Astrologie grecque (Paris, 1899), p.380).

The astronomical data on the conception date includes the lunar

position with respect to a normal star: 2 1/2 cubits below P Arietis. In

-257, P Arietis had a longitude of 9.23° (this value reflects interpolation

from the values for the longitude of this fixed star for -300 and 0 given in

Sachs-Hunger, Diaries, p. 17, and the adjustment +6.63** for comparison

with ancient values). Computation shows the moon at A. 10.67**. In

addition, the vernal equinox date S.E. 53 XII2.I2 (obv. 3) is in agreement

with the Uruk Scheme as well as beii^ the closest solstice or equinox date

to the date of conception.

On the birth date, the lunar longitude is to be compared with that of t|

Piscium. Interpolating from the values in Sachs-Hunger, Diaries, p.l7,T]

Piscium had a longitude of 2.13** (-> 355.5**adjusted +6.63 for comparison

with ancient data) in -257. See the table below for the computed longitude

of the moon.
The date of winter solstice occurred inthe month of the birth and was

so noted in the horoscope. The date is also in accordance with the Uruk
Scheme.
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The data for Mercury and the sun are omitted for the date of the birth,

but Mercury's last appearance as a morning star {ina NIM §U) in Sagittarius

on the day following the birth (IX.9) is given. See below for the risings,

altitudes, and longitudes of the sun and Mercury at 2 for the date in

question (- Dec. 16).

AstronomicalData

AText

moon 1 l/2~ below r\ Piscium

sun omits

Jupiter Capricorn

Venus Scorpius

Mercury omits

Saturn Libra

Mars Libra

A Computed (-257DeclS"^)

3.49 - Aries 3"

293.25- Capricorn 23*'

226.14 - Scorpius 16"

186.03 - Libra 6°

192.59 - Libra 12°

'^Computed for 14.00 UT - sunset, which occurred on that date at about 5KX> PM
Babylonian local tune. This is meant to correspond to the text's 1>egiiuiing ofni^" (rev.2).

Computed longitudes are adjusted -t-6.63'' for -257.

The table below for Mercury and the sun shows that at approximately one-

half hour before sunrise, while the sun was still bdow the horizon

indicated by negative altitude values), Mercury was very low on the eastern

horizon. Ilie planet was at tl** eloi^tion on the 16th, and progressively

nearing the sim at superior conjxmtion. The text states the longitude as

Sagittarius, and the computation shows 255.63° (- Sagittarius 15^.

-257 Dec. 16» -257 Dec. 17*

rise(UT) altitude A risefUT) altitude A
sun 4.08 -6.62 260.70° 4.09 -6.75 261.72°

Mercury 3.21 3.26 248.99° 3.29 2.57 250.54°

* Computed for 3.50 UT, or about one-half hour before sunrise in Babylon.

These loi^itudes have not been adjusted.
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Text 8 (BM 36943 - 80^17, 644)

S.E. 61 IX.8 = -250 Nov. 28/29

Previously unpublished

Transcription

obv.

up edge [ ] traces [ ]

1 [ ]xxx[ ]

2 [SIG?] 'WJV KURsaDU[R(?)nu-nu]
3 [ ] traces [ ]

4 ma(?) si(?)-ma(?)-ni(?)-su ^sin ina LU(?)...]

5 '^UTUinaPAMUL.BABBARinafABSIN]
6 dele-bat ina ^GfR.TAB^ AN inaRIN
7 GENNA u GU4.UD la §0-u
8 ^NU IGLME§(?)' KI samas lu-nu

9 [I]n.BI15NA27TLUR^
rev.

1 [M]U.BI ITI.AB 8^

2 [samas] GUB ina E ni-sir-tU4

3 sa dele-bat LU.TURa-lid
remainder uninsciibed

CriticalApparaUis

obv. top could be traces, or nothing.

obv.5: Badly preserved KI.HAL (ABSIN) also looks like ZIB.ME, although

computation argues in favor of the reading ABSIN.
obv. 6: End of the line, RIN looks secure, but the position of Mars in Libra

is the only one not supported by computation. Perhaps read MtJL, for

Taurus?

Trandation

obv.

1 ....

2mm ••••

3 [ (the moon was) [below?] the bright star of the Ribfbon of the Fishes (-
x\ Pisdum)]

4

5 in his hoiu* (of birth), [the moon was in Aries(?)]

6 sun in Sagittarius, Jupiter in Vii^o

7 Venus in Scorpius, Mars in Libra,
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8 Sacam and Mercury wiuch had set

9 were not TisiUeylikejr were wid& die son.
10 That month, moonset aiter siinrise was oa the 15di, the laK

hinar visibility was on the 27th-

rev.

1 That [year] Tebetu-8 was the date of

2 (wiuLei) solstice, bi die tuftrtt

3 ofVemis»tiieditkiwasboni.

obv . 3: The normal star position of the moon refers to MUL KUR sa DUR
i^u-nu "the bright star of the ribbon of the fishes," or r\ Piscinm. In -250

r\ Pisdum had a longitude of 2.09*" (-355.56° 6.53° adjusci]^ for

longptndea). CL & taUe of astronomical data bekiw £or the famar

loogytiide on die datt restored for this horoscope.

rev.1-2: Winttf solsdce on X.8 bckng^ to the Urok Sdoie^ 7

AstronomiadData

moon [bekm 1) Pisdiiin]

sun Sagtffai'ius

JiqMter Virgo

Venus Scoipius

Mercnrjr (with the son)

Saturn (with the sni^

Mars Libia

A Text JL Compmud(230 Noil28^
35737 - PiSECS 27*

249.7 - Sagittarius 10"

164.48 - Virgo 14°

237.04 - Scorpius 27*

234.01 • Scori>im24*

255.88 - Sagittarius 16"

54.47 - Tattim24''

^^Coiiiiiittedior 16.00 UT * 7:00PM Babyionian local tinic (midnight qmch), and corrected

•i>6L5r fortbeyor date;
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Text9(NCBT 1231)

63 S.E. X.2 —248 Dec.29

Previous publication: Paul-Alain Beaulieu and F. Rochberg, "The
Horoscope of Anu-belsunu," JCS (forthcoming)

photo:

Transcnption

obv. (rev. uninscribed)

1 [MU].1,3.KAMITI.ABGE6U4 2.KAM
2 t*60.EN-su-nu a-Ud

3 U4.BI samas ina 9,30 ina MA§
4 sin ina 12 GU U,.ME-su OfD.ME^
5 BAJBBAR] ina SAG GfR.TAB mam-ma NUN qat-(su DIB>bat

6 [LU.TUR(?)]V GU KI dele-bat a-lid 'DUMU\MES TUK
7 [GU,.UP ina MA§ W GENNA ina MA§
8 [AN]inaALLA

CriticalApparatus

line 5: Restoration of BA[BBAR] is justified by the traces, but also by
necessity of the order in which the planetary positions are cited in

horoscope texts. See above, pp. 9-10 for discussion,

line 6: After the break before GU one expects ina^ but trace is of a

Winkelhaken followed by perhaps two vertical wedges. The reading of this
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line remains uncertain.

Translation

1 Year 63 Tebetu evening of(?) day 2

2 Anu-belsunu was born.

3 That day, the sun was in 9;30° Capricorn,

4 moon was in 12** Aquarius: His days will be long.

5 [Jupiter] was in the bqp'nning of Sa>ipius: someone will help the prince.

6 [The child(?)] was bom [i]np) Aquarius with/ or in the region of^)

Venus: He will have sons.

7 [Merc]ury was in Capncom; Saturn in Capricorn;

8 [Mars] in Cancer

Commentary

obv. 1: The foronilation of the date of biith is not entirely dear because of

the juxtaposition (redundancy?) of GE« "n^t" and U4 "day." Whereas the

horoscopes were not formulated in any standard way, the births are usually

noted as occurrii^ on the "night of or the "day of as in Texts 21

and 26.

obv. 2: The Anu-belsunu of this horoscope is identifiable as Anu-belsunu,

son of Nidintu-Anu, descendant of Sin-leqe-unninni, and father of Anu-aba-

uter, known as a scribe ofEnunaAnu Enlil and copyist of the well known
astrological text with depictions of constellations, published in Weidner,

Gestim-Darstdltmgm aus babylonischen Tontafeln^ (Vienna, 1967). Anu-
belsunu's name appears in the colophons of a number of astronomical texts,

spanning the years S.E.I 18 to S.E. 124, see Neugebauer ACT 13-26 for

colophons E, F, H and L (as father of Anu-aba-uter), M, Q, R,T, U, Y (as

father of Anu-aba-uter), Z, Zb, and Zc, Zd, Ze (all as father of Anu-aba-

uter). According to the date of birth given in the horoscope, Anu-belsunu

would have been between the ages of 55 and 61 at the writii^ of these

astronomical documents. See also the ritual tablet copied by Anu-bSl4unu
and son Anu-aba-uter, published by W. Mayer, "Seleukidische Rituale aus

Warka mit Emesal-Gebeten," OrNS 47 (1978), p.441.

obv. 3 For other horoscopes giving fractions of degrees for the solar

longitude, see texts 5:3, and 10:3. Note that these two horoscopes are also

from Uruk.

obv. 4: The limar longitude confirms the time of birth fairly well.
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Astronomical data

X Text X Computed (-248 Dec.29f*
Sun 9;30° Capricorn 281.8 - Capricorn 12°

Moon 12° Aquarius 315.39 - Aquarius 15°

Jupiter beginning of Scorpius 221.65 - Scorpius 12°

Venus Aqiiaritts 313.4 - Aquarius 13**

Mercury c4>ricom 294.95 - Caprkom25°
Saturn Capricorn 279.58 - Capricorn 10°

Mars Cancer 93.25 - Cancer 3°

*CoaspauA for 16 UT, or about 7KX) PM Bobj^ontan local tune (aaidntgjht q>oclO» and
adjusted 4-6.5* for the year <rf die tert.
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Text 10 (MLC 2190)

S.E. 77 m.4 —234 June 2/3

Previous publication: Sachs,/CS 6, pp.60-61.

photo:/CS6pl.in.

Transcr^tion

obv.

1 MU.l,17SIG4inaZALAG5
2 'A-ri-is-tu-ug(?)-gi-ra-te-e a-lid

3 U4.BI sin ina A samas ina 12,30 ina

4 smTAMURUB4anaNIMparm4uGAR.M£§
5 BE-maTA MURUB4 a-na NIM pariii-su GAR.M£§
6 SIG5 rab-bu-tu MUL.BABBAR ina 18 PA U§
7 KIMUL.BABBARGI-atSILIM-atNIG.TUKSUMUN-bar
8 U4.ME§ GiD.DA.MES dele-bat ina 4 MUL.MUL
9 KI dele-bat e-ma GIN-ku SE.GA
10 DUMU.MES u DUMU.SAL.MES TUK-si GU4.UD ina MAS.MA§
(4 lines uninscribed to bottom edge)

rev.

1 KI samas KI GU4.UD qar-ra-du

2 SAG.KAL-du-tu GIN.ME^
3 UGU SES.MES-su DUGUD-it E AD-sii EN!-el

4 GENNA 6 ALLA AN 24 ALLA KAR(.?).MES

5 22 23 sa ITI-us-su me-si-su

remainder uninscribed

CriticalApparatm

obv. 6 Read SIG5 instead of sah, and cf. duplicate Text 1 1:6.

rev. 3 End of line, the verb appears to be written BE-e/, perhaps in

phonetic anticipation of the inflected form ibel. Cf. Text 1 1 rev.4.

rev. 5 Read after arhussu ME-si-sii, after the duplicate Text 11 rev. 7.

Meaning is quite obscure. See also Sachs' comment JCS 6 p.60 imder

Critical Apparatus.

Translation

obv.

1 Year 77 (S.E.), Simanu the 4th, in the moming(.^) of the

5th(?)
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2 Aristocrates bom.
3 That day, the moon was in Leo, sun was in 12;30 Gemini.

4 The moon goes with increasing positive latitude (literally:

"sets its face from the middle (nodal zone) toward positive latitude":

5 "If (the moon) sets its face from the middle toward positive latitude,

6 prosperity (an<^ greatness." Jupiter in 18' Sagittarius.

7 The place of Jupiter: (the native's life[?] will be) prosperous, at peace^);

his wealth will be long-lasting,

8 long days (i.e., life). Venus was in 4" Taurus.

9 The place of Venus: he will find favor wherever he goes;

10 he will have sons and daughters. Mercury in Gemini,

(approximately 4 lines uninscribed)

rev.

1 with the sun. The place of Mercury: the brave one

2 will be first in rank;

3 he will be more important than his brothers; he will take over

his father's house.

4 Saturn in 6° Cancer. Mars in 24° Cancer

5 the 22nd and 23rd of each month ....

remainder uninscribed

Commentary

obv. 4: The expression sin TA MUKim^ana NMpa-ni-M GAR.ME§ "the

moon sets its face from the middle (MURUB4 - qablRu "nodal zone")

toward positive latitude (NIM)," was borne out by Sachs' computation, see

JCS 6, p.61 commentary. This terminology reflects that of the

astronomical ephemerides in which NIM u SIG "above and below (the

ecliptic)" are technical terms for positive and negative lunar latitude.

Alone,NIM can be used for positive latitude and SIG for negative, seeACT
200 obv.1 26, and Neugebauer and Sachs, "Some Atypical Astronomical

Cuneiform Texts. I," JCS 21 (1967), Text E passim, pp.200-208. See also A.

Aaboe and J. Henderson, "The Babylonian Theory of Limar Latitude and

Eclipses According to System A, " Archives Internationales d'Histoire des

Sciences 25 (1975), pp.181-222.

obv.6: Instead of the problematic substantive sahrabbutu (JCS 6, p.60), one

can read two substantives, SIG5 ( dumqu) "prosperity" and rabMtu

"greatness*. This lunar omen, with its prediction seemingly in r^erence to

an individual (at least it does not refer explicitly to the kmg), may reflect a

nativity omen not otherwise yet known.
As Sachs conunented, p.61 note 32, the U§ at the end of the line ought

to be "stationary point," but would be very far off the date of the rest of the

phenomena, by 50 days too late if first station, and 60 days too early if
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second station.

obv. 7-13: Personal predictions according to the KI (qaqqaru) "place" of the

planets are paralleled in nativity omens. Note also the parallels to ana
illaku magir in BRM 4 24:48 and 64, and KAR 228:18. See Sachs, /CS 6,

p.61 note 33 and Appendix 11 obv. 29-30. See also my "Mixed Traditions

in Late Babylonian Astrology," 2A 77 (1987), pp.207-228.

The reading of GI is far from certain. Although salSmu is permissible

according to l^cal lists (A 111/1:243, citedCAD s.v. salamu lexical section),

it is not usual in our context. Rather, the writing GI for saldnu occurs

typically in Neo-Babylonian personal names. However, the usage "to be

successful, to prosper" (CAD s.v. meaning 4) seems appropriate. The only

parallels known to me are JCS 6 66:35 (KIN NU GI) and TCL 6 13 obv.

right hand col. hnes 1 and 4 (KIN NU GI).

Reading DI as SILIM - salamu is also problematic. The sense of the G-
stem, "to become reconciled, to make peace," does not work in this

context, where the verb should function as a predicate adjective modifying

the life of the native, something like "(his life) will be of a peaceful nature,"

or "characterized by reconciliation (as oppc^ed to strife)."

Astronomical Data

Computation has been made forJune 3 at about one hour before sunrise

(which was 1.92 UT on this date). The date and time indication found in

Une 1 of the horoscope, however, presents difficulties. The meaning of "4

ina ZALAG 5" is imcertain, since the border between days 4 and 5 is not

morning, but evening. "Toward morning" of the 5th day would be

preceded, not by the 4th, but by a full one-half of the 5th day, i.e., from

sunset to sunrise. As already noted by Sachs {JCS 6, p.61 note 31), the lunar

loi^tude is not precise enough to be of help in resolving the time of birth.

JLText

moon Leo
sun Gemini 12;30°

Jupiter Sagittarius 18**

Venus Taiuus 4°

Mercury Gemini (with sun)

Saturn Cancer 6°

Mars Cancer 24°

X Computed (-234June 3*)

26.09° - Leo 6°

73.49° - Gemini 13°

260.05** - Sagittarius 20"

27.85" - Aries 28"

52.15° - Taurus 22°

90.48° - Cancer 0°

115.60° - Cancer 26°

*Campated for 1.00UT - 4KX)AM Babylonian local time (midnight epoch), and adjxuted

+6Jl°for.234.
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Text11(W 20030/143)

S.E. 77 m.4 = -234 June 2/3

copy: BagdM. Beih. 2 82

Tnowcnpdm

obv.

1 [MU.1,17 SIG 4 ina ZALAG]
2 ['A-r]i-is-tu-ug-ra-te-e a-lid

3 [m4.BI sin ina A samas ina 12,30 MAS.MA§
4 sin TA MURUB^ ana NIM pa-ni-su

5 BE-ma TA MURUB^ a-na NIM
6 pa-fltOT GAILMES SIG5 rab4)«Ku

7MCL.BABBAR ina 18 PA U'§ KT mOL3ABBAR
8 Gl-at Dl-at NIG.TUK SUMUN-bar U,.ME§
9 [G]ID.DA.ME$ dele-bat ina 4 MULJ4UL
10 ^KI^ Dil-bat e-ma DU-ku SE.GA
11 PUMU.MES u DUMU.SAL].MES TUK-si
12 [GU4.UD ina MASJ4]A5 KI sam[as]

lev.

1 [KI GU4.UD] qar4;ra-du]

2 [SAG.KAL>du-tu DU.MES
3 UGU §ES.MES DUGUD-it
4 ^E^ AD-su EN.'^l

5 [GENN]A 6 ALLA AN 24 ALLA KARJVIES
6 22 24-lu ITI-us-su

7me-4i-Sd

CritiadA^tmUiis

rev. 4 The verb appears to be BE-cl, and the text needs collation. The
duplicate MLC 2190 rev.3 has the same in this passive. In the duplicate,

neoher EN norBE is very dear, Imc EN-d Dudces son^
this context. The scribe ixacf in £act have written BE, unintentionally

reflecting the verb phonedcally.

For Translation, Gommentary, and Astronomical Data, see Text 10.
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Text 12 BM 33741

Text 12 (BM 33741)

S.E. 82 m.28 —229 July 2

Previous publication: Sachs, /C5^, pp.6 1-62.

photo: /CS6, pl.m.

Transaiption

obv.

1 [M]U.1,22.KAMITI.SIGGEJ...]
2 U,0*) 28.KAM 'Nik-(?)-nu-u-ru

3 a-lid U4.BI sin ina SAG ALLA
4 samas ina ALLA MUL.BABBAR ina MA§.MA§
5 ''dele-bat ina MA§.MA§ ...^

remainder, appearing to be almost half the tablet, broken.

Critical Apparatus

See JCS 6, p.62 for comments on uncertain readings. The inscription on
the reverse ends with the preserved half of the tablet. Only one or two tails

of verticals are still visible.

Translation

1 [Ye]ar 82 (S.E.), Simanu, night [...]

2 28th day(?), Nikanor(.?)

3 was bom. That day, the moon was in the beginning of Cancer,
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4 the sun was in Cancer, Jupiter was in Gemini,

5 [Venus was in Gemini ...]

remainder broken

Commentary

obv. 2: G.J McEwan, Priestand Temple in Hellenistic Babylonia (FAOS
4, 1981), p.26 cites a temple official named Bel-ibni, satammu of Esagila

during the years S.E.75-85, also called ^paqdu^ Ni-ka-nu-m "deputy of

Nikanor" (CT 49 118:2; 122:3). If this reference should prove to be

connected to the Nikanor of the present horoscope, we have a small bit of

evidence for our supposition that those who commisioned horoscopes were

in a position to do so by rank, as well as by being in contact with the

temple scribes who constructed the horoscopes.

Dating

S.E. 82 in.28 corresponds to the Julian calendar dates -229 July 1-2. The
horoscope does not give a time of birth, or it is not preserved, so I have

used the lunar longitude as an indication of time and computed for the date

corresponding to approximately noon of 111.28 falls on July 2.

Astronomical Data

A Text A Computed(-229July 2*J
92.57° - Cancer 2°moon beginning of Cancer

sun Cancer 101.19° - Cancer 11°

Jupiter Gemini 69.09° - Gemini 9°

Venus [...] 71.44° - Gemini 11°

Mercury [...] 81.79" - Gemini 22*

Saturn [...] 152.79° - Virgo 3°

Mars [..•] 67.43° - Gemini 7°

*Computed for 9.00 UT, or about noon Babylonian local time (sun rose at 1.91 Ul), and

adjusted •I-6.24'' for -229.
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Text 13 (BM 47642 -81-11-3,347)

Si. 88 V.4 —223 July 29

Previously unpublished

Transcr^tion

obv.

1 [MU].ir28JCAM^urkuLUGAL
2 [rr][.NE30GE;4SAGG^sin
3 SIG SA, sa ABSIN 1 5/6 KU§ sin 1/2 Ktl§

4 anaMM DIB U,.4.KAM LU shlid

5 ina si-ma-ni-su *^sin ina RIN
6 '^UTU ina A MUL.BABBAR u GENNA
7 ina GIR.TAB dele-bat ina MAS.MAS GU^.UD uAN
8 sa§U-uNUIGI^xxxU
lower edge blank

rev.

1 ITI.BI 15 N[A ... KUR]
2 MU.BISIG30 <Samil> G[UB]
3 erasure

4 erasure

5 ZALAGp) X X AN-KUio sin u AN.KU,o samas

5a uninscribed UDlKtJ§UD10
6 [ina]£m^irtu!f^Mt)L3ABBAR
7 [LU] V-lid

8 [ ]x uninscxibed

lower ed^ uninscribed

CriticalApparatus:

obv. 4: Note diat LO.TUR is abbreviated to lO. See also rev. 7, and Text

14:5.

obv. 8: For the last several affis only the tops of wed^ are visible. One
expects KI utmas Hmm ''they were with the sun."

rev. 2: somas {20) appears to be omitted finom the standard expression ITI.MN
n kOTJOs GUB "solstice was on the nth of MN." Perhaps because the date was

the thirtieth, the additional two Winkelhaken were inadvertendy left off, or

perhaps GUB alone sufficed.

rev. 5a: Signs are smaller than the rest of the text, as though a gloss.

rev. 8: Just after the break aU that is visible is the tail of a horizontal wec^.
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TEXT13BM 47642
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Tntndation

obv.

1 Year 88, Seleucus was king.

2 [Ab]u 30, night ofthe 4th, b^inning of niglit, the moon was
3 bdowthe bri^t star of the Furrow (- a Viigbus) by 1 5/6 cubits,

the moon passed 1/2 cubit

4 to the east. On the 4th day the child was bom.
5 In his hour, the moon was in Libra,

6 sun in Leo, Jupiter and Saturn

7 in Scoipius, Venus in Gemmi, Mercury and Ma^
8 whichmKlsetwerenoitvisible,[tliey were with the sun.]

rev.

1 That month, moonset a^ter sunrise] was on the 15th, [the last

lunar visibility occurred on the ...]

2 That vear, (summei^ solstice was ontfae 30di of Simanu
3 erased

4 erased

5 .... eclipse ofmoon and sun.

5a ....

6 [In] the 02 ntjirtt of Jupiter

7 [the child) was bom.
8[...]

Commentary:

obv.2-4: The position of the moon is given relative to the normal star "Bright

star of the Furrow* (• a Virginis), which had a longitude of 172.97° (+6.16°

- 179.13*) on this date. The computed longitude for the moon on this date is

179.74'' (see table below).

rev.5: The reference to solar and limar eclipses is in broken context. It is

difficult to accoimt for their mention here, because in the year of this birth, no
eclipses were visible.

AstT(momicalData:

X Text XComputed (-223July 29*)

moon Libra 179.74° - UbraCT

sun Leo 127.95° - Leo 8°

Jupiter Scorpius 226.64° - Scorpius 17"

Venus Gemini 82.89° - Gemini 2^
Mercury (with the sun) 121.14** - Leo^
Saturn Scorpius 220.41° - Scorpius ICT

Mais (with the sun) 122.53° - Leo 3°

'*'Q>mputed for 18.00 UT, or shortly after sunset in Babylon. The computed longitudes reflect

a -1-6.16" adiusaiiait for -225.
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Text 14 (BM 36620 -80^17,350 [L*1464])

92 S.E. Vn. 12(>) - -219 Oa. 21

Previously unpublished

Transcr^tion

obv.

upper edge

ina a-mat "tN u GAfSAN-ia lis-lim]

1 MU.l,32/K^[AM'AnLUGAL]
2 m.DU^ 30 GE^ 1[2(>) ina SAG GE^ sin]

3 SIGMULarsaSAGHUN
4 sin 1/2 KUS anaMM DIB U,(>).[...]
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5 LU a-lid ina si-ma-m-[su sin ina HUN(?)]
6 samasina GfR.TAB MUL.BABBAR [ina HUN]
7 dde-bat u GENNA ifnap) PAp)]

8 GU4.UDuANG^§U4NUIGLME§]
9 KlSaiiia$$ikiu[rrLBI0]

rev.

1 14NA2I7KUR]
2 rn.GAN 20 [samas GUB]
3 m.§E GEg 1[4 AN.KU,o sin]

4 ina RJN TIL-tim GAR-a[n]

5 U,.28AN4XU„ samas]

6 inaHUNBARDIB [ ]

ca. 2 lines to bottom of rev., uninscribed.

CntkalAfpaniOtt

line obv. 5: Note that serm is written LtJ, as in Text 13:4.

rev. 1: The date of the last lunar visibility before sunrise is restored by means
ofthe almanac text LBAT*1 118+ *1119 (=BM 40101+ 55536):17.

rev.2: The date of wintor solstice is Ksohed by ilieUrakSc^
revJ: llie date of the hinar edipse has been restored fay ineaDS of inodem
computation. See commentary below.

Tnmdatum

u.e.

By the command of Bel and B[eh^amay it go well],

obv.

1 Year 92 [(S.E.), Antiochus (DO) was king.]

2 Tasritu 30, night of the l[2thp), first part of night, the moon was]

3 below "the rear star of the head of the Hired Man (- a Arietis).

4 The moon passed 1/2 cubit to the east (of a Arietis) ..[..]

5 the child was bom, in [his] hour, [the moon was in Aries(?),]

6 the sun was in Scorpius, Jupiter [was in Aiies],

7 Venus and Saturn (were) i[n S^ttarius],

8 Mercuiy and Mars [which had set were not visible.]

9 They were with the sun. [That monthp),]

rev.

1 moonset after sunrise was on the 14th, (last lunar visibility

before sunrise on the] 2[7th.]

2 [Winter solstice (was)] on the 20th of Kislimu.

3 Addaru, night ofthe l[4th a hmar edipse,]

4 Totality occunfed] in Libra.
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5 Onthe28thday anecl[ipseofthesun]

6 in Aries, one-half mondihavii^ passed (sii^

Commentary

ohv2: The date of the horoscope is restored with the help of modem
conqnitation within the requirements of the preserved textual data, namely

that Mercury and Mars must be sufBdently close to the sun to have reached

last visibility in the west, the sun must be in Scorpius, and Venus and Saturn

must be in die same zodiacal s^. Jupiter's longitude is broken and the moon
can only be used to approximate the time once a date has been obtained.

Within the possible dates derived from the planetary longitudes, the best

correlationsM at Oct. 20/21 and from there the longitude of the moon near

a Arietis (correspondii^to 5.67"in -300 and9.82' in 0 according to the table

in Sadis-Hunger, Diaries^ p.l7, or 8.17° in -219) fits quite well with the 12th

day of Tarr&u. The astronomical computations are given so as to correlate

with the time of birth soon after moonset toward morning of Oct.21„ so

Oct.21 is used as the Julian equivalent (rather than Oct.20 which is the day on

which sunset marking the beginning of the Babylonian day occurrecQ. See

table of astronomical data below.

obv. 5-7: Zodiacal signs have been restored on the basis of the modem data, as

in the table bdow. Ancient support comes from an almanac text LBAT "^1118

+ '^1119 (BM 40101 + 55536) which preserves data for this year and month.

Referring to Jupiter, the almanac records its opposition to the sun on the 23rd

as well as its position in Aries (BM 40101 + obv. 14). Venus is stated as having

reached Sagittarius on the 10th (BM 40101 + obv. 16).

obv. 8: The rising and setting times of the sun, Mercury, and Mars were used

to check the dating of the text. On the presumed date of the birth, the sun.

Mercury and Mars all set within one hour of one another, which is agrees

gati'gfarrnnly with flv» sfotfimpnt in thg text that the two planets were "with the

sun" and had "set," i.e., had had their last appearances in the west.

rev. 1: The date of the last lunar visibility is given in the almanac LBAT
*1118+ (BM 40101+) obv. 17: 27 KUR.
rev. 2: Date of winter solstice is in accordance with the Uruk Scheme, cycle 4

year 17 (see HAMA p.362 Table 3).

rev.3-4: The lunar eclipse is ako reported in the almanac LBAT *1118+ (BM
40101 -f) rev. 10: GE^ ana zalAg anJCU,o sin ina [x] and corresponds to

that of -218 March 20 (-S£.92 Addam 14). This eclipse beg^m around 1:00

AM in Babylon (first contaa was 23.02 UT and last contaa 2.45 ITV). The

hmar longitude at maximum phase (175^ adjusted +6°- 18ror Libra 1*) agrees

very well with the text.

rev, 5-6: The solar eclipse is to have occurred one-half month after the lunar

eclipse. For the terminology BAR DIB "1/2 (month) passed," see LBAT
1427:9'; 1249 rev. 8'; and 320:10*. This situation can apply to either a solar or
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abntf ed^Me, but must to an edipse ofQi^

an eclipse of the other kind. No two lunar eclipses or solar eclipses can be

separated by 1/2 month. Conqnitation shows that no solar eclipse occurred

1/2 month after the lunar edipse recorded in rev. 3f

.

AstronomicalData

A Text

moon [Aries]

sun Scorpius

Jupiter [Aries]

Venus [Sagittarius]

Saturn [Sagittarius]

Mercury (with sun)

lAus (with sun)

AModemfOcLll-llS^)
7.88

210.5

9.02

246.59

267.29

227.08

2Q2J5

Aries 8°

Scorpius OP

Aries 9°

Sagittarius 7°

Sa^ttarius27°

Scorpius 17*

Libra 230

CranpittfA for 3.00 UT, or just before sunrise Babylonian local time, adjusted +6.1° for -219.
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Text 15 (BM 36796 -80^17^34 [L*1466}

S.E. 109 XI.9 = -201 Feb.4

Previous publication; F. Rochberg, OrNS 58 (1989), p. 114-1 17.

Transcr^tion

obv.

1 MU.l/9!.KAM'Anu'AnA-SuLUGALA!E§
2 mZIZ 30 GE^ 9 SAG GE^
3 sin ina IGI SUR ULU 1 KUS
4 GE, 9 USAN LU.TUR GUp(?)
5 ina si-ma-ni-su sin ina TIL MUL.MUL
6 samas ina GU MUL.BABBAR ina ^RIN(?)^

7 del&4)acsi§04NUIGIKI
8 laiii^SiHiGU4.UDiiiaGU
9 GENNAinaAANinaMA^

1 m.BI 14 NA 28 KUR
2 MU.BIGAN 28 samas GUB
3 ina E ni-5ir-tU4

4 2£M0L3ABBARLO.TURMf(?) '^xx^AffiSp)

rptnaitiHer uninscribed

CriticalAppanUMS

obv. 1: Text has year 1,59 for 1,49.

obv. 3: The normal star name §UR ULU («= C Tauri) is abbreviated from
§UR GIGIR sa ULU "the southern .... of the Chariot."

obv. 4: FoQowing LU.TUR are three imperfectly preserved s^ns that appear

tDbeGUD§UB.ME§/ or-u. Weexpeasoixieformof4£i&«*tobeborii,'*or

even rehu "to be conceived."

rev. 4: Following LU.TUR there seems to be a clearMt i.e., a dai^ter. The
verb is appareati^ the same as in oby.4.

Translation

obv.

1 Year 109 (S£.), Andochus (HI) and Antiochus his son, were

thekines.

2 Month Sabalu 30, night of the 9di, b^^inii^ of iiight.

3 The moon was 1 cubit west ofthe soudiera.... (of the Chariot, - CTaur^

rev.
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4 Night of tiie 9th, evening watch, the child ....

5 in his hour (of birth), the moon was at the end of Taurus,

6 sun was in Aquarius, Jupiter was in Libra,

7 Venus which had set was not visible, it was with

8 the sun; Mercury was in Aquarius,

9 Saturn in Leo, Mars in Capricorn,

rev.

1 That month, moonset after sunrise on the 14th; last lunar

visibility before sunrise on the 28th.

2 That year, the 28th of Kislimu was the (winter) solstice.

3 Li the bA ni^rti

4 of Jupiter, the daughter

Commentary

obv3: The normal star C Tauri had longitude 54. 19"(+5.85® - 60.04^, which

i^rees well with the zodiacal position given in line 5 as m<( TILMULMOL
"the end of Taurus."

obv. 7-9: A diary for S.E.109 is preserved for the end of the month of our

horoscope. Relevant to the horoscope is the planetary summary given in diary

No.-202 rev.4' (see Sachs-Hui^er, Diaries, g.2^^) '^^^^^ closely parallels the

data in the horoscope: [... dele-bati ina SU ina TIL GU IGI ina 20+[x]

G[U4.UD OTtf NI]M »M T[LGU§U0 GENNA OTrfA^
Venus'] first q^)earanoe in the west in the end of Aquarius around the

20-l-[xtli, Mercury's] last' appearance [in the ea]st in the end of Aquarius;

Saturn was in Leo; Mars was in Capricorn [...]".

obv.9: A goal-year text for S.E. 168 (LBAT 1265) contains data for Saturn

extracted from a diary one synodic period (59 years) preceding the goal year,

hence corresponding to the date of the horoscope, S^E. 109. In the portion of

the goal year text relevant to month XI, the planet Saturn is said to be 1 1/2

KOS ma IGI GI§£UNA "1 1/2 cubits to the west of the Rump of the Lion
(a 0 Leonis)" (LBAT 1265:18% Agreement is found with the horoscope which

ass^Qs Saturn the zodiacal sign Leo, and d. diary No.-2Q2 rev.4' for Saturn in

Leo.

rev.2: The winter solstice date is in accordance with the Uruk Scheme.

AstronomicalData

11» b«h occurmi during the evoiiiig w>td> of The
corresponding Jtilian date must be Feb.4, corresponding to the appropriate

portion of the Babylonian day, Le., sometime shortly af^ sunset.
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moon
sun

Jupiter

Venus

Mercury

Samra

Mars

Ji Text

end of Taurus

Aquarius

end of Leo

(with the sun)

Aquarius

Leo

Capricorn

X Computed (-201 Feb.4*)

56.68 - Taurus 27°

318.29 - Aquarius 18°

181.92 - Libra 2°

325.62 - Aquarius26*>

291.38 - Capricorn 2r
134.17 - Leo 14°

29133 - Capricorn 22°

*0¥Tynrrid for 16.00UT, which was about onehourafeg
UTonthisdajF). Iangim^e* are at^mtedby t-5.85* for -201.

inBab)4on(! 1438
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TEXrl6(W20030/10)

Horoscope (b, obv.) S£. 113 Vn.l4 - -198 Oct.31

Horoscope (a, rev.) S.E. 112 in.3 - -199 Jiine 5

copy: Baghdader Mindlimgen Bdheft 2 pL35 Nr. 81

Transcripuon

obv.p)

1 MU.1A!E.13 DU/ GE, 14 LO.TUR a4id

2 U43I Ibm^ ina GQLTAB
3 sininaMUL
4 MUL.BABBAR ina 10 MA§W ZALAGp) x
5 dele-bat ina "ina ZALAG x x"*

6 GU4 ina 8 GIR.TAB KI samas

7 GENNA ina 3 RIN GUB-zu
8AN ina 10 PA
9 sinTA SIG x^) pMiurSu anaMURUB4 GAILME§
10 ssebsKu^ X U4.MEP) 'SIG^' IGI

rev.(?)

1 SIG GEj 3 ina ZALAG i-x-

V

2 LU.TUR a-Hd U4.BI samas ina '^MAS.^MAS

330inal5ALLA
4 MUL.BABBAR ina 26 GIR.TAB ina ZALAG ^x x^

5 deb4>at U43I inaRUR ina 5 MA§ IGI SIGj,

6 GU4 ina 270 MASJ4A§ KUR!?-4d

7 GENNA ina 10 ABSINNU GUB
8ANina lOMtlLGUB
9 BE-ma ZI sin [x] (erasure) SIG5

10 30 TA LAL ana MURUB4 pa-nursu GAILME^

CriticalApparatus

The sequence ofthe dates of the two horoscopes si^ests that obverse and

reverse of the tablet be reversed from that indicated by the copy. Against this,

however, is the fact that the beginning of reverse line 1, in not giving the year

number would be unusually abbreviated if indeed it were the first line of the

tablet.

rev. 5 This line is uncertain. For one thing, Venus' longitude appears to be 50

rather than 5 in the copy. Also, Gemini is abbreviated to MA§ in this line, but

wntten in rev.6. Text needs collation. Followii^ MA§MA§, the

copy appears to be UR5.
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Translation

obv.

1 Year 113 (S.£.) TaSiitu, night of the 14th, the child was
bora.

2 That day, the sun was in Scoipius,

3 the moon was in Taurus.

4 Jupiter was in 10° Capricom, last part of the n^t ....

5 Venus in 4° Cs^ricom, last part of the n^t ....

6 Mercury in 8° Scoipius with the sun,

7 Satura in 30° Libra, present,

8 Mars in 10" Sagittarius.

9 The moon goes from (extreme) negative latitude toward the node.

10 .... he will see good fortune ^t.: propitious days).

rev.

1 Simanu, night of the 3rd, last part of night...

2 the child was bora. That day, the sun was in Gemini,

3 the moon was in 15° Cancer,

4 Jupiter in 26° Scorpius, the last part of the night ...

5 Venus' first visibility that day in the east in 5° Gemini, favorable^.

6 Mercury reached^ 27° Gemini.

7 Saturn in 10^ Virgo, not present.

8 Mars in 10° Taurus, present.

9 If the progress of the moon .... favorable.

10 The moon goes from (esctreme) positive latitude toward the node.

Horoscope (obv.) Commentary

obv.7: GUB= uzuzzu "to stand," or "be present," often said of planets in

eclipse omens or reports for those planets visible during an eclipse (especially

solar), for example, the moon is ed^>sed in Leo ... and) ^AG.ME.GARNU
GUB-zz "Jupiter is not present," JNES 43 134:5', also ibid. 16', rev. 19; ina

AN.KU,o-5« dele-bat GENNA « MUL.KAK.SI.SA GUB-« ' IB.TAK, "llDU.

IDIM.MES NU GUB.MES "in his eclipse Venus, Saturn, and Sirius were

present, the rest of the planets were not present" LBAT 1448 rev.34 (lunar

eclipse report), also LBAT 1438 rev.3; LBAT 1442 rev.6.

Li this horoscope, computation shows that Satura was above the horizon

just before sunrise, akitude 32.08 at 3.00UT - 6KX}AM Babylonian local time.

Cf. the same terminology in rev.7-8.

obv.9: sin TA SIG xpa-nu-suana MURUB, GAR.ME§ Hterally, "the moon
sets its face from below toward the middle." The term NIM u SIG, "high and

low," or "above and below" is known from astronomical texts as a technical
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term for lunar latitude. See ACT 200 obv. 1 20, and discussion in A. Aaboe
and J. Henderson, 'HThe Babylonian Theory of Lunar Latitude and Edipses

According to System A," Ardjives Internationales d'Histoire des Sciences 25

(1975), pp.181-122; also CAD s.v. sapMu. The reference point is the ecliptic,

with the moon either above or below it. The points of reference for the lunar

latitude statements are the lunar nodes, the two points where the moon's path

crosses the ecliptic, and the nodal zone seems to be designated by the "middle"

(MURUB4). The moon can be in relation to the nodes as follows: 1)

approaching the ascending node, going with n^adve latitude, increasii^

toward 0, 2) passing the aiifytiHing node, ffxa% widi increasing positive latitude,

3) s^roachii^ the descendii^ node, going with decreasing positive latitude, or

4) passing the dfsnending node, going with n^ative latinide, decreasing toward

the maximum negative of -5°. In Babylonian ephemerid^, these four

possibilities are expressed with the terms LAL and U, designated 1) LAL LAL
"positive increasing" 2) LAL U "positive decreasing" 3) U U "negative

decreasii^" and 4) U LAL "negative increasing." The other horoscope

containing a reference to limar latitude is Text 10, also £rom Uruk, and

discussed by Sachs in JCS 6, p.61 in the commentary to lines 3-4. la the

present horoscope, the statement in obv.9 has the moon going from the point

of extreme negative latitude (SIG) to the nodal zone (ftna qaUAi "the middle").

This would seem to describe progress toward the nodal zone from "below,"

i.e., with negative latitude increasing toward 0° (ascending node). I would

translate this as decreasii^ n^ative latitude. (Fig. a)

However, computation for this date shows the moon moving away from the

node, approachii]^ the maximum n^ative latitude of -5°^ i.e., moving with

increasing negative latitude. Con^wted latitudes for the moon on this date for

the hours before the time of the text show
Time UT LjmarLatitude

1 4.92

2 -4.93

3 4.94 (this was just before sunrise)

clearly indicating progress toward maximum n^ative latitude, not toward the

node. (Fig.a') Cf. Commentary to rev. 10.
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Horoscope b (obv.) Astronomical Dau
The horoscope does not state the time of birth in the introductory lines

where one would expect to find it, but in the planetary data. There several

indications that the birth was in the last part of the night, before sunrise. These

are 1) the phrase '^ina ZALAG" found at the end of obv. 4 and 5, and 2) the

statement that Saturn was ^'present.'' In otder for Saturn to be visible, the time

mist have been toward momii^ as Saturn's altitude before sunrise was 32.08

as opposed to -39.29 in the evening.

A Text A Computed (-198 Oct.31*)

moon Taurus 47.8 - Taurus 18°

sun Scorpius 220.25 - Scorpius 10°

Jupiter Capricorn IC 275.29 - Capricorn 5*

Venus Capricorn 4° 267.39 - Sagittarius 27°

Mercury Scorpius 8° 227.67 - Scorpius 18°

Saturn Libra 3° 183.11 - Libra 3°

Mars Sagittarius 10° 248 - Sagittarius 8*

* Cotapaud for 3.00 UT - 6KX)AM Babylonian local time (mirlnight qxKl^, and ac^usted

-1-5.81° for die year -198.

Horoscope (a) rev. Commentary

rev. 7: Following the position of Satum is the comment NU GUB "not

present." Computation indicates a n^ative altitude for Saturn at the time of

birth, shordy before sunrise.

rev. 8: A similar comment is given following the Mars position, GUB
"present." Computation confirms positive altitude (23.29), enough that the

planet would have been visible at the time of the birth,

rev. 9: The term ZI, "progress," from nasihu "move forward," is interpreted

as such on the basis of the use of this term in the ephemerides. ZI as

"vdodiy,'* or progress in longitude is common inACT lunar procedure teicts.

See ACT glossary.

rev. 10: A limar latitude statement, saying sin TA LAL ana MURUB4 pa-nu-su

GAR.ME$ literally, "the moon sets its face from above toward the middle."

This seems to describe progress toward the nodal zone from "above," i.e., from

positive latitude to the descending node, or movement with decreasii^ positive

latitude. (Fig. b)
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Computed latitudes here show
Ttme UT Lunar Latitude

1 -4.19

1.75 -4.17

3 -4.14

indicating progress toward 0° (ascending node). (F^.b', as in Fig. a)

Horoscope (rev.) Astronomical Data

A Text A Computed (-199June

moon Cancer 15° 118.61 - Cancer 29*

sun Gemini 75.45 - Gemini 15"

Jupiter Scorpius 26** 237.85 - Scoipius29*

Venus Gemini 5° 62.37 - Gemini 2*

Mercury Gemini 27° 84.4 - Gemini 24*

Saturn Virgo 10° 15723 - Virgo 7*

Taurus 10° 3828 - Taurus 8*

Computed for 1.75 UT - 4:45AM Babylonian local time (midnight qpod^, and adjusted

+5.83° for the date ofthe text
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Text 17BM 41054 -8M;Z8,601

Date: S.E. 136 Vn.[19?] - -175 Oct. 20

Previously unpublished

Transcription

obv.

1 |MU.l.ME]r36^.KAM 'Se-lu-ku LUGAL ITUDU^ 1 [GEj 19(?)]

X sin ina MA§.MA§ j^written around edge to rev.l)

2 MUL.BABBAR ina GIR.TAB dele-bat u GU4.UD ^ina?^ pTLBIp)]

3 V 27 KURGAN 21 samasGUB
3a [ ]DI§ANBARKIm5(?)[...]

4 [ ]X[

remainder broken

rev.

1 [ ] blank [

2 [ ] X ABSIN(?) m.BAR U,p)j{[

3 [pUMU.SALsa^a-pu-u-'tN
Critical Apparatus

obv. 3a: Signs are written small, as though a gloss, but to what? Readii^ are

uncertain for lack of context.

rev. 2 FoUowii^ ITLBAR, the sign looks possibly like PA.

Translation

obv.

1 [Year 13]6 Seleucus (TV) the king, Tasritu 1, [night of the

19th0] moon in Genoini

2 Jupiter in Scorpius, Venus and Mercury in^ [...]

3 [...] on the 27th last lunar visibility before sunrise, (winter)

solstice was on Kis&mu 21.

3a ....

4

remainder broken

rev.

1 [...] blank [...]

2 [...] .... Nisannu, the [...]th day [...]

3 [da]ughterof^appi>-Beli(?)[...]
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Commentary

obv. 2: It seems that Venus and Mercury should at least be in the same sign,

since it is common for planets in the same sign to be listed consecutively.

Computation for the date suggested by other evidence in this text, however,

does not conjBrm Venus and Mercury in the same sign. See astronomical data

below.

obv. 3: The date of winter solstice, which ordinarily can provide a reliable

limitii^ faaor for dating a text within the period in which the Urxik Scheme
was used, is problematic here. A Kisltnu 21, which is clearly written in the

text, does not occur in the Uruk Scheme. If -175 is correct for this horoscope,

Kisliim 27 is expeaed.

Dating

Sev-eral bits of evidence pro\ided limits on the date for this horoscope. The
onh' dearK' attested planetar\' longitude ^^'as that for Jupiter. The regnal year

is parth* broken, but at least could be limited to a Seleucus. Enou^ s;pdce left

in the break at the beginning of the first line suggests MU. 1AlE in the break

and a partialh- presersTd xXAM, representing the number be>'ond 100 of the

Seleudd Era \*ear number. The number-sign is damaged, but appears to end

in either 5 or 6. This further limits the date to Seleucus I\'-\T In addition, the
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seventh month (Tk^^) is preserved. Within the span of years from Seleucus

rV to VI, Jupiter was in Scorpius in the month of Tasritu (Oaober) in only

two years, -186 and -175, both years during the reign of Seleucus IV. In year -

186, Jupiter was passing out of Scorpius into Sagittarius at the beginning of

Tasriu. By process of elimination then, I have proposed -175 as the year of the

horoscope. Given the fragmentary nature of tlu text, this dating must be

considered uncertain and provisional, as the astronomical data does not

confirm the positions of Venus and Mercury in the same sign.

AstronomicalData

A Text A Computed (-175 October 20*)

moon Gemini 73.64 - Gemini 14'

sun [] 20973 - Libra 30° (or Scoiphis 0^
253.5 - Scorpius 13.5**Jupiter Scorpius

Venus [ ] 175.73 - Virgo 26°

Mercury [ ] 202.73 - Libra 23°

Saturn [ ] 104.37 - Cancer 14"

[] 317.06 - Aquarius 17"

* Computed for 16 UT - 7K)0 PM Babylonian local time (midnight q>ocIi), and at^isced

•f5.49 for the year in question.
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TEXT18BM 35516
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TextIS^ 35516)

S.E. 169 Xn.6 =-141 March 1

Previous publication: Epping (and Strassmaier), 2/4 4 (1889), pp. 168-171;

Kugler, SSB H pp.554-558; SachsJCS 6, pp.62-63

plioto:/CS6,pUV.

copy. Strassmaier, ZA 3 (1888), 149£.

Ttanscr^tion

obv.

1 [MU.l.M]El,9.KAM'Di-mit-ri[LUGAL0]
2 m.§E30GE4 6SAGGE^sin
3 iiiaIGI§URGIGIRS4SIlKtl§
4 6iiia ZALAGLO.TURa-lid
D ina si-man-m-5u Sin ma SAG MA§.MA§
6 samasinaZffi.MEMUL3ABBARinaRiNdele-bat
7 uANinaMASGENNAinaA
8 rn^I14NA
Edge

1 27KUR
rev.

1 MU.1.ME 1,10JC[AM]

2 BAR4LAL-t[im]
3 ina E ni-5i[r(?)-tU4^)]

4 saMUL.BABBARLU.TURa.lid
remainder of reverse uninschbed

CriticalApparatus

SeeJOS 6, pp.62-63.

Tmndatwn

obv.

1 [Year 1]69 (S.E.), Demetrios (II Nicator) [was king(?).]

2 Addaru 30, night of the 6th, beginning of night, the moon
3 waslcubhwestoftheiioitheni....oitheOiariot(PTaiin),

4 On the 6lli in llie last part ofn^it, the child was born.

5 Inhishour (of birtli),themoonwasattheb^inningof

Gemini,

6 the sun was in Pisces, Jupiter in Libra, Venus
7 and Man? in Capricorn, Saturn in Leo.

8 That month, moonset after sunrise occurred on the 14th,
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aige

1 thebsth]iiarvisibili^wasonthe27tL

rev.

1 Year 170 (S£.)

2 Nisaimu^4di(wascfaedateofvmiaQ equinox

3 'bi^b3tm9[n£\
4 ofJupiter, the child was bom.
remadnder of reverse (probably) uninsczibed

Commentary

obv. 2-3: A lunar position with resp&x to the normal star P Tauri is given for

the b<^nning of the day on which the birth occurred. This undersoMcs^
£aathaa wfam the normal sorposhioii ofthe moon is given (see Texts 6, 13,

and 15), that time is not to be read as equivalent to the time of birth, and

indeed, in this case, the moon was invisible at the time of the birth ("in the last

part of night'^. The normal star statements must simply be direa quotes from

diaries. Computation for -141 Feb. 28 15.00 UT (=6:00 PM Babylonian local

time) shows the moon with a longitude of 55.31°, agreeing well with the 57.82°

ofthe normal star p Tauri in -141.

rev. 1-2: The date <A vernal equinox, S£.170 Nisannu.4 bdong;5 to the Unik
Scheme, as discussed by Sachs, JCS 6 63 commentary to lines 10-11. It was

presumably used in the horoscope because it is in fact nearer to the date of

birth than the preceding winter solstice (S£. 169 Tebetu-1), thereby siqjporting

the observation that the dates of whatever cardinal point of the year is closest

to the birth was regarded as most astrologically significant.

AstronomicalData

For die limar longitude of obv. 2f., see commentary. Note that while die

text omits the datum on Mercury, the planet was near superior conjuncdon

and therefore was not visible.

X Text JLModem (-141 Mar. 1 *)

moon b^inning of Gemini

sun Pisces

Jupiter Lilna

Venus C^ricom
Mercury omitted

Saturn Leo
Man Gqprioom

63J3«

3422r
202.85"

295.85°

339.14°

145.09"

283.05"

Gemini?'

Pisces 17
Libra2y
C^ncom2ff
Pisces 9

1x0 25*

"^Computed for 4.(X)in',of 7i00 AMBdb)4oniaakxaitiaie(mirkiight<poc^

+5.0rfor.l41.
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TEXT19 MB 81561

Text 19 (BM 81561 - Bu.9 1-5-9, 1693)

SE172[VI].13--139Sept.7

Previously unpublished

Transaction

upper edge [ina a-mat E]N? u? GA§AN-ia lis-lim

obv.

1 [MU.l.ME].l,12.KAM'Ar-sa-ka-aLUGAL

2 [rn.KI]N 30 GE, 13 V USAN(>)
3 ina si-ma-ni-su sin x

4 [sam]as ina ABSIN MUL.BABBAR ina PA dele-bat ina RIN
5 AN ina MA§.MA§ GU,.UD u GENNA
6 sa §U-uNUIGLME$KI samas su-nu

7 rn.BI14NA28KUR
8 MU.BIDU6 2LAL-tim
lower edge uninscribed

rev. uninscribed

CriticalApparatus

obv. 2: Signs following "13" are difficult. Hunger suggested the possibility of

a personal name and to read TAG4 instead of USAN.
obv. 3: Expect ZIB.ME for the moon's position (see astronomical data below),

however, the traces of signs do not permit such a reading.

obv. 4: The logogram samas {20) is barely visible, but required by context.

Translation

upper edge [By the command of B]el and Beltija, may it go well.

1 [Year 7]2 (S.E.), Arsaces was king.
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2 [Ululu] 30, night of the 13th .... evening watch,

3 In his hour (of birth), the moon was in [Pisces(?),]

4 sun in Virgo, Jupiter in Sagittarius, Venus in Libra,

5 Mars in Gemini, Mercury and Saturn

6 which had set were not visible. Th^ were with die sun.

7 That month, moonset after sunrise on the 14th, last hinar

visibility on the 28th.

8 That year, (aimimnal) equinox was on the 2nd of Ta&ftu.

Commentary

obv. 5: In a normal star almanac, confirmation of the position of Mars is

found for the momii^
"Mars above the front star of the Twins' feet (- ii Geminorum) (LBAT 1038

obv. 25)." The loi^jtude <^ this normal star in -139 was 68.74°, which concurs

with that of the horoscope (see table of astronomical data below),

obv. 5-6: The same normal star almanac contains the following entry for

Saturn for the date S.E. 172 VI. 12: GENNA ina TIL ABSIN §U "Saturn's last

visibility was in the end of Vii^o (LBAT 1038 obv.24).'' Cf. the horc^cope

obv.4 for the position of the sun in Viigo.

obv. 8: The cbte of anrumnal equinox belongs to the Uruk Scheme, cycle 9

year 2.

Dating

llie month has been restored on the basis of the normal star almanar

referred to in the commentary (LBAT 1038). The zodiacal positions all

support the restoration as Ululu and the day has been decided on the basis of

the reference to the evening watch. The 13th of Ululu falls on the Julian dates

Sept. 7/8, with evening belonging to the 7th. The table below is computed for

ScptJ^.

AstronomicalData

A Text A Computed (-139 SepLT*)

moon [ ] 333.20 - Pisces 3°

sun Virgo 166.45 - Virgp 16*

Jupiter Sa^taiius 258.98 - Sagittarius 19"

Venus Libra 197.78 - Libra 18°

Mercury (with the sim) 171.37- Virgo 21°

Saturn (with the sui^ 177.58 - Virgo 28°

Mars Gemini 692 - Gemini 9"

*Conipiited for 16.00UT - 7KX)PM BAjdoniaa localnme (miHni^ cpod^. Theoomputed
Imiginidit have been adjusted •i-5.0^ for -139.
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Text 20BM 78089

Text 20 (BM 78089)

SE 186V.24 - -125 Aug. 16

photo:

copy:

Transcription

obv.

1 ^MU.l.ME.22.KAMsasi-i^

2 ^MU.l.ME.l,26.KAM-''Ar-sa-ka-aLUGAL

3 rn.NE 30 15 NA
4 GE. 24 ina ZALAG LU.TUR a-lid

5 ina si-man-ni-su sin ina MAS.MAS
6 samas ina A MUL.BABBAR u GENNA
7 ^ina ZIB\ME dele-bat ina A
8 GU^.UDuANsaSU-u
9 NU IGI.MES erasure

lower edge uninscribed
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rev.

1 m.BI KUR
2 MU.BI§U.O samas GUB
3 m.KIN 14 AN.KU,o sin ina ZB.ME
4 BAR DIB 28ANJCUio samas

5 maTILABSIN5SIGAR-an
caJ blank lines to bottom of rev.

CriticalApparatus

rev.2: For S.E. 186, in accordance with the Uruk Scheme, and the rule that the

equinox or solstice date closest to the birthdate is given, read summer solstice

on§U.O\
Most of the reverse is left uninsciibed.

Trattslation

1 Year 122 (A.E.), which is

2 Year 186 (S£.) Arsaces was king.

3 Abu, 30. Moonset after sunrise on the 15th.

4 Nigjit of the 24th in the last pan of the night, the child was bora.

5 At that time, the moon was in Geniini,

6 sun in Leo, Jupiter and Saturn

7 in Pisces, Venus in Leo,

8 Mercury and Mars which had set

9 were not visible,

rev.

1 That month, last lunar visibility before sunrise was on the

20+[...]th.

2 That year, (summer) solstice was on Du'uzu the 3rd.

3 Ululu the 14th a lunar eclipse in Pisces.

4 One-half (month) passed by. (Then,) on the 28th, a solar eclipse

5 at the end of Virgo; it made 5 fing^.

Commentary

obv. 67: For the zodiacal sig^ of Saturn, cf. the goal-year textLBAT 1300:16*.

rev. 2: The solstice date is in accordance with tbe Uruk Sdieme, cyde 9 year

16.

rev. 3-4: On the date given for the lunar eclipse (Ululu 14 = Sept.4) in fact no
eclipse occurred. Huber's program shows the syzygy for the 5th in the

morning, rather than the 4th, and indicates that the eclipse was invisibiie (only

penumbra). The rematk in the text that the eclipse "passed by^ no doubt

reflects this, rather than its referring to an edipse ^M^iich oocuni^
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The zodiacal siga for the moon on this date seems to be correa in the text.

The modem computed lunar longitude of the moon is 338.02" (+4.8* -

342.82'), well into Pisces.

rev. 4-5: The solar eclipse recorded for Ululu.28 (==Sept. 18) is confirmed by

computation for -125 Sept. 19 and was a partial eclipse. The text's zodiacal

poadcm for the sun is also confirmed. Solar and lunar loi^jtudes on the 19th

at the midpoint of the edipse (7.19 UT) were 172.64** (+4.8** - 177.44?*) and

172.60" (+4.8° » 177.4°
) respectively, which are consistent with the tert's

statement *'end of Virgp."

AstronomicalData

"'Computed for 2.00UT - 5KX)AM Bab)^onian local tiine(miHni^ qpodp. Sunrise was at

2.40 irr and the biith ocainvd "towaid oioniii^* L(»gi^^

moon Gemini

sun Leo

Jupiter Pisces

Venus Leo

Mercury (with sun)

Saturn Pisces

Mars (with sun)

A Text A Computed (-125Aug.l6*)

85.32 - Gemini 25"

143.68 - Leo 24"

340.94 - Pisces ir

133.15 - Leo 13°

142.37 - Leo 22°

337 - Pisces 7°

152.87 - Vii^o3°
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Text 21 (BM 33018-78-7-30,12 [L*1468])

S£.187VL22--1240cLl
Previous publicadon: F. Rochberg, Centaurus 32 (1989), pp.155-160.

iLe.

obv.

1 [MU.l.M]E.l,27.KAM'Ar-sa-kamLUGAL
2 miaN122inaZALAG24ALLA
3 U4 22inallsHi]anLO.TUR»^
4 ina SHiiaHQtId sin ina SAGA&uniHinaRiiNI
5 MtJLJBABBAR inaHUN dele-bat inaA GENNA ina ZibAfE
6 ANmaMA§.MAS GU4.UDH§04NU IGI

7 m.BI 15 NA 17 LAUim
8 27KURMU.BI1]
one line blank

rev.

1 [niNE14JCAMAN.KU,osin]
2 ina ZIB.ME al-la 2- 'ta' [§lrJd£§]

3 HAB-rat DIR GAR-an
4 28 AN.KU,o samas ina ABSIN
5 kiPAPNUIGI
slight space

6 22inaZALAG24ALLA!
7 23inaZALAG9A

reV.Hnel TKp Aat^ nf tiw hmar Ar1ip»» is rpgrr>wv4 r>n thp haslg f^f rrmnptitari^n

See commentary below.

rev. line 6 ALLA is defective, but context requires it. For a similar

formulation, see Text 24 rev.6

Trtmdation

ujc ^ytibeoommandofB]SlandB3t^may icgowell.

obv.

1 Year 187 (S.E.), Arsaces was king.

2 Ululu 1, on the 22nd, last part of night (i.e., toward morning), (the moon
was) 24° in

Cancer

3 day 22 in die 11th hour, the child was bom.
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4 la his hour (of buth), the moon 'was in the b^inning of Leo, sun was in

Ii[b»],

5 Jupiter in Aries, Venus in Leo, Saturn in Pisces,

6 Mars in Gemini, Meroiiy, which had sec was not visible.

7 That month, moonset after sunrise was on the 15th, (autumnal)

equinox on the 17th (of Ululu).

8 Last limar visibility before sunrise was on the 27th. That

year,

lev.

1 [onthe 14thofAbu,ah]naredipse]

2 in Pisces, in excess of [two-diirds]

3 of the disk it (the moon) made.

4 On the 28th (of Abu), an eclipse of the sun in Virgo;

5 when watched for ^t) was not observed.

6 On the 22nd before simrise, (moon) 24° in Cancer,

7 On the 23rd before sunrise, (moon) 9° in Leo.

Coiwnentttry

obv. 4: Some discussion of the moon's position with respea to "SAG A" is

required. Two interpretations are possible. One is simply "the beginning of

Leo," a designation of the area within the zodiacal sign, without specification

of the degree of longitude, A number of parallels may be seen in Sachs, JCS
6, e.g., p.57. The expression "TEL + zodiacal s^" is similarly used to des^nate

the "end" of a sign, or the area from about 18° to the boundary with the next

sign. But in this instance, it is also possible to read the logograms as the name
of the normal sur '^ead of the Lion," the fixed star 6 Leonis. This

interpretation implies the use of normal stars to designate the observed position

ofthe moon, as is common in diaries. Parallels for the adoption of this practice

in horoscopes can also be found, e.g., Text 4:34 or Text 13:3-4 below. In the

present horoscope, the moon was certainly below the horizon at the time of

the birth, which argues j^ainst the interpretation of SAG A as e Leonis (cf.

my previous edition of this text in Cmtaums 32, pp.153 and 155, where I more

fully considered the normal star position as the likdy reading.) Also arguing

in favor of reading "the beginning of Leo" is the terminology ina "in" a

zodiacal sign, since the moon cannot be "in" a normal star,

obv. 6: The expression planet sd §U-« NU IGI "the planet which had set was

not visible," here refers to Mercury^s last visibility as an evening star (Q), the

technical term for which is "t>w §USU,"and as can be seen by the longitudes

of Mercury around the date of the birth, the planet was indeed moving

retrograde (see Table on p. 1 19).

obv. 7: Hie date ofM equinox is in accordance with the Unik scheme.
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TabiefiyrMeroiry

(computations for 14.00 UT » 5:00 PM Bab^onian local tune).

Longitudes have not been adjusted +4.79".

A 'sfor -124 Oct 1 Oct 3

Mercury 198.29 196.42

Sun 185.63 187.64

lev. 1-3: The date ofthe lunar edipse can be restored by modem computation.

A partial eclipse occurred on -124 Ai^;ust 24 (=Abu 14 S.E.187) beginning at

5:00 PM local time and ending around 8:30 local time (corresponding to first

contact at 14.06 UT and last cont^ at 17.46 UT). Sunset on this date was

15.58 UT or about 6:00 PM, so the first phase of the eclipse wotild not have

been visible. The text is correct in ass^ning the longitude of the moon in

edipse to Pisces. At mairinnun phase, the moon's loi^itude for -124 August

24, 15.66UT was 328.62" {+4.79" - Pisces 3*). This is the point at which the

eclipsed moon would just be becoming visible on the eastern horizon. I am
grateful for the suggestion of H. Hui^ to restore [§U°.M£§] (g&Mij "two-

thirds (of the disk)."

rev. 4-5: Independent confirmation of the solar eclipse which was not observed

comes from LBAT 448:7', a diary dated to S.E. 186: 28 AN-KUw samasDm.

NU P[AP] "28th day, solar eclipse, doudy, not observed." The eSpse was not
observable because it occurred after sunset. The partial solar edipse of -124

SeptJ heg/m at 15.36 UT (- 18.36 local time, and note that sunset was 18.38 on

that day) and ended at 17.13 UT (-20.32 local time) when the sun was well

below the horizon. The horoscope gives the longitude of the sun during the

eclipse as Virgo. Computation shows that solar longitude at the onset of the

eclipse was 161.91 (+4.79° =Virgo 17^.

rev. 6-7: The interpretation of SAG A in obv. 4 also bears on our

understanding of the dau given in rev. 6-7, namdy the specific longitudes of

the moon on the momii^ of the birth as well as on the momii^ of the

foUowing day. The use of degrees immediately suggests that computation was

used to obtain the data, and furthermore, that the purpose of computing these

longitudes was to interpolate a position for the moon at the actual time of birth

durii^ the 11th seasonal hour. If one makes use of the horoscope's data from

rev. 6-7 and interpolates between Cancer 24° (= 114°) and Leo 9" {- 129^) for

the time of birth, the result is 115° at 5:00 PM Babylonian mean time,

corresponding to the Uth seasonal hour for a date around fall equinox (the

birth was on Oct. 1). To compare this longitude with a Babylonian longitude,

we must adjust +4.79°, with the result that the moon was at 12GP, or literally,

at the "b^umii^'' of Leo.
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Datmg:

The data is computed for Oct. 1 since the birth occurred during the 11th

seasonal hour, or toward the end of the day. This portion of the Babylonian

day (Ululu.22) corresponds to Julian Oct. 1, while the b^inning of the

Babylonian day falls on SepL30,

AstronomicalData

A Text

moon beginning of Leo

sun Libra

Jufker Anes
Venus Leo

Saturn Pisces

Mars Gemini

A Computed (-124 OcLl*J

119.76- LeoCy*

190.42- Libra 10°

16.14 - Aries 16**

144.06- Leo 24"

347.53 - Pisces 18**

6325- Gemim3<'

"'Computed for 14.00 UT - 5:00 PM Babylonian local time (midnight epod^, and adjusted

Lunar data in text rev. G7:

A Textrev.6-7 A Modem*
moon VI.22 before sxmrise Cancxr 24° 113.53 - Cancer 24°

moon VI.23 before simrise Leo 9° 127.69 - Leo 8f

'^Computed for -124 Oa. 1 and 2 at 2.001/1; suniiw was 2.98 in*, and inodem longitudes

xcflea the oonectioa bctot 4-479".
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Text 22 (BM 41301 -81-4-28,849)

Horoscope (a) S.E.195 [IV.2]- -116 July 15

Horoscope (b) S.E.197 IV.7 - -114 June 30

Previously unpublished

Transcr^tion

round side (rev.?)

r [MU 1.ME 1,35.KAM ']Ar-{sa-kam LUGAL ITI.SU 1]

2' [GEg 2 ]ina 7 ""si-man^ [LLTJ.TUR a-li[d ina si-ma-ni-su sin

ina]

3' [AB]SIN samas ina ALLA MUL.BABBAR ina GIR.TAB^ d[ele-bat]

4' [ina] ALLA IGI NU PAP MIN GENNA ina^ ALLA(>)^ A[N(?) ina

ALLA(?) ]

5' [GU,.UP sa §U-u NU IGI ITI.BI 10-i-[n NA n KUR]
6' [M]U.BI rn.SIG 13 samas GUB m.[N]E
7' [GE6.2]9 ^AN-- .KU,o samas ina ABSIN KI PAP NU IGI ITm.KIN
8' [GE6.1J4/150 AN.KU,o sin inaHUN TIL-ti[m] ^GAR^-an

Text 22 BM 41301
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9' [MU 1.ME l,3]7.KAMyAr^ LUGAL ITI.SU 30
10' [GEJ 7 ina 6 si-man LU.TUR a-lid ina si-ma-ni-[su]

11' [sin ina] ^ALLA^ samas ina TIL ALLA MUL.BABBAR ina GU dele-bat

ina

[MA§MAS(?)]
12' [GU,.UD] ina ^ALLA?^ GENNA uAN 8a §0-4NU IGI-'u

13' [mSU]. 'S" samas GUB 14 NA 28 KUR
14'

[ m.Zr|Z ^GE,M4 AN.KU,o sin

15'
[ 2]8 AN.KrU,o^ samas ina A

16' [ ]HAB-ratDIRIGAR-an

17' [ ]2KAM0>)uMUxx[...]
lowerec^U ]xDU0D]§x[...]
lower edge 2 [ ] '^ap)^-darnipX".

other side surface destroyed

CriticalApparatus

The insoibed side is the rounder side, and the surface of the other side is

totally destroyed. The text represents a collection of horoscopes,

rev. p) 8': The day number at the break is difficult. As traces appear, they

favor reading 1]5, however the single vertical just before the 5 is problematic.

rev.(?) 17-lower edge: The text is badly damaged here, but the occurrence of a

date, ending with 2.KAM immediately after the break, followed by u MU ...

"and year points to two dates, possibly corresponding to the cUtes of the

two horoscopes given in the text, lliese three last lines ofthe inscribed side of

thetextmaytfaenbeasubscrqyt. Such a device would be in keq>ing with the

faa that the tablet presents a collection of horoscopes, perhaps of interest for

their dates and/or longitudes. Both contain a lunar and a solar edipse one-half

month apart. Finally, note that both birth dates fall in Du'itu, within the

same part of the day, and have the sun, Mercury, Mars and Saturn all in Gancer

(horoscope (a) also has Venus in Gancer):

HoToxopea Horoscopeb
moon Virgo Gancer

sun Gancer Gancer

Jupiter Scorpius Aquarius

Venus Gancer [Gemini]

Saturn Gancer Gancer

Mars [Gancer] Gancer

Mercury Gancer Gancer
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Translation

rev.Q)

r [Year 195 {$£..)] Ai{saces was king, Du'uai 1]

2' [a^Kof the2ncQ,mtfae7thhourtfae[di]3dwasbo[nL la

his hour (of birth) the moon was in]

3' [Vir^^o, sun in Cancer, Jupiter in Scorpius ...^enus
4' [in] Cancer, first visihiliiy, not observed^, dino0, Saturn in Can[oer, Mars
in

Cancer^]
3' [Mercu}ry which had set was not visible. That month [moonset

after sunrise on the ....th, last hinar visilMlity before sunrise on the ...]

6' That ye[ar] mmmer solstice was on the 13th of Simanu, Abu
7* the [29thX an eclipse of sun in Virgo, when watched for was

not seen. Ululu,

8' [night of the l]4th, an eclipse of moon; totality occurred in Aries

9' [Year 19]7 (S.E.), Ar(saces) was king, Du'iizu 30

10'[night] of the 7th, in the 6th hour the child was bom
in [his] hour (of birth),

lllthe moon was in] Cancer, sun in the end of Cancer,

Jupkac in Aquarius, Venus in [Gemini^)]

UXMercury] in ^CancerQy, Saturn and Mars which had set were

not visible.

13' (Summer) solstice was on the 5th of [IXi'uzul moonset after sunrise ont^
14th, last

lunar visibility before sunrise on the 28th.

14'[... Saba]pu
,
night of the 14th, an eclipse of the moon.

15'[... (§abatu,) n^t ofthe 2]8th, an eclipse of the sun in Leo,

16'exceeding [... of] the disk.

17'[...] ....[...]

18'[...] .... [...]

19'[...] .... [...]

bottom

Horoscope (a): Commentary

Rv.(?) 1: Based on Paiker-Dubersiein, Babylonian Chronologyy the lunar month
dattnn 30/1 has been restored as 1, mraning the Stmanu preceding had 30 days.

rev.(?) 2: The day of the month is restored as GE^ 2 on the basis of the best fit

of astronomical data, see table for horoscope (a) below.

rev.0 5: Mercury was in superior conjimction with the sun on this date, rising
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and setting very dose to the times of sunrise and sunset.

rev.Q) 6: The solstice date is in accordance with the Uruk Scheme.

iev.(?) 6-7: The solar eclipse was invisible in Babylon. Oppolzer has an edipse

in -116 Sept. 9, which would correspond predsdy to the text's S£.195 ^ba.
29. The longitude of the sun during the eclipse is also in agreement, the text

giving Virgo and Oppolzer 163° (tropical longitude) or Virgo 13°.

rev.(?) 7-8: The lunar eclipse corresponds to that of -116 Sept. 24 (-S.E. 195

Ululu.14). The day number is broken, so the text cannot be used to confirm.

The huuu- lon^^tude was 4.05^ or Aries 4 , which is in agreement with the

text's Aries. This eclipse was not visible until near totality: moonrise was 14.92

UT, first contact was at 13.44 UT, totality at 15.38 UT, last contaa at 17.21

UT. The moon would therefore be seen to rise as an eclipsed moon and

remain eclipsed for approximately 2 more hours. Nothing is said about the

duration or the time of the edipse in the horoscope.

Horoscope (a): Astronomical Data

A Text A Computed (-116July 1^)
155.14 - Vii^S"Moon Virgo

Sun Cancer 113.71 - Cancer 24°

Jupiter Scorpius 234.08 - Scorpius 24°

Venus Cancer 110.29 - Cancer 20°

Saturn Cancer 97.52 - Cancer 8*

Mars [Cancer] 92.25 - Cancer 2°

Mercury (with the sun) 122.07 - Leo 2°

'''Computed for 10.00 UT, corresponding to the 7th seasonal hour, or about 1:00 PM,

Babylonian load time, when daylight lasted 14 hours. Modem computed longitudes

have been ac^usted by the £uxor •(4.68*'.

Horoscope (b^ Commentary

rev.(?) 9: Month Z>»'£^ 30 is confirmed by Parker-Dubberstein, Babylonian

Chronology.

rev.Q) 13: The summer solstice date may be restored as Du'uzu3accordi^
the Uruk Scheme.

rev.(?) 14: The lunar eclipse is identifiable with that of -113 Jan. 29, occurring

shortly after 5 AM and ending just before 9 AM Babylonian local time (from

2.49 to 5.84 UT). The moon set just before 7 AM, so the second half of the

eclipse (3rd and 4th contacts) was below the horizon. The moon was in Leo
11° (limar longitude was 130.63') at the midpoint of the eclipse.

rev.(?) 15: The solar eclipse is problematic. While a solar eclipse for -113

Feb.l2, one-halfmonth from the precedinghmar edipse is found in Oppolzer

^r.2601), it was not visible in Badi^on. Fiuthermore, the text indicates that

the sun was in I^, but it was in the diametrically opposites^ Aquarius (solar
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longitude 325.64'*). Perhaps there was an error produced by the lunar

longitude of the preceding eclipse, which was in Leo.

Horoscope (b):AstTonomkdData

moon
sun

Jupiter

Venus

Mercury

Saturn

A Text

Cancer

end of Cancer

Aquarius

[ ]

Cancer

(with the sun)

(with the sun)

A Confuted (-114June 30*)

215.91 - Scorpius6"*

98.71 - Cancer 9°

3112 - Aquarius 11°

60J8 - Gemini 1**

121.4 - Leo r
119.43 - Cancer 29°

94.43 - Cancer 4°

'''Computed for 8.G0 UT, corresponding to the 6th seasonal hour, or about 11:CX) AM
Babykxuan local time, and adjusted 1-4.65*'.
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Text 23 (BM 34003 DLBAT 1470}

S.E.223 X.9 = -87Jan.5

Previously unpublished

upper edge inaa-mat rtN u "^GASAN-ia lis-lim]

1 MU2.ME23.KA[M'Ar-sa-kamLUGAL]
2 AB1GE6 9MURUB4G[EJ
3 LU.TUR *^l[id] ^ina^ sil-mMii-su sin

4 ina5MUL.MULsamasina20MAS
5 MUL.BABBAR ina 27 HUN dele-bat ina 1 [ZIB.ME(?D
6 GU,.UD ina 26 TA! GENNA ina 2QQ) MAS
7 ANina20Am\BI14NA
8 28KURMU3IGAN2'r [kmiiSlGUB
9 GE«29AN£U,o^aiii^GAR]
10 ina ZIB.ME 5 ITI DIB [§E]

11 GE, 13 ^AN\[KU,o sin ina ABSINp)]
edge [TTL-tim GAR [...0]

rev.

1 xxz
2 XX
3 xtrace

4 X
5 X

6 ina [ ]x-su(?)

7 VJkixx-6u]mP) ^Ar-x-x

CriticalAppamUts

Obv. line 6: The longitude of Saturn has been restored on the basis ofmodem
computation.

Rev.: The seven lines ofthe reverae are very Hamappd, with traces possibly of

a personal naine oiily vaguely outlixied in the last One.

Translation

upper edge By the command of [Bel and Beh^a may it go well]

1 Year 223 [(S£.), Arsaoes was long.]

2 Month Tebetu 1, night of the 9th, middle of n^[ht,]

3 the child was bom. At that time, the moon
4 was in 5° Taurus; sun in 20* Capricorn;

5 Jupiter in 27° Aries; Venus in 1° D?isces(?)]

6 Merciuy in 26** Sagittarius; Sotum in r20^y Gemini^

7 Mars in 20^ Leo. That month moonset aner sunrise occurred on
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the 14th;

8 last lunar visibility before sunrise on the 28th; That year

[(winter)] solstice was Kislimu 28;....

9 Ni^t of the 29th, eclipse [of the sun; ...]

10 in Pisces. 5 months passed^) [Addaru]

11 night of the 13th, eai[pse of die mooo; in Viigo^)]

12 totality occurred. [...(?)]

remainder too fragmentary for translation

ConvnerUary

obv. 8: The winter sdstkx date for the year of the birth is in aocoidanoewidi
the Uruk Scheme.

obv. 9-10: The date given for solar eclipse occurring duni^ the vear of the

birth is not dear. If the month is KislTmti, same month as me sobdoe in the

line preceding, then the date oftfaeed^se wasS£ 223 KislTmii.29 or -88 Dec.

26. Indeed, ifthe month name is not given, the usual practice is for the date to

refer to the month last named. In this case then, the solstice date was given for

Kislimu and the following date, the solar eclipse on the 29th, should refer to

Kislimu as welL However, according to modem computation, no solar eclipse

occurred on dus date. TwoodierpnMT>i1HifseMSLnamdy,tfaeedy9eof-88
Sept. 29 (-Uliihi 28, stOl S.E.223) or -87 Feb. 24 (-Sabam 28, still S£J23), but

the fact that the month name is not given argues strongly against this. The
meaning of the expression 5 ITI DIB, literally, "5 months passed by" is not at

all dear in this context. It does not work to separate the solar eclipse from a

lunar eclipse either before or after, on the presumption that this solar eclipse

occurredm KisBmiL

obv. 10-11: The limar eclipse date is restored on the basis of computation to

Addaru 13 (March 11 -87). This eclipse began shortly before sunrise (sunrise

was 3.44 UT and the edipse's first contact was 3.13 UT) and ended at 6.87 UT
or dose to 10:00AM Babylonian mean time. This eclipse could not have been

visible much beyond perhaps the appearance of the setting moon just

bfToming edipsed. Totality, however, occurred when die moon was at

171.84* Vvc^ 22?, which we can restore in the text.

AstronomicalData

moon
sun

Jupiter

Venus
Mercury
Saturn

Mars

A Text

Taurus 5*

Cs^nicom
Aries 27"

Pisces r
Sagittarius 26°

Gemini [201
Leo 20°

A Computed (-87Jaru6*j

32.94

288.02

25.9

330.77

266.39

79.39

141.07

Taurus 3*

O^irioora 18°

Aries 26*

Pisces 1°

S^ttarius 26"

Gemini 19°

Leo 21°

+4jr.
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TE>cr24pM 77265 -SH 83-9-28,16^*14715

SE 229 IX.[27p)] —82 Dec^
Pivviously unpublished

Transcr^tion

dbv.

1 [MU^AlE^'Ar^kain]
2 [LUGAL]rn.GANl
3 [Up.270')][m]i-silGE»LO.TUR

4 [a-lid ina s]i-man-su sin ina PA
5 [samasinaPlAMUL.BABBARinaGfR-TAB
6 [U4.n] GU,.UD ina NIM ina PA IGI

7 [GENNA ina] ABSIN AN ina RIN dele-bat

8 |1i§tJ>'u'NUIGim.'Br
9 [U4 jiNA]27KURMU^
10 UTLMN] GE«.13 AN^U^ sin

rev.

1 [...IinBARDB28
2 [ANJeU,oSam]asinaSAGPA
3 [ki PAPNU]IGI
remainder of reverse uninscribed

CriticalAppanUtis

obv. 8: After the break only the final vertical of a sign ( -u,') is visible.

The lower edge of the obverse is partly broken away, but nothing seems to be

missing.

Only three lines have been inscribed on the reverse, with most of it left

uninscribed.

Trandation

obv.

1 [Yr. 229 (S.E.) Arsaces was]

2 [king.] Kisllmu 1.

3 [On the 27th^) day], middle of night, the child

4 [was bom. In] his (lijour (of birth), the moon was in Sagittarius,

5 [sun in Sag}ittarius, Jupiter in Scorpius,

6 [On the nth day,] Mercury had its first s^ypearance in the east in

Sagittarius,

7 [Saturn was in] Virgo, Mars in Libra, Venus
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TEXT 24 BM 77625

8 [which had se]t was not visible. That month,

9 [moonset after sunrise was on the ...], last lunar visibility

on the 27th. That year,

10 [Month ...] night of the 13th, a lunar eclipse,

rev.

1 [...] one-half [mon]th passed by, (an(^ on the 28th,

2 [an eclipse of the s]un in the beginning of Sagittarius,

3 [when watched for it was not] observed.

Commentary

obv. 6: Between the dates in question, namely the 19th to the 21st, Mercury

was in retrogradation.

obv. 10-rev. 3: The eclipses present some problems of identification.
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Dating

Snoe the day of^ nKMdli is broken, but the month as weU as the time of

the birth are preserved, a three-day span between -82 Dec. 19 and 21 is possible

for this horosoope. The table below provides data for the 20th of December.

Phis or minus one day deviation affects the sun ±\° and the moon ±13° ,

keeping both within the sign Sagittarius.

AstronomicalData

XText X Computed(-92Dec20*)
toooxi Sagittarius

sun Sajttarius

Jupiter Scorpius

255.59 - Sagittarius 16°

271.22 - Capricorn 1°

218.46 - Scorpius 8°

Venus (with the sun) 276.8 - Capricorn 7°

2533 - Sagittarius 13**

164.99 -Virgpl5»
Mercury Sagittarius

Saturn Viigo

Mars Libra 207.05 -Iibra27'

"'Computed for 21.00 UT, corresponding to midnight in Babylon. Longitudes are adjusted

+4.21°.
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Text 25 BM 42025

Text 25 (BM 42025(-81-6-25,647)(+) BM 42164(- 8 1-6-25,787) [L*1472f.])

S.E. 231 L14/15(>)- -80 Apr.22-23(?)

Previously unpublished

Transcription

obv.

1 [MU.2.ME].[3]l.KAMm.BAR30
2 [GE^ 15-160>)] LU.TUR a-lid ina si-man-su

3 [sin ina Grpi.TAB samas ina ^MUL.MUL MUL\BABBAR
4 [ina P]A dele-bat ina ^HUN^ [GENN]A ^ina AB^[SIN?]

5 AN ina M[AS.MA§ GU^.UD sa §U>^u^

6 NUIGI5TI.BIGE6.14A]N.KU,o
7 sin ina GULTAB [TTL-tim GAR 14]

8 NA27^KUR^[MU.BI]
9 'SIG^ U4.2I ^samas GUF
end of obv.

rev. uninscribed

CriticalApparatus

All edges are preserved and reverse is uninscribed.

obv. 1-2: The S.E. year number and date have been restored on the basis of

computation. See commentary below.

obv. 4: The zodiacal signs, while barely preserved, can be made out with the

help of the astronomical data. Venus' signHUN is quite eroded, but confirmed

by computation. At the end of the line the DI§ of [GENN]A fTUR-t-DIS) is

visible, as is ina AB[SIN], where one can see the beginning of the KI ofABSIN
(KI-i-HAL).

Cc^righied material
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obv. 5:An that can be seen ofMias* si|n is the vertical ofMA§MA§, aMiough
haxtfly visible on the edge of a large pit in the middle ofthe obverse.

Translation

obv.

1 [Year 2]31 (S.E.) Nisannu, 30

2 [night of the 15/16th^)] the child was bom. In his

hour (of birth)

3 [the moon was in Sc]orpius, sun in Taurus, Jupiter

4 [in Sagjittarius, Venus in Aries, Sat[um inVi]rgo,

5 Mars in Gfemini, Mercury which had se]t

6 was not visible. [That mo]nth [night of die 14th, a hinar

eclipse;

7 [totahty occurred] in Scorpius. [The 14th]

8 moonset after sunrise, 27tn last lunar visibility before

sunrise. [That year]

9 (summer) solstice was the 21st of [Simanu].

Commentary

obv. 6-7: The same lunar eclipse is reported in the eclipse report LBAT 1444

obv. l-5,andconfinnsthedateoftfaenoroso(^toApnl -80. According to the

eclipse report, this eclipse occurred on Nisannu 14 - April 21. Duration was
almost 5 hours, from 18.89 UT to 23.00 UT. As given in the horoscope, the

eclipse occurred while the moon was in the zodiacal sign Scorpius. The
position of the moon is not preserved in the eclipse report. By computation,

lunar longitude during maTcimal phase was 213.09" (at 21 Ul), or Scorpius 3^

obv. 7-8: Restoration of the date ofNA is derived from LBAT 1444 rev.2: 14

3,30 [NA].

obv.9: Date of summer solstice belongs to the Uruk Scheme.

Dating

The best correlation between the text and computed longjtiuies bSis around

April 22 and 23. By the 24th, the moon is no lor^er in thes^ Scorpius.

Astronomical data

A Text

moon Scorpius

sun Taurus

Jupiter S«^ttarius

Venus Anes
Mercury (with the sun)

Saturn [Vii^o]

Macs rCrfminil

A Computed (-80Apr.23)*

235.06 - Scorpius 25*

34.51 - Taurus 5°

256.76 - Sagittarius 17°

15.46 - Aries 15"

11.11 - Aries 11°

171.12 - Virgo 21°

^Conqnited for 16.00UT - 7KX)PM BobTkoian local tune, with k»gitudes adjusted •»-4.18*.

Copyrighted material
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TEXT26BM 35515

Text 26 (BM 35515- Sp ffl 21 [L*1474j

S.E. 236V.25 = -75Sept.4

previous publication: F. Rochberg, Orientalia NS 58, pp.1 17-1 19,and plate 11.

upper edge

1 inaa-mat'tNu'^GASAN-ialis-lim

obv.

1 MU.2.ME.36.KAM 'Ar-sa-kam LUGAL
2 m.NE 1 U4.25.KAM ina 12

3 si-man LU.TUR a-lid ina s[i-m^-ni-su

4 sin ina A samas ina ABSIN MUL.BABBAR
5 [u AN] ina MAS.MAS dele-bat ina RIN
6 [GU^.UD]^ ina^ A GENNA ina GIR.TAB ITI.BI

7 [13 NA ]x 21 GU4.UD ina NIM
8 [inaAIGI] 26KUR

rev.

1 [MU.BI] ^IG-- 16 samas GUB
2 [UD].79^ AN.KU,o samas

3 [in]aALLAsaDBrn.§U
4 GE^ 13 AN.KU,o sin

5 ina GU 1 SI GAR-an
6 25 ina ZALAG 8 A
7 x-xsu(?)-u blank
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8 [ Iblank

CriticalAfpanUMS

rev. 6: The horizontal wedge read as ina appears to have another small

horizontal above it. At the end of the line, the A sign is problematic.

ICy.7: There aretvm Winlc«»ltia]c«»ns at ihn Ivynning nf th#> Titio, Thereading

Tntttslation

l.e. By the command of Bel and Beloja may it go welL

obv.

1 Year 236 (S£.), Arsaces was kii^

2 Abu 1, the 25di day, in the 12th

3 hour die child was bom; in his hour (of biitl^,

4 the moon was in Leo, Sim in Virgo, Jupiter

5 [and Mars] in Gemini, Venus in libra,

6 [Mercury] in Leo, Saturn in Scorpius; That month
7 [moonset after sunrise was on the 13th] .... on the 21st,

Mercury's [first appearance] in the east

8 [in Leo], last hinar inability before sunrise

was on the 26th.

Le. [ ] uninscribed

rev.

1 [That year], the (siunmer) solstice was on the 16th of Simanu.

2 On the 29th [day (of Simanu)] a solar eclipse

3 [i]n Cancer which passed by. Du'uzu,

4 night of the 13th, a lunar eclipse

5 in Aquarius made 1 finger.

6 On the 25th in the last part of night, (the moon was) 8° in Leo.

7 It was ....

Cmntnentary

obv. 4^: The astronomical data found in obv,4-8 of the horoscope is duplicated

in the almanac for the same date, LBAT 1 174: 10. The planetary longitudes are

not in quite the same order, but agree in every case, as do the dates ofthe hinar

phenomenaNA andKUR. Mercury's first appearance in the east appears to

have been obtained directly from the almanac For further discussion, see

OrNS 58 (1989), pp.119-121.

rev.l: The date of summer solstice is in accordance with the Uruk Scheme,

cycle 13 year 9.

rev.2-3: The solar eclipse corresponds to the eclipse of -75 July 9 (according to

Copyrighted material
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Parker-Dubberstein -S.E.236 Simanu 28, which means Parker-Dubberstein

should be corrected by one day). The horoscope states that this eclipse "passed

by." Indeed, it was not visible in Babylon, as the sun was already below the

horizon at first contact, which occurred at 16.92 UT (= 19.88 local time).

Sunset was 19.12 local time. The text indicates the longitude of the sun during

the edipse as Cancer. At maximal phase the sun was in 107.76° (= Cancer 18°).

rev.3-5: The lunar eclipse corresponds to the eclipse of -75 July 24, a partial

eclipse which began at 3.62 UT or a litde more than an hour after sunrise

(sunrise was 2.13 on this date) and ended at 4.66 UT or around 8:00AM local

time. The lunar loi^tude at maximum phase was 300.82° (= Aquarius 1°), in

excellent agreement with the text.

rev.6: A lunar longitude is given when the moon was visible in the predawn
sky, although this longitude, giving degrees within the zodiacal sign, surely

does not represent an observation. Sunrise on this date (=Sept.4) was 2.65 UT
or roughly 5:40 Babylonian local time. The moon's longitude at 5:00AM local

time, was 130.41° or Leo 10°. The text's Leo 8 ° is in excellent agreement,

particularly inasmuch as we cannot know precisely for how much "before

sunrise" the Babylonian longitude was computed.

Dating

The revision of the date from Sept. 3 to 4 over the previous publication

{ChNS 58, p. 117) reflects the correlation with the Julian date of the part of the

Babylonian day in which the birth occurred. The Babylonian date Abu 25

began with sunset that fell on Julian Sept. 3 and continued to Sept. 4. Since the

birth is stated to have occurred in the 12th seasonal hour, roughly the end of

daylight, this moment correlates with Sept. 4.

AstronomicalData

A Text

moon Leo

sun Virgo

Jupiter Gemini

Mars Gemini

Venus Libra

Mercury Leo

Saturn Scorpius

A Computed (Sepu4 -75*)

136.69

163.07

73.6

77.2

197.98

145.15

229.68

Leo 17°

Viigo 13°

Gemini 14°

Gemini 17°

Libra 18°

Leo 25°

Scorpius 20°

*Computed for 16.00UT or roughly 7:00PM Babylonian local time, to correspond to the 12th

seasonal hovir of the day. Longitudes are adjusted +4.11° for -75.

Cc^yrighlcKj material
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Text27pM 38104 - 80-10-12,6[L»1475)

243 SJE. 1.20 —68Apr.l6

Previous publication: F.Rochberg, Centamus 32 (1989), pp.160-162.

Transcr^tion

obv.

1 MU^A!E.43JCAM TTTJaAR
2 U420£AMina9$i-manLt!j.TUR»lid
3 ina si-man-su Sin ina ina 18

4 saiiMsinaTILHUNina30MyL.BABBAR
5 ina PA ina 24 dele-bat ina MAS.MAS
6 ina 13 GENNA ina GU ina 15

7 AN ina RIN ina 14 GU^.UD sa $U-uNU IGI

8 TTT.BARlUD.xL...]
lower edge (perhaps erased)

1 27xx
rev.

1 14NA27KUR
2 MU.BI in.NE 28.KAM?!

3 AN.KU,o samas ki PAP NU IGI

4 ina TIL A
5 mJON 13 KISU samas

6 ANJLUu,smalSalHAB-rat
7 DmiGAR-anid^
8 iaaZB^
upper edge

1 LU.TURBISIGs'^xxx'
2 SIGjLALru

CriticalApparatus

lower edge: The first broken sign could be ''XTT or a number ^ 20+i!' The
seoGod sign could be 'BP. Ifwe read TTLBr, however, we would not expect

anything to come before the "14 NA" of rev. 1, and deaily there are more

traces of wedges.

rev.2: Sign at the end of the line looks like KUR, but would make little sense

in the context.

rev.6: Text has &im^*'insteadof 5m.



Text 27 BM 38104

Cop/righted materiat
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Trmdation

obv.

1 Year 243, Nisannu

2 the 20th, in the 9th hour, the child was bom.
3 In his hour (of birth), the moon was at the end of Capricorn in 18°,

4 the sun at the end of Aries in 30°, Jupiter

5 in S«^htauiiis in 24^ Venm in Gemini

6 in 13°, Saturn in Aquarius in 15°,

7 Mars in Libra in 14^ Mercuiy yAush. had set was not visible.

8 Nisannu [....]

I.e.

1 27...

rev.

1 Moonset after nmrise occurred on die 14th, last lunar

visibility before sunrise on the 27th.

2 That yearAbu the 28th dayO^),

3 a solar eclipse when watched iFor, was not seen

4 in the end of Leo.

5 Ululu the 13th at sunset (literally: with the seoing of the sun)

6 a lunar eclipse exceeding 1/3 disk

7 occurred; (the moon) was (already) eclipsed when it rose

8 in Pisces.

u.e.

1 That child good fortvine ....

2 ^) gpod fortune will diminish.

Commentary

obv. 8: One could anticipate the date of equinox here, akhou^ S£. 243

bdong^ to <yck 12 year 16 ofthe Uruk Scheme in which vernal equinox fsdls

in XII2.I2. Hie text here has Nisannu, which is the month of vernal equinox

only in years 7, 15, and 18 of the nineteen-year cycle,

rev. 2-4: The date of the solar eclipse is given as Abu 28 or (-68) Aug. 20.

Oppolzer has an eclipse on this date for 12.31 UT (about 3 PM local time) at

a longitude of 144° (+5° - 149°), or Leo 29°, which concurs with the text's

designation "end of Leo," but the edipse was not visible in Babylon,

rev. 5^: Hie hmar eclipse repoited here corresponds to the eclipse of -68 S^J.
It was apaitial edqpse ofapproximate 3 hours duration, lutvii^b^;un shortly

before moonrise (moomise was 15.08 UT and first contact was 14.81 LTI), and

finishing at 17.87 UT. The text's statement that the eclipse occurred "near the

setting of the sun" seems then to refer to the time of the beginning of the

eclipse, and indeed, the moon was already eclipsed when it rose. The longitude

given in the text is also correct, as the moon was at 342.85° (- Pisces 13°

)
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during the maximal phase.

Astronomical Data

The date and computations presented here represents a revision + 1 day

over that found in the previous publication {Cmtaurus 32, p. 160). This is

meant to reflect the portion of the Babylonian day correspondii^ to the 9th

seasonal hour in which the birth occurred. The fact that Mercury is said to

have set is also confirmed by the computed setting times for the sun and

Mercury, which were 15.40 and 14.40 UT respectively. Mercury was near

inferior conjimction, having had its last appearance in the west as an evening

star.

A Text A Computed (-68Apr. 16*)

moon Capricorn 18" 297.Si - Capricorn 2y
sun Aries 30° 27.54 - Aries 28°

Jupiter Sagittarius 24° 261.93 - Sagittarius 22'

Venus Gemini 13° 72.72 - Gemini 14"

Saturn Aquarius 15° 314.23 - Aquarius 14

Mars Libra 14° 189.76 - Libra 10*

Mercury (with the sun) 15.07 - Aries 15°

'''Computed for 11.50 UT, the equivalent of the 9th seasonal hour on that date, or

approximately 2:30PM Babylonian local time. Longitudes are adjusted +4.02° for -68.
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Text 28: (BM 37374)

Date: Uncertain

Previously unpublished

Transcrq?tum

obv.?

r traces

2" ina 30 ^x^ [...]

3' ^x^ KUS(?) [...]

4' ^UDxx^...]
remainder broken

rev.?

1 ina

2 GU,.UD ina NIM ina x[ §Op)/IGI(?) GENNAp)]
3 inaLU(?)ANinax[
4 '^(2-3 signs)"* inaA [

remainder broken

CriticalApparatus

Only the comer is preserved with part of the bottom edge and the left ed^ of

theobv.0,andthetopandlefte(%eoftlieiev.(?) Readii^ on the obv. are all

uncertain.

rev.0 1 One expects the longitude for Jupiter to have preceded this line since

Venus is given next. The reading of Venus' longitude is quite uncertain. The
wedges si^est eitherMA§ or perhaps the begin of ABSIN. For the planetary

loi^jitudes to have been distributed so, however, it seons that the tablet oi^t
to have contained more than one horoscope.

rev.Q) 2 I have restored Saturn (GENNA) in the break since it belongs

between Mercury and Mars in the standard enumeration of planetary

longitudes.

Translation

ohv.Q) Too £^!^^leIIlary for translation

rev.Q)

1 (from previous line:[...Jupiter]) in Capricorn, Venus in

Vi[rgo(?)

2 Mercury [appeared for the first/last time0] as a momii^
star in ..[.; Satum(?)]

3 was in Aries; Mars in ....

Copyrighted material
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4 .... ina Leo(?)

remainder broken

Commentary

The restoration of the names of the planets is simply too uncertain for any

secure dating of this text. In addition, insufficient data from the planets with

shorter synodic periods does not allow us to even narrow down the

possibilities beyond the 59-60 years between years in which Saturn and Jupiter

would be in the appropriate signs ^ssibly Aries and Capricorn respectively).

rev.(?) 3 For LU= Aries, see Sachs, JCS 6 p.57 note 25 and Ungnad AfO 14

p.256 note 37.

Text 28 BM 37374
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Birth Notes

Text 29 (BM 64148 -82-9-18,4117)

Year 36 Artaxerxes 11 - -368 ...

Transcription

obv.

1 rn.§UUD.15MU.36
2 'Ar-tak-sat-suKIKURsamas

3 LU.TURa-lid

4 rn.§E UD.3.KAM MU.40
5 se-hi-ir

Translation

1 Du'uzii the 15th day, year 36

2 of Artaxerxes (D). At sunrise

3 the child was bom.
4 Addaru the 3rd day, year 40

5 he was a young child(?).

CriticalApparatus

obv. 5 The verb seheru in the stative is rendered with the SI sign. I am not

aware of parallels to the use of SI for SI.

rev.

blank

TEXT29BM 64148

Cop/righted materiat
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Text 30 (BM 33563 =Rm IV 1 19

)

S.E. 19 X.16 - -292 ....

tag; birth note

rounder side

Transcription

1 GE^ieinaZALAG
2 rn.AB.KAM
3 MU.19.KAM*^lu-ukLUGAL
4 tN^-nuA
5 ^"'EN??-xxU ]

flatter side

1 a-lid

rest of side blank

CriticalApparatus

rounder side line 1: A t^ hole goes through the top right comer,

line 3: The year number is written raised and small.

Translation

1 Night of the 16th, last part of the night.

2 Tebetu

3 Year 19 of Seleucus the king

4 Belsunu son of

5 Bel-...(>) ...

6 was bom.

Text 30 BM 33563
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Text 31 (BM 34693 -Sp n 180 (L* 1465)

S.E. 98 =-213

birth note, only one side inscribed

Transcription

1 MU.1,38.KAMKIN
2 LUa-Hd MU.l.ME/20+x.KAM^ 10+[ ]

3 1,38

Translation

1 Year98(S.E.),Ululu

2 the native was bom. Year 120+ day 10 +[...]

3 98

Text 31 BM 34693

Cop/righted materiat
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Text32(BM 34567 - Sp.n 39 [**1469])

S.E. 197 IV(?).9--114July3.

S.E. 194X1.10 - -116 Jan. 30.

S£. 158 IX.27- -153 Dec. 27.

Previous puUkadon: A. Sachs,/CS 6, p.65.

photo:/CS6,pUV.

Ttanscription

obv.

1 MU.1.ME.1,37.KAM
2 rn.§U(>) U,.9.KAM
3 pa-na-atKURsamasLU.TURa-lid

4 MU.1J4E.1>(£AM
5 ZiZ GE(1030DANNA
6 GE»anaZALAGLtJ.TURa4ia
rev.

1 MU.1.ME.58.KAM
2 rn.GANGE6 27maMURUB4-tiin
3 LU.TURa-lid

CriticalApparatus

2 Sachs suggests eitfaerSU month IV, orDU« month Vn.

Trandation

1 Year 197 (S.E.),

2 Du'uzup) (or Tasritu), the 9th,

3 before amrise, the child was born.

4 Year 194 (S.E.),

5 §abatu, night of the 10th, one-half haru (> 1 hour)

6 remaining until sunrise, the child was born.

rev.

1 Year 158 (S.E.),

2 Kislimu, night of the 27th, in the middle watch,

3 the child was bom.



Abbreviations

ABCD: see Rochberg-Halton, ABCD.
ACT: see Neugebauer, ACT.
AfK: Archivfur Keilschrififorschung.

AfO: Archivfur Orientforschung.

AnOr: Analecta Orientalia.

AOAT: Alter Orient undAltes Testament.

B^. Mitt.: Ba^xiaderMitteUungen.

BPO: Babylonian Planetary Omens.

BRM: Babylonian Reamls in the Library ofJ. PierpontMor^n.
CAD: TheAssyrian Dictionary ofthe University ofChicagp.

CRRAI: Compte rendu de la ... rencontre assyriologique interaationale.

CT: Cuneiform Textsfrom Babylonian Tablets in the BritishMuseum.

Gudea Cylinder: see Falkenstein.

HAMA: see Neugebauer, HAMA.
JAGS: foumal ofthe American Oriental Society.

JCS: foumal ofCuneiform Studies.

JHA: foumal ofthe History ofAstronomy.

JNES: foumal ofNear Eastem Studies.

MSL: Materialien zum sumerischen Lexikon.

OIF: Oriental Institute Publications.

OLZ: Orientalische Literamrzeitung.

RA: Revue d'tasyriologju et d'ardf^logie orientale.

SBH: G.A. Reisner, Sumerisch-babylonisfheHymnen nach Thonufeln

griechischer Zeit.

SSB: see Kt^er, SSB and SSB Erg.

SSB 3.Erg.: see Schaumberger.

TAPS: Transactions of the American Philosophical Society.

TCL: Textes Cuneiformes. Musee du Louvre.

YDS: Yale Oriental Series.

ZA: ZeitschriftfiirAssyriologie.
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General Glossary

A

A "Leo": passim

A {aplu) "son" ZO^^r^ IMi^
A.TUK {nemelu) "profit" 5 lID

AB (Tebetu) "Month X"

rn.AB: lili 8 nil 9J
AB: 1:4, r. 4i 2i2
rn.AB.KAM 30:2

ABSIN "Virgo": passim

AD {abu) "father" 10 rJ] U rj

ad {{or adris) "daridy"

ad^-a "(moon) rose darkly (meaning, eclipsed)" 21 tJ.

ahu see

(for olid) "beyond, exceeding"

al sal HAB-mf "(lunar eclipse) exceeding one-third disk" 2Z xJa

akalu "bread, food" 5 tA
aladu "to give birth, (stative) to be born"

LU a-lid "the native was born" 13:4. r. 7j 14:5; 1L2
LU.TUR a-lid "the native (literally: chilcQ was born" : passim

PN a-lid 2i2; 4 r. 5j ?i2i 10:2] 110; 12J

in4 ^5 ni^irti sa zodiacal sign, a-lid 6:4'; 8 r. 3; 18 l4

al^u see GIN
alia "beyond, exceeding" see also al

al-la l-'ta" [§U°(?)] HAB-mt "exceeding two-thirds of the disk" 21 l2

ALLA "Cancer": passim

amaru see IGI

ammatu see KUS
AN [Salbatanu) "Mars": passim

ana (DI§) "to"

ana ME.E 1 r. 4

ME ^irw §U 6 r. 3

TA MURUB, ana (var. ^-n.*) NIM IM, 5; lli4, 5

^n^MURUB^ 16:9. r.lO

ana NIM DIB Z rJi IM; 1*^*

GEj ZALAG 32:6

AN.KU,o {attalu) "eclipse": passim

APJN (/Irahsamna) "Month VHI"

aplu see A
dr {arki) "after, behind" 1:3] 6 n2j 14:3

<2ra^M see GID
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arhu see ITI

arhussu "each month" IQ r.5; 11 rJi

arku see DIRI

a^u see E
asaredu see SAG.KAL
assatu see DAM
ataru see DIRI
attain seeAN.KU,o

B
BABBAR also MUL.BABBAR "Jupiter": passim

banu "to be propitious" 2 tA

BAR also rn.BAR {Nisannu) "Month I": passim, see also BARA^
BAR {mislu) "one-half"

AN.[KU,o samas] ina HUN BAR DIB "a [solar ecl]ipse in Aries; one-half

(month?) passed by" 14 r. 6; cf. 20 n4, and 24 r. L Meaning is uncertain.

BARA2 {Nisannu) "Month I" 2d
BE {summa) "if" 10i5; UlSj 16 r.9

beru seeDANNA
bir&u "between" 5 r. 11

hint "hunger" 5 r. 4

b&u see E
bubbulu see U4.NA.AM

D
DAM (assatu) "wife" 5 r. 8

DANNA {beru) "an astronomical unit (30°) 6 rJ; 32:5

dannu see KALAG
DELE (ai«) "single"

DELE sa IGI ABSIN "The Single star in front of the Furrow" 6 r. 2

^^delebat "Venus" : passim

DI {ialamu) "to be well" IQiZ

DIB {etoqu) "to pass by" passim

{Sabitu) "to take" ?i[5]

DIRI {arku) in the intercalary Month XII §E DIRI: I16, rj
{ataru) 21 rJ; 22 r? 16^ 2Z r^
{erpetu) "cloud" li5

DUj (7ksr5«) "Month VH" SAli liOj 16:rn; 19:8; IZd

DUGUD {kabatu) "to become important" 10 rJ
duntqu see SIGj

DUMU (wirw ) "son" 2:2; 9:6; 10:10; 11:[11]

DUMU.SAL {manu ) 10:10; 11:11; IZ rJ

E
E {bau ) "house" 10 rJi 11 r. 4j 5il0, 11
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in b& niSirti "secret house" 3^ 6i4j 8 r.2; 13 r.6; 15 r.3; IS rJ

{a^u ) "to rise"

edu see DELE
ema "wherever" 10:9

erpetu see DIRI

etequ see DIB

G
gamartum see TIL

CAN {Kislrmu) "Month DC" 1 n4j Z ri 14 i\2j IZii 23i8; Mil; 32:5

GAR {sakanu ) "to set, establish"

(the moon) panHu ana MURUB4 GAR.ME§ "(the moon) set its face

toward

the node" 16;?, nlO; IM, 5] LL6
n SI GAR-an "(the eclipse) made n fingers" 20 r\5j 26 l5
(with designations of the amount of the disk eclipsec^ 21 rJj 22 r. 16j 2Z

lZ

TIL-nm GAR-an "to establish (eclipse) totality" 4 r.4; 14 rA
GE^ {mSu ) "night": passim

GEj ana ZALAG "(so many units of) night until sunrise" 32r6

GENNA {Kajamanu) "Saturn": passim

GI {salimu ) "to prosper" 10:7

GfD, GfD.DA {araku) "to be long"

U,. ME§ GfD.DA(.ME§) "long days (-life)" 5 rJi ?^4i 10:8

GIGIR (narkabtu) "chariot" see §UR GIGIR
GIN {al^) "to go" 10:9

GIR.TAB i^uqaq^m) "Scorpius": passim

GU "Aquarius": passim

GU4 {Ajarti) "Month 11": passim

GU4.AN "Taurus" 2:5

GU4.UD {^ihtu) "Mercury": passim

written GU4 5i7j 16:6, l6
GUB (uzuzzu) "to stand, to be present"

planet) ina 3 RfN GUB-z« 117] 16 r.7.8

lamas GUB {izziz(aj) "solstice": passim; written '*UTU GUB Z rA

H
HAB-rat "disk" 21 rJ; 22 r? 16!; 2Z n6
harranu see KASKAL
HUN abbreviated writing for '"^^HUN.GA {Agru ) "Aries": passim

I

IGI [amaru) "to see"

A.TUK IGI-ir 5 r^ cf. 16d0.
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{amaru, nanmuru) "to be seen, to be visible"

NU IGI "not visible" IMi 14:181; 15;7; 21;6; NU IGI.MES 19^
20:9; 21 r.5; 24:8. r.3; 27:7. rJ

(panu) "front"

ina IGI-^ "before you, in your presence" 2 r.l;

ina IGI (star name) "in front of star such-and-such" hS; 4^ 15:3; 18J

in names of stars: DELE sa IGI ABSIN 6 r^i MUL IGI sa SAG HUN
7:2

(tmnartu) "appearance; first visibility" hy, rS, rA^ 16 r\5; 24:6; 26:[81

IGI° (ma) "eyes" 5 n2

ina "in" : passim

m£5« "at that time" 2i3; 4i4; 7 r. up.edge 1

istu see TA
m (arhu) "month": passim

m.BI (arhusu) "that month": passim

TVI-us-su seearhussu

K
kabatu see DUGUD
Kajamanu see GENNA
kakkabu see MUL, also MUL
KALAGidannu) "dense" h5

KASKAL {harranu) "road" 5 r.ll

see KUR
yfe/"when" 21 n5; 22 r? 7'; 27 rJ

KI {ittt) "with": passim

(qaqqaru) "place" KI GU^.UD "the place of Mercury" IQ rA

KIN {Ululu) m.KIN "Month VI": passim

KUN {zibbatu) "tails, Pisces" 1 n2; written KUN.MES 2i4; see also ZIB.ME

KUR [napihu) "to rise"

"last (lunar) visibility (- rising of the moon just before sunrise) of

the month" : passim

"east" from KUR [nipih) ^msi "the rising of the sun": (planet) U4.BI ina

KUR "that day (the planet) ... in the east" 16 r^
itti KUR samds "with sunrise" 29:2; 32:3

KUR (/fe<»5a/«) "to reach" 16 r^

KU§ {ammatu) "cubit: 2°": passim

L

LA {ma(u) "to decrease, be lacking" 5 n2

labaru see SUMUN
LAL (iaqu) "to reach positive latitude" 16 r. 10

LAL {sitqultu)"equinox" 4 i\2; 7:3; 18 r^ 19i8i 21:7

lapani "before" la-pa-ni AN.KU,o s[in] "before the lufnar] eclipse" 3:5"

leu "to overpower someone" 5 l9
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LU for LU.HUN "Aries" 28 r? 3] 5l5

LU abbreviated writing of LU.TUR {semi) "native" IM; 14:5; aii2

LU.TUR (/(fTTK) "child, native": passim

LUGAL {sarm) "king" : passim; LUGAL.ME§ 4il; 15il

M
magaru see §E.GA
mamma "someone" 9:5

miirtu see DUMU
mam see DUMU.SAL
MA§ abbreviation for MA§.MA§ "Gemini" 16 r^
MAS.MA§ "Gemini" : passmi

MA§ "Capricorn" : passim

maSru seeNfG.TUK

mafu see LA
ME {umu) "daylight"

ME ana §U "(so many units oQ daylight imtil sunset" 6 rJ

ME.E "opposition" (also ME.A and E.ME)

ana ME.E 1 tA

miilu "middle" see also BAR
[m]i-!il GEj middle of night 2t3

MU (sattu) "year": passim

muhhu "concerning" 5 r.ll; see also UGU
MUL, MtJL {kakkabu) ^star" 10^

abbreviation for MUL.MUL "Taurus" 16:3.

MIJL.MUL "Taurus" 4 r^
MURUB, {qabliu) "nodal zone" 10:4.5; 11:4.5; 16:9. tAQ

iqablAu) "middle (watch)" 32i8

miSu see GE^

N
NA or na (for nanmurtu) "moonset after s\mrise" Z r\5; 8^9; 12 rjj 14 rj^ 15

rl; IM; 19iZ; 20^ 21i7; 22 r. 13j 23iZ; 25:8 2Z rJ

namam see ZALAG
napiSju see KUR
narkahtu see GIGIR
nasahu see ZI

naSaru see PAP
nemelu see A.TUK
nenmudu see U§
«<^« see UR.A
N1G.§ID {nikkassu) "property" 5 r.2. 5. 6. 11

NfG.TUK {m^ru) "wealth" lOiZ; 11:8

nikkassu see NfG.SiD
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NIM {sM]u) "to be high" NIM TUR "fit was) high (and) faint" 1 tJ
{suqti) "(maximum) positive latitude" ana NIM "toward the top" 10:4^ 5;

11:4. 5

as abbreviated writing for GiS.NIM {sRat) "east" 1^3, 5, 6; 6:3'; 7 r. 3, up.

edge 2j 13i4j 14i4j 24i6j 26i7j 28 r.(?)2

nisusee UKU.ME§
NU («i) "negation"

NUN (rw^«) "prince" 5:5

P
PA "Sagittarius": passim

panu "before" 5 rjj 32:3

"face" IM, 5i IM, 6; 16:9, r. ID

PAP {naSiru) "to watch, observe" 21 r.5; 22 r? 7'; 27 rJ

Q
qahlitu see MURUB4
^<«m» see SI

qarradu "hero" IQ r. 1; 11 r. 1

see TIL

"hand" 9:5

qiu see TIL

R
ra'amu "love" 5:17

rabhutu "greatness" 10:6

ralm see StJ

ntjii see TUK
rSu see SAG
RIN "Libra": passim

rubu see NUN

SAG (rSu) "beginning"

SAG GEj "beginning of night": passim

SAG zodiacal sign name "beginning of sign ..." 7i2j 5i5j 9:5; 14:3;

21:4. r.2

SAG.KAL {a&iraiu) "first in rank" 10 [r2]

SAL {sinnistu) "woman" 5 rJO

SI {qamu) "horn" 2^J

(ubanu) "finger" 20 r.5; 26 r. 5

SIG {saplu) "below" 7:2, n2; 13:3] 14J

(suplu) "(minimum) negative latitude" 16:9

SIG (Sim^«)"Month ffl" 16 r. li 26 i\l] ITI.SIG 2216*

SIG5 {damqu) "propitious" 16:10; r.9;
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(dumqu) "prosperity; fortune" 10:6; 11:6

SILIM (lalanu) "to be at peace" 10:7

simanu "hour" (usually written si-man ) 6 r4] 8:4(?); 13;5; 14:5; 15:5; 18:5; 19:3;

20:5; 21:3. 4; 22 r? 10^ 23i3; 24:4; 25ji 2S± 270, 3

''Sin "moon" (written 30): passim

sinnistu see SAL
SUMUN {labaru) "to last a long time" lOJ; UiS

$
Salbatmu "Mars" see AN
Seheru see TUR
^e^rw see TUR

see UD.DA
.y5^ see NIM

M "of, which": passim

sal "one-third" 27 tJ>

salanu see DI
^^mas "sun" (written 20): passim

"below" 2:3

saqu see LAL; also NIM
sarru see LUGAL
sattu seeMU
§E {Addaru) "Month XII" : passim

§E.GA {ma^aru) "to find favor" 10:9

serru see LU.TUR; also LU
§E§ {ahu) "brother" 10 rJ

see GU,.UD "Mars"

sitqultu see LAL "equinox"

m "he, it-

/«-« "it is" 3lL'

§U {Du'uzu) "Month IV": passim

§U \rabu) "to set"

5j §U-« "(the planet) which had set" 2:6; 87; IM; 157; l?i6; 2Mi 21i6;

22 r.? IT; 24:r81; 25:5; 277

§U iim^s "sunset" 6 r.3; 27 r^

in the meaning "last visibility" or "disappearance" li5, 6, i\2; 4;6, 7; 6:3'; 7

upper edge 2;

Humma see BE
see SIG

suqu see NIM
/Mt« see ULU
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T
TA (tjr«) "from": passim

TIL (gamartu) "totality" 4 n4j 14 r4; 22 r.? 8^ 23 edge

{qnu) "end" 5^ 15i5; 2Q 27:3.4;

TUK (r^«)"to have" 5 r%5, 6, 10; ?i6; IQdO

TUR {Seheru) "to be young" ina TUR-5« "in his youth" 5 n5

{Sehru) "small, faint" 1 rJ; 29i5

U
U4 {umu^ "day": passim

U4.NA.AM {btibbulu) "last visibility of the moon" 2i8

UD.DA {sou) "first visibility" 6lL'

UGU {mtthhu) "(in prepositional use) over" 10 rJ

UKU.ME§ {niii!} "people" 5

ul sec NU
ULU (/ut« ) "south" 4:3; 15i3

umu see ME; see also U4

UR-ACng/^) "Leo"4r.l

USAN (bararitu) "morning watch" 15i4; 15:2

U§ {nenmudu) "to be at a stationary point" 1 rjj 4; 10:6

'*UTU see Sanuul 3:3'; 4 r.l; Z r.4; 8:5; 13:6

uzuzzu see GUB

Z
ZALAG {namaru) "last part of night": passim

ZI {nas^u) "progress (in longitude)" 16

zibbmt see KUN; also ZIB.ME
ZIB.ME {zibb&u) "tails, the zodiacal sign Pisces" 7i4; 20 1\3; 21:5. r.2; 21 rJ

ZfZ (^«/ja|«) "Month XI": passim
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Hunger Kolophone 93 12

Hunger Kolophone 319 11

Hunger Kolophone 320 11

Hunger Kolophone 333 11

Hunger Uruk 1 94 40,42,43

JCS 21193 TextC 30

JCS 21 200-08 Text E M,42,84

JNES43 134 101

KAR228 85

Labat Calendrier (K 11082) 14

LBAT 320 94

LBAT 448 45, 119

LBAT 1038 112
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164 \abylonian Horoscopes

T 1% A 1^4440 . ]fr444ALBAT *1118±*1119 A 4 A 4
41, 93, 94

LBAT 1174 135

LBAT 1249
f\ A
94

LBAT 1251 70

LBAl 1265 98

LBAT 1300 114

LBAl 1413 41

LBAl * 1414
4 i
41

LBAT 1415+1416+1417 4 4
41

LBAT * 1419
4 4
41

LBAT * 1420 41

LBAT 1421 41

LBAT 1426 41
T n A 4 AA^LBAT 1427

4A 4 4 A 4
30, 41, 94

LBAT 1437-*1450 4 4
41

LBAT 1438
4 /\ 4
101

LBAT 1442
4 A 4
101

LBAT 1444
4 4^
133

LBAT 1448
4 A4
101

LBAT 1588
4A
10

LBAT 1589
4
10

T A ^T^ 4 ^ 4LBAT 1591
4A
48

V m A 4 ^AMLBAT 1600
AA
42

Malku VI 37

MULAPIN

I

29, 57
\tl TT A DTKT TTMULAJriJN 11 4/

NBC 8456 11

QLP 92 Pr 8/0 C 454

LJJi'^ 7Z rr o/D D4

OIP 92 PF 1718
C 4
54

Sachs-Hunger Dianes -463 30
r* 1_ TT T^' AC^
Sachs-Hunger Dianes -453

4A
30

1 T T " A Af\
Sachs-Hunger Dianes -440

^ A
30

Sachs-Hunger Dianes "418
'fiA
30

Sachs-Hunger Dianes -202 98

SBH14 11

STCnpl.69 48

TCL 6 13 85

TCL 6 14 13, 14

TCL 631 11

YOS10 54 5
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